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PREFACE
The primary objective of this study is to present the facts
indicating the effects of the discovery of the American Frontier
on English shipping, 1650-1688. The territory consisting of the
American Frontier as used in this study is limited to that part
of the land that is now the United States, bordering the Atlantic
Ocean from Maine to South Carolina inclusive, in addition to the
British Caribbean possessions of Barbados, St. Christopher,
Montserrat, Nevis, Antigua, and Jamaica.
Since the days of Frederick Jackson Turner, the term "frontier"
has been given an increasingly wider application, and this tendency
has reached its peak in the writings of Walter Prescott Webb, who
gives to the term "frontier" a Western Hemispheric significance.
My use of the tern is not so ambitious, and I have defined the word
"frontier" as used in this thesis as those territories of the
American waters unknown to England prior to the discoveries, which
subsequently became a part of the British Empire. When the term
"frontier" is capitalized in this work, the reference is to the
area as defined in the above paragraph.
Although the term "frontier" as used in this sense may be
unfamiliar to some European readers, nevertheless it does not
seem to have been unknown in the middle of the seventeenth century.
For example in one colonial record, Jamaica was spoken of as
"our frontier Plantation in America." (C.O. 138/1, p. 17} March,
1661/2). The African and Asiatic frontiers were other places to
which English merchants were trading.
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A good deal of material on trade in general has been
included in this study, for obviously it is difficult to make
a clear cut distinction between trade and shipping. I am
not concerned with the design of ships, but am primarily
interested in the amount of English shipping to the Frontier.
The spelling and capitalization of words are based on
wo lies of American authorities, and the writer apologizes to
those individuals who are hindered in reading this work due to
the American style.
The author is familiar with the American Frontier having
travelled in all of the states under discussion as well as
having spent almost two years in the Caribbean waters on a U.S.
Navy ship navigating among the West Indian Islands. The
writer also has had experience on a farm in Central Texas in
planting, harvesting, and grinding the juice from the sugar
cane and processing it into molasses and sugar.
This thesis originated at the University of Texas in 19^7
when the author was taking a course under Dr. Walter Prescott
Webb. The collection of materials for this work was begun at
the University of Texas: thence to sources in Edinburgh,
Oxford Libraries, British Museum, Public Record Office, and
surrounding depositories. The writer also spent time in the
libraries along the East Coast of America from Maine to
Virginia. The greatest source of printed contemporary materials
in the United States is to be found in the John Carter Brown
Library at Providence, Rhode Island. The Library of Congress
has a select amount of material on this period, much of which
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is in the form of photostats and transcripts from the British
Museum and Public Record Office in London, Approximately three
years of full time research have been done in the procuring of
information for this study, in addition to other intermittent
periods of research.
The obligations incurred for assistance in developing this
thesis extend to numerous persons and staffs of institutions in
the United States as well as in England and Scotland. The
personnel of the above cited depositories, and especially the
employees at the Public Record Office, British Museum, Bodleian
Library, Rhodes House Library at Oxford, University of Edinburgh
Library, John Carter Brown Library, and the Essex Institute of
Salem, Massachusetts were untiring in their efforts in helping
the author to locate inforaation. The research that has been
necessary to complete this work, extending over a period of several
years, could not have been consummated without the constant encourage¬
ment of my wife. Mr. K. G. Davies, of Oxford, was generous in
making available to the author the manuscript of his forth coming
book, "The Royal African Company," which is to be published in the
summer of 1956. Professor Richard Pares, of All Souls College,
Oxford, Mas vary kind and considerate in making many helpful
suggestions in regard to the outline of this study. To Mr. George
A. Shepperson, Lecturer in Imperial and American History at the
University of Edinburgh, the author is indebted for his reading the
thesis and for his valuable suggestions and constructive criticisms.
For the contents of the thesis, the author, of course, takes full
responsibility.
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, w Brief Account of English Shipping Prior to 1650
English shipping developed from infancy to greatness after many
centuries of trials, tribulations, and almost unsurmountable obstacles.
according to J.ft. Seeley,
Prior to reaching the peak of her glory,/She went through the three
stages of civilisation: (1) First, the aotamlc age at which time the
people carried on their Intra-nation trade and communication via the
rivers; (2) Second, the tha lassie age in which the people progressed to
encompassing the inland seas in their transforation and trade, with the
English channel being defined as inland sea; (3) Last, the ocean which
indicated the desire of exoanslon of her commerce and markets,I
England began the potamie oeriod prior to the Norman Conquest of
1068, and by the time of the Conquest, the people hid advanced to the
thilassic stage whereby & petty and sporadic trade was in progress
between London and the continent, with lead and tin being exported in
exchange for French wines. Although this trade existed, it was so
small, erratic, and transported in undecked, clinker-built boats that
England could not be said to have a merchant marineShe began the
ocean stage with John Jay embarking; from Bristol on July 15, 1480, in
search of Brazil; Jay was forced to return to Ireland due to strong winds,
and John Cabot was privileged to complete the first successful voyage of
the ocean stage in 149? by his landing in Newfoundland and skirting the




Discoveries continued to be made, for in 1497 Vasco da Gama rounded
the Cape of Good Hope and sailed to Calcutta, India, and was the first
European to take on a cargo from an Indian port. The importation of
silks, spices, and other desired luxuries from India ana surrounding
areas by ship reduced the price of the articles in Europe by two-thirds.
In 1500 Vincent Plnzon of Portugal discovered and explored along the
coast of Brazil, while Ferdinand Magellan had circumnavigated the
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globe by 1519." These voyages along with other explorations cut the
"tap root" of the trade of the Mediterranean, resulting in the shifting
of the highways of commerce and traffic to the .Atlantic. These changes
placed England on the main sea lane of that valuable Frontier trade that
was to develop within the next century and a half.10 Prince Henry, The
Navigator, might well be accepted as the most important individual in¬
strumental in unlocking the doors of the New World of plenty, for
Columbus and other distinguished explorers were influenced by his
teachings and the work of his students. Adam Smith declared:
The discovery of America and that of a passage to
the East Indies by the Cape cf Good Hope, are the two
greatest and most important events recorded in the
history of mankind....*..11
Land available to Europe prior to the discoveries had continued
to remain unchanged since the time of the flourishing Roman Empire.
Thus, with these new lands thrown into the "lap" of Europe, trade, com¬
merce, and communications were emancipated from their limited con¬
fines and brought forth in a new era in which each could flourish.
These new frontiers of wealth affected everything present within Europe
directly or indirectly, and the nations of Europe that were first to become
recognized as strong national powers of the world were those countries
that held possessions on the frontier.12
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Never in the annals of the modern world has there
existed so prolonged and so rich an opportunity for
the businessman, the speculator, and the profiteer...,13
The ortugue-se, opening up the route to India, gave that country
the monopoly of that trade, and Lisbon became the mart from which
all of Europe secured the products of the Far East at a great expense.
Spain annexed Portugal in 1580 and took over the control of the market
at Lisbon, and upon the discovery of America, she had become the lead¬
ing frontier power. Bullion was flowing into her 'coffers" in 1518 from
the V. est Indies and by 1553 the mines of Peru were disgorging even
greater quantities of precious metals with much of the gold and sliver
going to England in exchange for woolens and food.14 The discovery of
America, with its tremendous amount of wealth and resources, set in
motion the beginning of a "long and bitter international rivalry!! as to
the ownership and trade of those vast tracts of land beyond the seas.15
As Spain, Portugal, Italy, and other countries were beginning to
thrive with trade and activity in the early part of the sixteenth century,
the shipping of England was still in a lethargic state. Although England
enjoyed considerable "administrative unity" at an early date along with
her European neighbors, and she also had obtained a claim to a portion
of the New World; yet, she was slow to procure a foothold on the Fron¬
tier due to religious ' dissension that destroyed national unity and made
progress in commerce difficult. "15
England not only had to solve the problems of her internal strife,
but she had to obtain control of her shipping which was in the hands of
foreigners. The exports of England were initially lead and tin, but wool
subsequently surpassed those articles. Foreign merchants were con¬
trolling the export trade of England because of two reasons: (1) the
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geographical location at England was beyond the terminus of the me¬
dieval trade routes; (2) and the Italian, Flemish, and Germans, who
had control of the trade, were located on these routes and had had
long experience in sea traffic. The English were mere apprentices
in the field of seamanship, and the French merchants even began to
dominate the wine trade to England, after the Normans in DCS intro¬
duced wine drinking into the country. Subsequently, the Kaaseattc
League took over control ox the English trade. The League operated
under organisation names. The Eanse House of Cologne established
a factory in London in 1157 and this 'crunch controlled the Rhine water¬
way over which came articles from the couthJoeing transported through
the mountain passes of Italy. The House of Cologne prospered through¬
out the reigns of Henry II and Richard X, out later relinquished the con¬
trol to the Easterling branch of the Hanse.1?
The Easterlings consisted of a coalition of the seaports of the
North Sea and the Baltic coasts from Bremen to Riga. This organi¬
sation dominated the trade and fisheries of the North Sea, balancing
the articles drawn from Flanders, England, and Norway along with
those obtained from central Asia through Poland and the great Russian
mart of Novgorod. Rising in power and strength in the thirteenth cen¬
tury, and with the accumulation of further power, they were able to
establish factories in London, Ipswich, Yarmouth, Lynn, Boston, and
Hull, and to arrogate to themselves the exclusive use of the title of
the Hanse&tic League. Their motto was absolute supremacy of the
trade in their area, and the English merchants had a teriffic struggle
to survive such strict competition. The Hanseatlcs did not dominate
all of the trade at England; there were routes to and from. England over
which the Manse had no control, one being the Flanders route.
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The English Merchants of the Staple were organised in the
thirteenth century, and the Merchant adventurers were established
at the beginning of the fifteenth century. These two English organi¬
sations formed a close corporation, under royal patronage endeavor¬
ing to keep as much shipping in the hands of the English as possible,
and had a monopoly of the exports of all unmanufactured wool and
hides to their staple erf Calais. The manufacture of woolen cloth bad
begun with the reign of Henry I in 1135 or earlier, and the Flemish
immigrants were probably responsible for bringing the weaving tech¬
nique to England. The cloth in the beginning was coarse and inferior
to that of the cities of Flanders and Italy, out subsequently, the methods
were improved and the English wool as well as the cloth was recog¬
nised as superior to any in Europe. This knowlege spread and
Italians and Venetians began Importing comparatively large quantities
of this commodity in the fifteenth century.-1'
This century was an era of increasing industries with expansion
and progress being made in weaving, iron works, copper mines, gun¬
making, bill-founding, briekmaklng, and in the narking of silks and
ribbons. The expansion in these fields placed a demand upon the ship¬
building industry for a greater number of ships. Thus, as England
began to grow industrially and in trade and commerce, the Eastland
Company established by Henry IV, which became extinct in the fif¬
teenth century and subsequently rechartered by Elisabeth in 1579, along
with the Merchant Adventurers were able to exert enough pressure on
the foreigners resulting in the complete expelling of the Banseatic
League from the Steelyards in 1598. The merchants erf England were
slowly increasing in numbers and sharing a greater portion of the
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shipping of the country .23
Although the trade of England was la the hands of foreigners
almost from the time she became a unified country until near the
close of the sixteenth century* her limited industry and commerce
were slowly advancing especially in the fifteenth and sixteenth cen¬
turies and requiring new markets, William Hawkins, a wealthy ship-
English
owner of ■ lymouth, made the- first tiiree/tra.din:, voyages to the New
... orId from 1530-1584 trafficing with Brazil, and upon his retirement,
he continued to send his ships to the frontier via Africa. Merchants
from Southampton and London were sending ships to Brazil from 1540-
1542; trade between Russia and London was begun around the middle'
of the century along with the trades cf the Levant, Barbary and Asores.
John Hawkins was making trading voyages to the Spanish " est Indies
'between 15b2-15bS; Pranefe Brake was trading in the vicinity of the
Gulf of Darien find the fethinus of Panama between 1573-1573, Thus,
the infant teaacles of English trade were reaching many parts of the
world and the merchants were determined that the arms of trade were
to continue to grow larger.21
Spain monopolized the waters of the American Frontier in the
sixteenth century, and wan obtaining great quantities of gold and silver
from her possessions. England was jealous oi Spain and her wealth,
but was yet too weak to openly contest, her supremacy of the seas, and
share in the trade of that area. However, the English Sea Dogs and
privateers were preying on the rich Spanish galleons on their return
from her possessions in imerlca. People invested in the- privateering
expeditions as readily as people today invest in ..my type of business.
Many fortunes were made 'by trie English preying on the Spanish, Dutch,
and French. Air Francis Drake's expedition of 1577-1580 brought home
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treasure valued at more than h 600,000. Queen Elizabeth's share
amounted to L 250,000 or L 300,000. Shipping was becoming more
profitable, for the syndicate which financed Drake's voyage round the
world, received a net profit of L 47 for every L 1 invested, or a pro¬
fit of 4,700 per cent on a two years voyage .32 profits of this si as were
enough to turn the thoughts of any bold speculator in the direction of
such patriotism. Drake's brilliant campaign on the Spanish coast in
1587 was financed on the. principles of a joint-stock company with the
such
Queen as chief shareholder. Mon/as Drake, Hawkins, aid the leading
London merchants were thinking of national Interest as well as what
Drake called !?a little comfortsLie dew of heaven. %%
As England began contesting kpmish supremacy of the overseas
commerce and trade, she began constructing her maritime vessels
more durable, with longer keels, slimmer lines for greater speed and
striking power, and to be better adapted to the open sea. Progress in
ship design was continuous throughout the reign of Elizabeth, for pre¬
viously, the ships had been constructed for inland and coastal waters.^
The English fleet was expanding as indicated by Drake's ' broadsides"
at Cadis in 1587, which sounded the death knell' of the Cornish galley
fleets. Further corroboration of the increasing growth of shipping was
the decided defeat of the great Spanish Armada in 1588 revealing to
Europe that England had risen to become the leading sea power of the
world.25
V hlle the discoveries of the New World frontiers were in pro¬
gress, England had no ''pretensions whatever to take the lead," and hi
the maritime world, whether in war, discovery or colonisation,"
i"ngl--.no could not A.reload to t Ac ny iugh ra.uk; until iJtai- the defeat
of the Armada* As late as the close of the sixteenth century, England
had no colonies, factories, or settlements, and was still an infant in
the shipping industry .So However, in the reign of Elisabeth, England
began to realise and discover her vocation to tracfe and the dominion
to the sea, and in the latter part of the reign, the maritime greatness
of England was beginning along with becoming an expanding manufac¬
turing nationa'•'
The American frontier possibly did not have too much effect on
England until Sir Francis Drake mid his fellow merchants or pirates
began to prey on the frontier shipping of Spain, as well as the raiding
of her settlements in Central ana South America. The exploits of
these men probably opened the eyes of England to her great possibil¬
ities on the American frontier. Such ideas of England's future com¬
mercial policy on the frontier may not, however, have effected her
appreciably until the incident of the Spanish Arm.ada.ss
But from this time forward, European affairs begin
to be controlled by two great causes at once, viz. the
Reformation ma the New w orld, and of these the Re-
formation acts with diminishing force, and the New
W orld has more and more influence
Thus, as England began taking hex place in the maritime ranks of nations
and sharing a portion of the world trade, she too, began to think of over¬
seas possessions. The exploits of the privateers taught her seamen the
routes to America and the West Indies, and a considerable number of
large ships were being constructed as a result of the greatly accelerated
rise of English naval power. There were 48 occasions on which the
bounty for shipbuilding was allowed between 1592 and 1595, and between
1596 and 15S7 the bounty was allowed on no fewer than 57 ships including
8 of 300 tons to 4uG tons and 32 between 200 tons and 300 tons.° J These
factors,with Martin Frobisher's and John Davis' voyages in search
of a northwest passare, along with Sir **' Iter Raleigh's and Sir
Humphrey Gilbert's endeavors to establish colonies,presented the
people with a better 1-nowledge of the Frontier and were points of
encouragement in paving the way for people to migrate to the American
Frontier.** 5
The frontier of England in the- sixteenth century was the Atlantic
and in the beginning of the seventeenth the boundries had reached the
American mainland, the "est Indies, and Guiana.SS Many factors,
some of which were increasing population, agricultural expansion,
greater demand for shipbuilding materials and lumber for houses,
made the colonial expansion of England "an economic necessity" in
the seventeenth century,33 Upon the accession of James I, the war
with Spain was terminated and considerable activity began to take
place in the field of commerce for the merchants were anxious for
trade either in finding independent markets or by illicit traffic among
the Spanish settlements. "The Governor and Merchants of London
Trading into the East Indies" was chartered by Elisabeth in 1600 and
the participants began making tremendous profits from that branch
of commerce. Fepper was being purchased for two pence per pound
and selling in England for twenty pence per pound. The permanent
settlement of Jamestown in Virginia was begun in 1607; attempts at
colonisation on the mason were being made within the first quarter
of the seventeenth century. Before the-: middle of the century England
also had colonies in Bermuda, New England, Maryland, Leeward
islands and Barbados from which she began importing tobacco, sugar,
furs ..ad other valuable articles.""' Thomas Mm reported in 1621 that
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"England had never yet more shipping than at this present."^5 The
East India Company by 1628 was employing 1,000 men in building and
repairing ships, making guns and naval supplies. Trade and shipping
in England was flourishing as never before in history. Ships were
growing larger, sail plans more complex along with navigation be¬
coming more scientific;00 however, the full impact of these changes
were delayed until the last half of the century
B. Brief Account of the Economic Conditions Prior to 165U
The development of trade, industry, and shipping of England in
the sixteenth century resulted in the country being more prosperous
by the beginning of the seventeenth century than any time in the past.38
-rior to the opening up of these new trades, 'England had a very limited
variety of food, and subsequently,
.... the wharves began to be piled high with new strange
goods, the tables were set with exotic foods of delight¬
ful flavors, and new-minted coins of goj.d and silver rat¬
tled in the coffers of the market place.39
Many changes were taking place by 1950: occupations were being modi¬
fied; people were moving to the centers of trade; standards of living
were being raised; streets were being lighted and paved; cities as
London, Liverpool, and Bristol were increasing in size, wealth and
population; farmers were enclosing their fields and receiving more
pay for their produce; homes both in the country and the city were
being better constructed, furnished, and with more windows; and the
textile mills of L: mchester were expanding beyond all previous ac¬
counts. 40
The people of England until 1640 were governed to a great ex¬
tent in thought and actions by customs and religious views. However,
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with the Reformation and the Civil vv ar of 1642, people became more
liberal in thought and became more individualistic in all phases of life.
The merchants and industrialists began looking for better methods and
means of profit along with new markets.41 A revolution became ap¬
parent in the social, intellectual, economic, domestic, and political
ways of life. The Civil A ar also resulted in reforms in taxes, aboli¬
tion of feudal incidents, the adoption of excise taxes, new land taxes,
reforms in agriculture, along with the relaxation of the restraints on
industry. Even though England in the first half of the seventeenth cen¬
tury had gone through trade depressions, political strife, and turmoil
and the beheading of a king, sue had continued to slowly progress in
trade and the industrial fields as a result of her expansion of traffic
and commerce. However, with these many setbacks, the American
Frontier was just in the infant stage of production by 1650, but the
basic foundations for trade and commerce had been laid and only re¬
quired time and peace for rapid expansion and wealth to the possessors.42
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CHAPTER n
SOUTHERN COLONIES
A. Virginia and Maryland
1. Founding
England, becoming a leading world power and master of the
seas in the reign of Elizabeth, had ambitious merchants and trades¬
men desiring and soliciting new markets and outlets for their com¬
merce. Unsuccessful attempts in colonization had been made in this
reign; however, in 1603, when the peace with Spain officially put an
end to privateering, syndicates such as those that had financed the
large privateering expeditions, began to turn their attention to the
founding of colonies. There was no immediate necessity for estab¬
lishing colonies in America other than as a source of raw materials
and a future vent for the output of factories and trade.1 However, the
economic desire coupled with promoters and literary writers as Robert
Thorne, Richard Eden, and Richard Willis projecting commercial ex¬
pansion ideas, resulted in attempts to establish overseas settlements
in the sixteenth century; and every settlement established in the
seventeenth century, with few exceptions, had "at least one literary
justification for the enterprise."2
Thus, after many attempts of colonization in Guiana and the con¬
tinent of America, the first permanent settlement of Virginia was
established in 1607, with the grant of the patent being issued on
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April 10, 1606. James I granted two charters in 1608 to a group of
gentlemen, merchants, and adventurers; the land consisted of what
is now Maine to Cape Fear. The southern part was granted to the
Virginia Company of London, and the northern portion to the Virginia
Company of Plymouth. England, after having established a claim to
the territory by Cabot's voyage in 1497, had finally planted a perma¬
nent colony .3
Virginia was the first experimental colony, and the success of
the undertaking influenced further colonization in America, resulting
in the founding of another southern colony, Maryland. Cecil Calvert,
Lord Baltimore, was granted a charter on June 20, 1632 and two
ships arrived on the Capes of Virginia cm February 27, 1634.4 The
investors in the Virginia project had gold as their "navigational stars"
and were expecting quick returns. Captain John Smith, the father of
Virginia, reported that the enterprise was prefixed by the desire of
"no talk, no hope, no work, but dig gold, wash gold, refine gold, loads
gold. "5 So, the investors in establishing these colonies on the con¬
tinent along the Atlantic seaboard were disappointed in their dreams
cf gold and precious metals, for the territory "....lay north of the
gold and south of the furs in a land where wealth waited on a lot of
hard work....."8 AH of the participants and investors in the colonies
were hoping for gold and easy money, but while in search of precious
metals. quick returns, and adventure, the colonists of Virginia began
to observe the natural resources of lumber, fruits, abundance of fish,
the fertile soil along with the many other advantages of the new band;
find realised the vast amount of wealth on the Frontier for which the
demand in Europe was great. Consequently, only after much suffering
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from lack of food and all hopes of quick returns were gone, did the
colonists begin to cultivate the soil and utilize the available wealth of
natural resources.^
Colonization, in the beginning, meant to England the expansion
of trade rather than that of race or sovereignty; and the Frontier pro¬
duced great hopes in the people regarding the future of commerce
between the Frontier and England. The new land was looked upon as the
future "farm" of England, supplying her with the many commodities and
necessities that she had previously been purchasing from her neighbors
for exorbitant prices.8 These expectations had to wait for a few years,
for considerable time was required in the initial development and es¬
tablishment of a settlement before interest on the investment could be
expected. Francis Bacon expressed, the idea very well in his "Essay
on Plantations" when he wrote:
Planting of countries is like planting of woods, for
you must make account to loose almost 20 years' pro¬
fit and expect your recompense in the end.»
2. Products and source of labor
Although the London Company was to supply the colony with the
necessities of life, this stipulation was not fulfilled; consequently, the
primary objective of the first settlers of Virginia upon their arrival
was to secure food, subsist, and think of progress and trade at a later
time. Indian corn was one of the most essential items for food, and
the colonists began planting this grain as a necessity. Corn continued
to be one of the products of agriculture throughout the period of this
study. Ten thousand bushels were exported to New England in 1834,
and in that year, Virginia was said to have become "the granary of all
His Majesty's northern colonies." Subsequently, wheat and maize
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became products of the farm while cattle raising was always an im¬
portant function of the small landowner. Every planter had a cow
which supplied milk and butter; and hogs, goats and beeves provided
the meat.l®
Once the colonists in Virginia hid provided themselves with the
basic food crops, experimentation was begun to find a staple money
crop, which soon was found to be tobacco. The word was derived from
"tabaeo," a term used by the . est Indians for the 'T-shaped tube or
pipe* through which they inhaled the smoke of the leoi.ll Tobacco be¬
gan to attract attention in England ha the last half of the sixteenth cen¬
tury, for the product began to be planted in England upon the return of
Hawkins from Florida in 1S08. Sir Francis Drake took a considerable
quantity of tils commodity to England in 1&88, and he "....is accepted
as having fixed the habit....,4' of using the product in England; while
Sir 'liter Raleigh is accredited with popularising the use in social
circles. 12 Columbus mentioned the use of tobacco in his journal in
October, 1492, and was probably the first European to make reference
to the commodity, which came into use on the Continent prior to being
introduced into England. Tobacco was being g own in 1590 by the
Spaniards in Trinidad, Cuba, and Venezuela because of the ever in¬
creasing demand; and by the beginning of the seventeenth century, this
leaf had been introduced in all continents except Australia. Prior to
England or her possessions producing a sufficient supply, most of the
tobacco was imported from Spain. The first official record of a ship¬
ment of the article into England was in 1002, at which time, a shipment
of 15,128 pounds was Imported. 13
Tobacco was found to be such a profitable article that initial
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planting and experimenting of this crop in Virginia was made by John
Rolfe in 1612, with exportation of the first cargo to England in the fol¬
lowing year.Because of adaptability of this plant to Virginia soil,
along with the ever-increasing desire by the people of England and
Europe, tobacco became the staple crop of the colony. This plant was
the "key to the wealth of the colony; and although frequent attempts
were made throughout the years of this study to influence the colony
to grow flax, indigo, produce silk, tai; pitch, and other useful com¬
modities in quantity, the pleadings were all in vain. 15 King Charles I
in 1827 declared that he did not want this province which was "wholly
built upon smoke to rely on a single crop."lt5 The people in Maryland
as well as Virginia were so interested in planting tobacco that an in¬
sufficient quantity of food was being produced in either colony. Conse¬
quently, the legislative body of Maryland passed laws requiring that a
minimum of two acres of corn were to be planted by every individual
who was producing tobacco, or forfeit a certain quantity of tobacco,!7
for these colonies were purchasing farm products from the Dutch.
The demand for this leaf was the cause of the failure of any endeavor
to produce any other raw material in quantity in the colonies.' However,
in the last few years of the seventeenth century the colonies did become
a little more diversified by producing mere grain, cotton, planks, cedar
timber, tar, and pitch, but never was there a serious thought of abandon¬
ing the tobacco crop.18
Even though the tobacco was in great demand, there had to be
people to plant and harvest the product, for between 3,500 to 4,835 plants 19
were in each acre producing 500-1600 pounds of tobacco with one man
being able to tend about three acres.20 The "....disproportion between
the great extent of the land and the small number of people, which
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commonly takes place in new colonies....,' however, made labor very
scarce."^ Tobacco was difficult to grow, cure, and prepare for ship¬
ment; and these facts were not understood in England. ''Those who
imagine that tobacco grows without any trouble, and that rolls of it are,
as they say, found growing on trees in America," were laboring under
fallacious ideas. The laborer and slave worked in the field in & hot sun
all day raid worked half of the night preparing the tobacco for shipment.^
Thus, the growing of tobacco required much more labor than most 'Other
products.
The average stee of land grants to an individual in the list half
of the seventeenth century in Virginia was €74 acres, but the growing
of 100 acres of tobacco required 21 whites and 50 slaves; therefore,
the colonists usually had more land than could be utilised until a suf¬
ficient supply of labor became available.23 The majority of the labor
supply of continental America during this period of study consisted cf
indentured servants or redemptlcners. These people were these who
were either unwilling or lacking in sufficient funds to pay their passage
to the Frontier, resulting in the fee being paid by some colonial planta¬
tion owner. The individual paying the passage received in return the
services of the person for a period of years as indicated in the con¬
tract. This source of supply consisted of convicts, rebels, whores,
rogues, military and political prisoners, the indigent, or other un¬
desirables being thrown out cf the country.'^
John Pory wrote from Virginia in 1619 that the principal wealth
in
consisted in servants and/utilising them in the growing of tobacco. The
transporting of servants was a very profitable enterprise for the English
merchants, and scarcely a ship left for the Frontier without servants
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aboard charging as much as L6 per person for passage. Frequently
kidnapping and duress were used in obtaining a load of labor, and this
method of procuring personnel for the plantations persisted until the
American Revolution; even though Parliament passed a law in March,
1670 making such actions a capital offense.25 The Council of Foreign
Plantations in 1664 declared that "....people are the foundation and im¬
provement of all plantations and the people are increased principally
by sending servants thither....."26 Throughout this period of study
great numbers of indentured servants were imported into the Frontier.
Oliver Cromwell initiated the procedure for shipping large numbers of
unwanted persons tc the colonies, and was responsible for many Irish,
Scots, and Royalists being transported to the colonies and sold as in¬
dentured servants. Numerous non-conformists during the reign of
Charles n and the prisoners of the Monmouth Rebellion in the reign
of James II, along with Irish offenders were shipped off to the Frontier
and sold into labor.27 A total of 10,000 servants were transported from
the one port of Bristol between 1654-1686 to Virginia, Maryland, and
other colonies of the Frontier with approximately 5,000 of them being
sent to Virginia.28 The servants were the "Nerves and Sinews of a
Plantation "29 and between 1665 and 1681 an estimated 1,500 servants
migrated to Virginia annually, but this number was not sufficient; the
demand always far exceeded the supply.30
Dalby Thomas, a contemporary of the period, declared that people
are wealth only when they contribute to the welfare of the nation; and all
of the people sent to the colonies were said to employ four to thirty per¬
sons back in England; but a few writers declared that this was true with
the exception of those people who settled in New England.31
Although slavery had been introduced into Virginia and Maryland,
the numbers in the colonies at the close of this study were negligible.
Sixty to sixty-five per cent of the plantations in Virgin! in the seven¬
teenth century had no slaves and in 1670 about one-twentieth cf the
7ce
populu/ of this colony were slaves, with an average of only 1.5 slaves
per farm in Virginia at the close of the century.32 Most of the small
number of slaves in Maryland were used as house servants and the
colonies did not begin receiving an influx of that source of labor until
the closing years of the seventeenth century. The slave did replace
the indentured servant by the beginning cf the eighteenth century*, al¬
though the colonies were increasing in servants and population by 1650
and were in the process of developing a lucrative trade with Engla.nd.33
3. Trade and shipping
Tobacco, the first valuable export from the American Frontier
colonies, sold for a premium in England. The exorbitant price made
this luxury prohibitive to the poorer classes of people; however, an
occasional reference was made in 1613 of the use of tobacco by the
cor man villager.34 Approximately L60,000 were spent in 1610 in
importation of tobacco, and the amount had increased to an estimated
L200,000 by 1613, with 7,000 shops licensed to sell tills valuable pro¬
duct by the following year. The population was consuming about 1,000
pounds dally by 1621, and Virginia in 1629 was exporting over 1,000,000
pounds annually to England.35 Many contemporaries were opposed to
the use of tobacco, but the consumption continued to increase, regard¬
less of the ill effects that were to arise from the use. Regidius
Everaerds published a pamphlet in 1659 in behalf cf tobacco in which
2?
he stated that:
Were the planting and trafftck of tobacco now
hindred, millions of the Nations, in all probability
must perish for want of food, their whole liveli¬
hood almost depending upon it. So many Druggist,
Grocers, Tobaccoshops, Taverns, Inns, Piehouses,
Victuallers, Carriers, Cutters arid Dryers of To¬
bacco, pipe-makers^ and the like, that deal in it
will prove no less .So
The great desire for tobacco at home as well as in Europe,
made the monopolizing of the trade by England difficult. For rea¬
sons of revenue, James I issued a proclamation in 1619 prohibiting
the growth of tobacco in England. Two men in 1620 were given a
monopoly of importing this commodity into the country for one year
in .payment of fclG,Q0G. Shipments were being made direct from
Virginia to foreign ports resulting in the Privy Council in 1621 pro¬
hibiting the export of any commodity from this plantation to any
foreign country until after such products had first been landed in
England and the customs paid. This rule remained in effect even
after the London Company was dissolved in 1624. However, with the
increased production of tobacco in Virginia, the price of the article
declined, and these circumstances brought about a disregard for the
rule and an expanding trade with the Dutch. The trade between the
Dutch and the Frontier colonies Increased during the Civil War of
England, and by 1650 a large portion of the commerce of the colonies
was being controlled by the merchants of that country. England, en¬
deavoring to recapture the trade of the Frontier, hurriedly improvised
an act in this year prohibiting tra.de by any foreign country with any
English colony without the expressed permission granted by Parliament
or the comcil of state, ithough the act excluded all nations from such
trade, the primary object was to dislodge the Dutch from the lucrative
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commerce of the meric .11 Frontier.37 The people cf England began
to realize that the merchant was the "guard of the nation and Steward
of the Kingdoms Stock/* and legislation was being enacted to protect
him as well as the trade of the country. The merchant sailor was to
bring England her wealth and acquire her an empire.'s tobacco
began to bo produced in England and on this new Frontier, the impor¬
tation of Spanish tobacco was greatly reduced by placing high taxes on
that article in interests of her own merchants, which of course meant
more shipping for England. However, a small quantity of Spanish to¬
bacco continued to be imported into England throughout the period of
this study. In 1639, 111,268 pounds'39 were imported from Spain where-
-S in 1638, the amount had declined to only 16,180 pounds.40
This article was becoming a considerable source of income to the
customs by 1631, and Charles I issued a proclamation limiting the im¬
portation of tobacco to the port of London in order to better control the
customs; but as so many ships were taking tobacco into the western
ports on pretense of strong winds? an order was issued allowing im¬
portations into Bristol, Plymouth, Dartmouth, South npton and London.44
The population of Virginia was rapidly increasing, being 3,000
in 1640, with 15,000 In 1649, and 40,000 by 1366. long with the people
multiplying five times in twenty-six years, the shipping and trade of
Virginia also was expanding.42 The export of tobacco of the colony in
1619 was 20,000 pounds and increased to 500,000 within the following
seven ye rs. In 1623 as many s forty-two ships were trading from
England to Virginia and returning with tobacco.*3 Considerable wealth
was coming from the colony by 1634 not only from the importation of
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tobacco, but from the sale of manuf ctured goods to that possession;
such s woolens, shoes, harness, bridles, cooking utensils, ad many
other products of the industries of England. The production of tobacco
in the colony v- s expending t an almost unbelievable r \te, for by 1639,
1,091,773 oounds were imported into the city of London.^ Tobacco w s
such a lucrative business in England that one retailer admitted in 1644,
to mixing 1,300 pounds of tobacco st Iks with the leaf and selling the
rnbrture for tobacco. Not Infrequently, 'ncidents of this nature arose
whereby ret ailers were mixing foreign natter with tobacco and selling
the contents as pure tob?cco.45 The exports of Maryland nd Virginia
were not only increasing the shipping of England, but were resulting in
the expas Ion erf her manufacture and industry; for "....whenever the
tr ck-rc thrive, the public of which they are a part thrive tlso.M46
conditions' within England in 1642 brought on the Civil Vt ar,
resulting in a depression of tr de and commerce affecting any com¬
munity or element assoc- ted with that phase of livelihood. Ships pro¬
ceeding to the Frontier wore taking risks, causing freight rates to in¬
crease, which affected trade erf the colonies in general.47 lthough
England was engaged in a Civil \\ ar, the Cromwellian period witnessed
the
....highest pitch of trade, wealth nd honour that it in ny
age ever yet knew....The riches of the nation showed it¬
self In the high value that land and all our n tlve com¬
modities bore, which are the cert in marks of opulency.43
The Dutch had taken control of much of the trade of the Frontier by 1650,
end with their initiative and aggressiveness had become the "carriers erf
the world." £ithough Engl nd had lost a considerable amount erf her col¬
onial trade, si® was sending a minimum of 100 vessels annually to the
Frontier by 1853.49 The affairs of the Frontier were mostly in the hands
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of Cromwell and the Council of State from 1654-1680, and,
....the management of the colonies during the Inter¬
regnum was without unity or simplicity. Control was
exercised by no single or continuous orgcin and ac¬
cording to no clearly defined or consistent plan.SO
Disputes and problems of the colonies were frequent and long delay re¬
sulted in many questions never being settled. The merchants of England
recognized the shortcomings of government control and were very dis¬
satisfied with the administrative system after 1655. council of trade
was appointed in August, 1650 which endeavored to guide the affairs of
commerce until 1860, but were unable to prevent the w-lining of trade.
The years of 1654 and 1855 were important in the trade and com¬
merce of England in that merchants were endeavoring to find, explore
and obtain more markets for their produce as well as to bring in more
raw materials. The Frontier became a world of "opportunities* for the
merchants of England. More than 4,600 pairs of shoes between 1853 and
1653 were exported to Virginia alone, in addition to harness, bridles,
saddles and other goods made of leather. All phases of the metal in¬
dustry were encouraged by the demand from the Frontier for hardware,
hoes, nails, carpenter's tools, pistols, muskets, and other essentials
made of metal. However, the idea of these vast fortunes did not con¬
summate in the decade prior to the Restoration because of the political
disturbance In the government.®* In 1858 and 1659, not only a "cessation"
of activity existed as far as the government was concerned, tart also a
rapid decline in trade, reduction of profits, shrinking of fortunes, and
ce
widespread discouragement by the popui:/ as a whole. Although Oliver
Cromwell was interested in the trade and commerce of England, he did
not seem to have the knowledge and comprehension of a large workable
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scheme for solving the commerce and trade problems confronting the
nation at that time.^
The Frontier continental colonies were more or less disregarded
by the government until the accession of Charles n in 1660, and in the
beginning of this reign, the sea power, trade,and commerce began to
expand.^ The nation was deeply in debt to the sum of approximately
£.2,000,000 and approaching insolvency upon Charles' accession to the
throne. He realized that "Trade is the life of a State, £an£7 manufac¬
tures are the sinewes of trade....,"54 and that his hopes in settling this
debt lay in the assets of the customs of the American Frontier.55 The
immediate need for money to defray the indebtedness of the government,
resulted in framework being set in motion to accomplish these ambitions.
The Dutch had made Holland the 'distribution center" for the tobacco of
Maryland and Virginia; however, upon the passing of the Navigation Act
of 1660, along with the supplementary acts, the Restoration government
changed the depot of that commodity to England. The government, to
further insure the revenue from this plant, placed the commodity on the
enumerated articles list in 1660; and prohibited the cultivation in England,
Ireland, and ales to prevent the reduction of the customs.These two
possessions were instrumental in placing a sizeable sum of money in the
treasury each year, and that sum was increasing annually; for in 1662 to
1663, a total of 7,367,140 pounds of tobacco was imported into England.
Maryland and Virginia had a monopoly of this trade and all of this amount
was imported from these colonies with the exception of the small quantity
coming from the est Indies, Bermuda, and Spain.^ Customs of two
pence per pound were being collected on all tobacco brought into England
from the colonies until 1685; and the sum realized by the treasury on the
above pounds was approximately £61,393, which was quite an increase
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from about L10,000 being collected in 1621 when the customs was
five pence on the pound.58 These figures of importations were com¬
piled from the records of the customs, but were not accurate, for
considerable smuggling of that article into England existed through¬
out the study. An example illustrates the point: in 1655 tobacco was
being imported into Bristol ? id Liverpool for custom purposes at 250
pounds per hogshead and re-exported at 400 pounds. Thus, an accurate
account of the tobacco imported into England was an impossibility.
Even though large amounts were smuggled into the country, the treasury
was still receiving a considerable annual sum of money from the tobacco
colonies.59 The Commissioners of Customs in November, 1681 reported
that,
....the plantations are his majesty's....without charge to
him raised and supported by the English subjects, who
employ above two hundred sail of good ships every year,
breed abundance cf mariners, and begin to grow into
commodities of great value and esteem., one of which
tobacco pays more custom to his majesty than the East
Indies fours times over .<yJ
The expansion of trade and commerce of England was causing the
increase and growth of her port cities. Bristol became famous as a
tobacco and sugar trading port in 1655 and was spoken of as "little
London,'' and was the second busiest port in the ki.ngdom.61 Customs
duties on tobacco collected in Bristol in 1882 amounted to L12,0Q0, and
by 1868 the tobacco trade had further increased with that city having
6,000 tons of shipping and half of it being engaged in this trade. In the
one month of November, 1668, thirty ships left Bristol for Virginia.62
hile importing tobacco from Maryland and Virginia, these ships were
exporting to those colonies from England large quantities of manufac¬
tured articles. Permission was given one merchant to export 1,000
dozen .pair© of shoes to Virginia, and another 5G0 dozen pairs. In
1653 a merchant was authorized to export 3,000 horses to that colony,
and by 1664 the large Quantities of tobacco being exported to England
made possible the purchase of manufactures to the sum of £200,000
by those two colonies. Ships importing the finished goods to the col¬
onies not infrequently carried cargoes valued from £12,000 to more
than £20,000.63 The port city of Liverpool also was affected through
the expanded shipping activities of England. The population of the city
quadrupled between 1360 and the close of the century, and the trade,
commerce, and wealth greatly increased "....with a rapidity which had
never been previously known," and Liverpool became the third largest
port in the country.64
Tobacco was still a very profitable article of trade but the Great
.'Plague of 1865 increased the consumption and further facilitated the
popularizing of tobacco in England. Most everyone who ventured out on
to the street partook of this "herb" in hopes of warding off that scourge
which was striking down so many people of that nation, and ultimately
"swept away" approximately 100,000 individuals. All doctors and
nurses ministering to the sick along with those caring for and collect¬
ing the dead were constantly smoking for self-protection. Even the
school children were forced to use tobacco.65 a contemporary of the
time expounded the effects of tobacco on the body,
The vertues of Tobacco are these, it helps digestion,
the Gout, Tooth-Ache, prevents infection by scents, it
heats the cold, cools them that sweat, feedeth the hungry,
spent spirits restoreth, purgeth the stomach, killeth nits
and lice; the juice of Die green leaf hexleth green wounds,
although poisoned; the Syrup for many diseases, the smoak
for the hthisick, cough of Die lungs, distillations of Rheum©,
and all diseases of a cold and moist cause, good for all
bodies cold and moist taken upon an empty stomach it pre¬
cipitates digestion, immoderately taken it dryeth the body,
enflameth the bloud, hurteth the brain; weakens the
eyes and the sinews.0"
The official recorded record of the importation of tobacco had in¬
creased within six years by reaching the total of 9,026,046 pounds in
1669However, more tobacco was shipped into England from the
colonies than these figures indicate because that article was contin¬
uing to be smuggled into the country. The master of a ship in 1670
brought In 400 hogsheads of tobacco and only entered 170 for purpose
of paying customs. Fraud of this nature was very profitable, for this
would mean that customs were not paid on 230 hogsheads of tobacco,
and at 500 pounds per hogsheads, the net weight would be 115,000
pounds.. This quantity at two pence per pound customs, the master
of the ship would be making approximately L959 along with charge of
the freight of transporting the tobacco. Profitable and illegal trans¬
actions of this nature were not limited to the masters of ships.
Bribery and shady deals were contracted between the shipper of the
article and custom officers, whereby the money on tobacco imported,
but not entered on the official books, was divided between the two par¬
ties. Greater frauds of this type were practiced more in the outports
than in London. The shipmaster of one of the outports in 1671 had
stowed 10,000 to 15,000 pounds of tobacco in his stateroom in hopes
of evading the customs and realising some extra money at the expense
of the government. Smuggling was a great incentive and a profitable
illegal trade in the lucrative imports of tobacco.68
The expansion of England's own shipping resulted in the increase
of her foreign trade, and of this commerce, the American Frontier,
the colonial trade proper, was assuming an ever-increasing importance
to England. This trade increased between 1660 and 1Q70 whereby
one-tenth of the foreign shipping of England was utilized in the Fron¬
tier traffic.S3 The government and people of England began realizing
that the nation which has the greatest share of shipping and commerce
will abound in "plentie and ■-aches," thus, being stronger and resulting
in a dominating influence over other nations lacking resources, initia¬
tive and industry. England, began utilizing the advantages available to
her and was becoming more progressive in her trade and industry as
the new materials from the Frontier increased.73 She was acquiring
more colonies in this period and, as a result, greater and expanding
markets for the finished products of her industries. Colonel John
Scott in 1652 in his r:Preface to an intended History of \merlca" de¬
clared that within sixty years, trading had "....increased and greater
_ _ were
Z-ansL/ greater flocks of Merchants and Citizen^..,.generally more
wealthy;" that shipping had increased, in tonnage and numbers; that the
if \\
number of wharfs and keys had increased five times; "which increase,
it is apparent we owe principally to the American Trade."71
The examination of the custom books will indicate
the advance of Customs with the graduate growth of the
plantations,brrid peqp]fi7 will be abundantly satisfied
when they see that the growing up of the great forrest
of Ships now in being, the building of so many wharfs,
keys, and warehouses &c., the numerous swarmes of
merchants, citizens, Artificers, Mariners and other
industrious people of this nation continually increasing
both in number and riches, have sprung up as the plan¬
tations increased and flourished abroad, and not other¬
wise. 7:2
Favorable reports were being made from Virginia and Maryland
in tne late 1660s and the early 1670s. One ship returned with news
that the colonies were "full of tobacco and in a very prosperous con¬
dition." One hundred ships loaded Virginia tobacco in 1667 and the
statement was made that they left that much behind.73 ^ir John Knight
reported In 1073 that Virginia was paying into the treasury £150,000
annually from tobacco and that within a few years that colony would
probably be paying to the government 1250,000 per year. Further
indications of the shipping of England expanding in 1.073 were the
increase in stowage houses, which were being constructed much lar¬
ger along with more wharves for accommodating the greater number
of ships,74 The steady increase in the growth of tobacco in Virginia
and Maryland was indicated by the fact that in 1075 the amount im¬
ported into the country was 11,518,000 pounds and the; following year
the figures increased to 12,755,500 pounds. The treasury realised
for these two years £97,650 and £106,304 respectively, disregarding
drawbacks, which was a sizeable sum to the government along with the
employment of thousands of men and ships to handle and transport the
commodity to England/-'53 Upon its arrival in England, the tobacco had
to be prepared for retail and sale to the public, employing a tremen¬
dous number of people, in the following year, 230 ships departed from
London alone enroute to the Frontier,76 and the Commissioners of
Customs reported to the Lords cf Trade in 1678 that, '"....the Planta¬
tion trade is one of the greatest nurseries of the Shipping' and Seamen
of this Kingdom®, and. one of the greatest branches of its trade."??
The facts were proving the theory that whenever England founded
a colony, she was founding a ' nation of customers,' and in sending her
undesirables to her possessions she was bringing into existence lucra¬
tive vents for her industry and trade.78 The foreign trade of England
had increased enormously by 1675, for she was re-exporting half of the
Imports from the Frontier ."9 long with the ships required in the im¬
portation of the great quntity of tobacco In 1875 and 1676, a consider¬
able number of smaller ships were used in distributing the amount
3?
re-exported tc the European nations.®^ France was Importing a large
■amount of the Frontier tobacco teor:-, England during this period.8*
The colony of Maryland in 1673 was exporting a little more than
one-third of the amount of tobacco being exported by Virginia. The
we re
customs derived from the Maryland tobacco / estimated as L40,000
in this year and was the only product of export of the colony.82 This
article was very cheap, selling for ?. penny a pound in the colony and
had bee%j®d became a glut on the English market In 1662,1663,1S88-
1868, 1630, 1681, and 1682; even though the English market was "flooded"
with tobacco in the above cited years, the production of this item con¬
tinued to be increased.83 The tre<isurer wrote in 1680 that the re¬
venue of E ngland is 'always improving by trade and good management,M8*
Attempts were made in these years by Virginia, Maryland, and Carolina
to reduce production, but due to the dissension among the colonies, an
agreement could never be reached.^ The commissioners ad custom
reported to the Lords of Trade in 1681 that,
The average receipts of the customs from tobacco
in the last three years have been 190,000fc. If the
planting of tobacco should be stopped for a year, we
doubt whether the greater port of this sum would not
be lost, leaving out of account the loss to the ship¬
ping of the country.8®
Charles H was requested to issue a proclamation to limit the growth
of this commodity, but he refused, for this action as indicated would
reduce the revenue of the treasury .87
However, in 1683, Nicholas Soencer of Virginia wrote that,
....the quickening of the tobecco market has en¬
couraged the planters to wory vigorously, and I
have never saw z- more promising croo 88
Toh.-.eco in the amount of 109,000 pounds®® was imported into London
in the me month of 'Wober, ' w thin yew. 1 ore7 r deeper ofj
Virginia wrote that England received more revenue from this colony
'....than ail the other plantations together all of the people in
Europe from the royal palaces to the humble commoner were smoking
the tobacco from the American Frontier.21 The English government
realised the importance 01 this trade and further recognized the value
of this plant to the treasury; consequently, in 1085 an additional im¬
position of three pence per pound was placed on this article, making
a total custom of five pence per pound which of course, tremendously
increased the income of the treasury. The drawback" or rebate:t of
4a pence per pound, however, was returned on ail tobacco that was re¬
exported from England.- -• This additional imposition was placed on
tobacco for that item was in such demand throughout Europe that it
could withstand such a tax and continue to be a profitable article of
trade.
The trade in tobacco continued to be such a lucrative business,
that by 1635 considerable amounts of stalks of this product were being
imported into England both with the tobacco as well as separately, and
the retailers would soak, press, and cure the stalks with the tobacco
realising a considerable profit, for the stalks were being purchased
for approximately LI per hundred weight.4*- The importance of this
trade not only resulted in mixing of foreign matter w ith the commodity,
but the rate of tax evasion was intensified. The merchants and traders
opposing the new imposition on the tobacco in 1635 declared that this
tax would greatly encourage the ....defrauding of customs, and es¬
pecially in the Out Ports aid Creeks."9-* The prevention of smuggling
of tobacco into England was almost an impossibility because of the many
small inlets, coves, and places available for carrying on this illegal
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trade. Illegal practices and corruption of the trade continued through¬
out the period of this study even though continuous attempts were made
to reduce such infractions of the law.3^ Ireland also was importing
1,000,000 to 3,000,000 pounds of tobacco annually and was another area
where smuggling was being practiced.
The tobacco colonies had not as yet reached their peak of produc-
are
tion, for the amounts designated below / Indicative of this fact:
Year Imported..into Imported into Total
London®'' outports
16S5(Jul-Scot) 4,891,509 1,630,503 6,522,012
1686 ' 14,514,513 4,338,171 1.9,352,684
163? 14,367,177 4,638,059 18,756,256
14,374,353 4,958,119 19,832,478
The figures on the imports into London are correct, but the importa¬
tions for the outports Is an estimated or®-third of that shipped Into
London.*^
The tobacco colonies of Maryland, Virginia, and Carolina con¬
tinued to increase in output of that commodity and between lo63 and
1099, the production increased six times and continued to even greater
expansion in the eighteenth century3® The merchants of England, by
the close of this study were re-exporting approximately one-half to two-
thirds of this tobacco throughout Europe.100 The importance of these
colonies to England is indicated in the receiots received from Importa¬
tions of Frontier tobacco into England disregarding any drawbacks:











As a half to two-thirds of the tobacc o was being reexported by the
close of this period, more ships were employed in re-
came in-
dlstrlbution, but less money/to the treasury because of the 4f t>ence
drawback on every pound reexporteda 33
ralby Thomas expressed the thoughts of the English people
toward the colonies In 1390 when he sold, that the duties from the
tobacco trade brought in a groat sum of money to the crown,
....besides the great quantity of Shipping tt Employes
....the Collonies sre to the Nation the most useful and
profitsbio Hands Employ #d and the test Trade we have,
both to the Consuming the Woolen-Manufactory of
England, and the Encouraging of Navigation....,!®*
Figures are not available, and there is no way of determining the
additional amount of tobacco imported into England annually and
not accounted for in the above tabulations. The- addition of the
three pence per pound duty on tobacco in 1635 greatly increased
the smuggling of tobacco into England, .as previously noted, and
caused a considerable Iocs of customs to the treasury. From in¬
formation previously cited, the merchants by 1688 possibly were
importing an additional 2,000,000 to 4,000,000 pounds more tobacco
into the country than the books indicated. .Regardless of the loss in
customs, however, the treasury and the country as a whole were
profiting from England being the possessor of such estates beyond
the- seas.
The ships importing the large quantity of tobacco from these
colonies were far above the average in tannage In comparison to
English ships trading in Europe. Sixteen ship® departed from
London in October, 1681, enroute to Virginia with an average of
198 tons each. Tobacco was bulky and required large vessels.
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The ships also were 1 rger than those tr ding to the sugar *sl nd? for
the product of the sugar cane was much more comp ct than the tob-?cco»iO§
Virginia and Maryland by 1688 were employing 200 English ships an¬
nually; the colonies thus being great assets to England. *9$ The col¬
onies were farther spoken of m being so important by the close of the
century that the tobacco w a the '*mainstay of English shipping."^?
The tmmb&r cf ships trading to these two colonies by 1714 fr d In¬
creased to 448 indicating a tremendous Increase in production and.
customs to the English treosury.1^
11 of the products cf Virginia and Maryland were not being ex¬
ported to Engl nd for small quantities of tobacco were being exported
to other Front! r colonies. This trade began as early as 1631 between
Virgin! Massachusetts, and He?- *rasfcerd"m. Tobacco was exported
in exchange for food supplies which were formerly purchased from
England and Europe. This trade continued throughout this time along
with a considerable trade with the v est Indies. By 1350, the rapid
increase cf the we 1th of the sugar pi nters of Barbados resulted In
a greater demand for food along with horses and oxen to work the
mills, which were obt ned from Virginia nd New England.1^ Vir¬
ginia was importing from 200,000 to 300,000 pounds of sugar from the
V est Indies possessions in the 1670s. In 1679, eight ships traded be¬
tween Barbados and Virginia, and this commeree rhlch had begun in
the; 1633s continued to increase. Virginia also exported pork, flour,
hogshead staves, and hoops to Jamalc and the islands.HO
The act passed in 1373 for the "Better 8ecuring the Plantation
Trade" resulted in records being kept of the inter-planiat*on trade,
but is not too accurate, for the collectors were not always enthusiastic
In performing their duties; hewever, these records do ladle ;te a con¬
sider bla trade between the colonies. Maryland, nd C rollna also
traded with the continental colonies nd the - est Indies, but not to
the extea^of Virginia, for the population In the two colonics, and
'
!y ...
especially Carolina, was not w->r/-<^ grc ' . r r- ln-a.Hi i/he
growth and progressed; the meric n continental colonies were greatly
facilitated by the lucrative tr -de with the est Indies, especially to¬
ward the close of this study.! 12
B. Carolina
1, Founding
The area of Carolina was granted to 1r Hobert Heath in 1629
by Charles I, with boundaries on the south being the thirty-f irst paral¬
lel of north latitude and the northern boundary the th rty-sixth p-rrlleL
'
s nc settlements had been made In this territory by the- gr ntee by
166b, Charles H voided the patent and granted tiie are • to eight pro¬
prietors, some of whom were Duke of 'Ibemarle, Lord shley, Earl
of baftesbury, and others. However, these men did not settle the area
until the e ,rly part of 1070, for the settlers arrived In Barbados in
November, 1669, enroute to Carolina. 113
Northern Carolina was spoken of as South Virginia la the 1650s
and was claimed by Virgin! until 1675. During this t me, the legis¬
lature of Virginia had been granting land to settlers a that are but
few colonists had penetrated Ibemarte in the lobos. This territory
was peopled mostly from the "spill-over" from Virgin! settlers.
I'he proprietors had m ny promotional schemes endeavoring
to settle their grant. Hubert Borne wrote description of Carolina
kl
in 1666, and so did Robert Sandforo. in the same year. Sandiord was
hired to make a voyage along the coast and then wrote a report of the
area to attract settlers. Thomas Ashe made a further report of the
area in 1682 speaking of the great number of mulberry trees and the
possibility of production of silk. Regardless of the many reports of
Carolina., the area of northern Carolina was very slow about attract¬
ing people.114 The great obstacle to that area was the shifting sands,
and changing currents making the a pproach of the harbors and rivers
very dangerous for shipping. ' Nature....decreed that commerce should
not flourish on the coast of North Carolina," for the coast line is known
as the "Graveyard of the Atlantic." 115
2. Products, source of labor, and trade
The staple crop of Albemarle was tobacco with secondary crops
of corn and wheat.H6 The output of tobacco was very limited, for the
population by 1698 was estimated as only .1,400 people, with a third be¬
ing Indians along with a few servants and slaves.HI The colony because
of the poor available harbors was exporting the tobacco through Virginia
until the legislature in 1680 passed a law prohibiting the importation of
ibemarie tobacco. This occurrence resulted in about six traders from
Massachusetts and Rhode:Island taking control of the trade and trans¬
porting the tobacco to New England. The trade was confined to hew
England and Bermuda am carried on in small sloops and boats that
could maneuver into the shallow harbors and rivers. However, the ex¬
portation of commodities from Albemarle during this study was Insignifi¬
cant in that only a small quantity of tobacco reached England indirectly
from that colony. Hd
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Chrles Town, in southern Carolina was established on the
Ashley River approximately twenty-f ive miles from the sea in 1670;
but in 1680 the town was relocated to the present site at the point of
the Ashley and Cooper rivers, because of better possibilities of sea
trade along with the new area being more healthful. This town be¬
came the center of trade of Carolina, and eventually became the most
important town during the colonial period south of Pennsylvania. The
population In 1090 was estimated between 1,000 and 1,200 persons.
The products of Carolina in 1682 consisted of Indian corn, wheat
barley, rye, peas, potatoes, hogs and cattle. Tobacco was raised in an
insignificant quantity during this period. Tar and pitch were being pro-
vie re
dueed in a limited amount, but / to increase greatly in the eighteenth
century. Rice was introduced into the colony in 1688, but not until the
eighteenth century did that product flourish and become a large item of
export. In the next century rice became to Carolina what tobacco was
to Virginia and Maryland.123
Samuel Wilson writing in 1682 declared that because of the ship¬
ping activities, Charles Town would soon develop a considerable trade.
The main product of Carolina In 1682, however, was Indian corn, a
small amount of indigo and cattle.121 jn 1671 and in 1674, a load of
masts and cedar wa s shipped to England from Carolina, but the trade
of this colony was very small by the close of this study for the popu¬
lation in 167S was only 500 to 600 people.122 jn 17Q3, the population
had increased to 3,380 whites, 120 white indentured servants, 1,400
Indian captives, and 4,100 slaves.123 The proprietors writing in 1687
in regard to southern Carolina reported that
^3
.♦..the tohibttants having hardly overcome the want of
victuals yet, and produce no commodities fit for f tiro-
psaa markets esscept few skins purchased from the
Indians and a little cedar to fill up the chip that bikes
the skins to London,,tiie whole net amcamttng In value
of 1*2,000 yearly.....5-'4
Carolina remained a backward ares' until the development cf the cot¬
ton plantations in the eighteenth century.®
C. Factors Affecting Trade
1. War, pirates, mod Indians ®
The greatest enemy to trade and lucrative commerce Is civil war,
and the nest largest obstacle is war with -mother country. England was
in a civil war in the decade prior to 1650 resulting in a large amount of
her Frontier trade being token over by the Dutch. This war did not only
affect the progress of trade in the mother country, but reached out to Its
possessions m the Frontier, Parliament .passed an act la September,
1650, prohibiting trade with Virginia, Barbados, and ■miigua because of
their rebellion against the Commonwealth. People in the possessions
took sides and the Civil War in England almost precipitated a civil war
in Virginia, The tension rose t© such a height that a squadron of ships
was dispatched to Virginia to 1652 and the colony surrendered to the
Parliamentary forces. This strife to England and on the Frontier caused
a disruption cf trade and harmony both to England and the colonies.^
The effects of the Civil V ar had not been "healed" before the
First Dutch War begun to 1652 closely followed by the Second War to
1664, and the Third Dutch War to 1672, Trade always suffers during
the time of war and these three conflicts were no exception.® Virginia,
Maryland, and Carolina suffered from the 'stagnation of trade." The
risks of transporting goods to and from England was great, resulting
l|Lj.
in the increase in price of freight rates as well as the rise in cost of
English manufactured products.129 However, the greatest effect was
the loss of ships and valuable cargoes which was so detrimental to
English shipping. The Frontier was not affected too much by the First
Dutch War, but; thereafter war took its toll. In 1665 and 1666 the Dutch
took six Bristol ships loaded with 3,300 hogsheads of tobacco, while in
1667 nine tobacco laden ships with 8,000 hogsheads of this commodity
on board were captured and burned in the James River in Virginia.
Fifty-eight ships arrived at Plymouth and Bristol in August of 1867 and
reported that the Dutch had taken thirteen merchantmen belonging to
Bristol.120 The English merchants also lost a considerable number of
ships in the Third War, with nineteen being taken in November, 1673.
The merchants began petitioning the King to furnish more protection
for the Frontier ships and in September, 1665, Bristol merchants re¬
ported that twenty-four ships were loading in Virginia and pleaded for
to
escorts/be sent to convoy them back to England. The heavy loss of
shipping in the Second Dutch War resulted in the introduction of the
convoy system with most all ships being convoyed to and from the
Frontier.121
England, endeavoring to protect her colonies as much as possible
transported large quantities of powder, lead, and guns to the Frontier.122
Sir Henry Chicheley writing from Virginia in July of 1673 declared:
It cannot be denied that Virginia yearly raises a
greater revenue to the Crown by customs than any
other plantation under His Majesty's dominions,
therefore, they may justly hooe for a sufficient sup¬
ply of arms and ammunition.123
Virginia and Maryland appropriated large quantities of tobacco during
the war years to help defray the expenses of defense; but regardless
of all endeavors of England and the colonies to protect their trade,
the losses of ships and cargoes were heavy, causing the disruption
of trade and commerce in general. In every war, England was ahle
crre a "t
to survive because of her" j amount of resources and the wealth
obtained from her possessions; anc with the signing of each peace
treaty, she was gaining more in world power and further reducing
the trade and traffic of her competitors and adding more shipping
for her own merchants.134
Var was a destructive factor affecting the trade of England
and her possessions, tout pirates and privateers played their damag¬
ing role on commerce toy laying along the sea lanes and preying on
English shipping throughout this period of study, with their actions
becoming more prevalent before the close of the century. An act
in 1870 encouraged the building of English merchantmen capable of
repelling the attacks hf these "raiders of the sea.' The builders of
three-decked vessels, sufficiently armed, were to receive a bounty
of one-tenth part of the customs on the first two voyages. Builders
of two-decked vessels above 300 tons burden were to receive a bounty
of one-twentieth part of the customs on the first two voyages. 135 The
barge ships helped in warding off pirates, but the taking of merchant
vessels continued. The Committee for Trade and Plantations in
February, 1874, reported that the Spanish had taken seventy-five ves¬
sels belonging to England and the Frontier colonies.13'7 In 1700 Colonel
Robert Quary wrote that pirates "....ruin trade ten times worse than a
war.....'Id8 &loops were ordered at different times to patrol the coast
of Virginia, Maryland, and Carolina to protect the colonies against the
pirates, who were always a menace to trade and commerce until finally
being driven from the seas many years later.
The Indian raids and wars upon the settlers of the Frontier were
other factors instrumental in affecting the shl; in," of England. The
Indians hindered production and output of the products, thereby indi¬
rectly effecting the shipping. Virginia had a big Indian massacre in
1822 and another in 1844; thereafter, she and her neighbors were in¬
termittently molested by the Indians for many years. Otter them small
ambushes, the most destructive phase of the Indians on the colonies
was the Indian War in 1675. The Indians were harrassing settlers
from Maine to Carolina, destroying villages, crops, trade, and killing
the people. The guns, supplies, and ammunition were being furnished
the Indians by the French, and a contemporary of the time wrote that
the Indians were threatening to destroy the American colonies.139
England was intermittently sending guns and supplies to the colonies
throughout this Indian trouble. More than &60,000 in supplies were
sent to Virginia in 1678 for defense against the Indians. Only a small
fraction of the money sent to the colonies for defense was ever repaid
to England. l^G
The Indian W r in 1875 resulted in the Bacon Rebellion whereby
Nathaniel Bacon raised a small army to fight the Indians against the
wishes of Sir W illiam Berkeley. The governor called together a num¬
ber of men to hunt down Bacon. The forces met and a small skirmi3h
was fought with some men being killed, prisoners taken, and fourteen
men were executed. Bacon died in 1676, and a peace was also made
fcy Virginia and Maryland with the Indians in that year, but not until
after much suffering and death by the colonists along with the des¬
truction of crops and the slaughtering of their cattle and animals.141
2. "lanting tobacco In England and over¬
production on the Frontier
The effect of the planting of tobacco in England upon the trade of
that article in the tobacco colonies has not been precisely stated, but
enough was being grown to warrant the frequent protest by those mer¬
chants importing tobacco from A merica. The prohibition of planting of
tobacco in the London area was made prior to 1619, and in that year,
the proclamation applied to all of England. Further orders and procla¬
mations were issued with Parliament passing Acts in 1.652 and J Odd
prohibiting the growth of tobacco in England, Wales and Ireland. There¬
after, frequent requests were made to the council of state to enforce the
Parliamentary Act of 1652. The sheriffs of the different counties in
England were ordered to prevent the raising of tobacco in their area.
In 1 £54# a farmer made ready 100 acres of land to plant tobacco but was
forced to seed it with other croos. In this year the commissioners of
customs declared that if the'tobaceo planting is not prevented in England,
that the article from A merica will not even bring enough to nay the
freight.142 Tobacco growing In England increased after the Restoration,
and regardless of the attempts made to suppress the production of that
commodity, it continued to be grown until after the accession of William
and Mary.143
The overproduction of tobacco on the Frontier caused that commo¬
dity to be a "glut" on the English market several years during the Re¬
storation period, which caused a great reduction in the price. Various
attempts were made on several occasions by Carolina, Virginia, and
Maryland to cease planting that product, but the participating parties
could not reach an agreement; consequently, tobacco continued to grow
to those colonies. People opposed to the continuing growth and over¬
production of this article began going from plantation to plantation at
night destroying the tobacco crops.'144 These night destructive parties
became so prevalent that two men were executed in 1631, and to prevent
further outbreaks, the assembly of Virginia passed a law in 1682 against
the destruction of tobacco crops. 145
although five wars were participated in by the mother country
causing effects on trade during this period of study, along with Indian
raids, wars, rebellions, plagues, hurricanes and storms, and overpro¬
duction, the staple crops continued to increase in output resulting in and
ever-expansion of trade and shipping of England and the interested col¬
onies.146
D. Effect of the Founding and Settlement of these
Colonies on English Shipping
1, Customs
The great effects of the settlements of Virginia, Maryland, and
Carolina on English shipping are indicated by both the overall Increase
to customs and the marked increase to returns to the treasury from to¬
bacco alone.
England had no overseas 'possessions in the reign of Elisabeth,
and about the close of her reign, the combined customs were approxi-
A few
mately E50,000 per annum. 14/ However, within a/decade after the first
permanent colony was established on the Frontier, her custom returns
began to slowly increase and did so throughout the first half century
even though many factors temporarily retarded trade.1^ The com¬
bined customs toid reached E620,495 by 1651; approximately E420,000
by 1661; over EB00,000 by 1677; and by the beginning of the eighteenth
century over LI,000,000. These facts definitely indicate a Large in¬
crease of shipping.149 The custom receipts from tobacco alone
amounted to L2,000 in 1636150 and L27,083 by 1641, and had reached
over L200,000 by 1688. Even with the re-exportation of about half of
the tobacco by the close of this study, the treasury still was receiving
a sizeable sum of money in addition to the employment of great num¬
bers of its people. England was the distribution center of tobacco for
Europe; the commodity was being exported to France, Germany, Sweden,
Denmark, Holland and other European countriesJ 51 England had be¬
come rich and great in the last half of the seventeenth century because
of the possessions on the American Frontier, and she could not subsist
at the high standard that she had become accustomed to without the in¬
come from the colonies.152
2. Employment of shipping
The tobacco from the colonies was one of the greatest assets to
the treasury and trade of England in the last half of the seventeenth cen¬
tury. England had been importing her tobacco from Spain and other
countries at a price from four to sixteen shillings, prior to it being
raised on the Frontier, whereby the merchants were purchasing the
tobacco for approximately seven pence at the close of the period under
study. Trade of this type was supplying the commodity desired by the
mother country at a great saving to her people as well as transporting
the commodity in English ships by Englishmen.153 England's great¬
ness dates from the Civil War, 154 and the increase of the output of the
tobacco colonies from 20,000 pounds in 1619 to approximately 19,000,000
pounds by 1688, was a great influencing factor in the expansion of the
English shipping.155 The customs reports indicate an overall insistent
increase in shipping. 150 The ships transporting tobacco were larger
ships than usual, for this commodity was bulky. In 1670, a convoy of
fifty ships arriving In port laden with tobacco and forty ships of that
• • ■: -.5
number were loaded with 500 to 1,200 hogsheads of tobacco with each
hogshead weighing 500 to COO pounds.1$7
Thus, with all of the factors tending to retard the trade and
shipping of England to Virginia, Maryland, and Carolin a, these col¬
onies by 1688 were reported as employing 200 sail of ships of 100 tons
to 509 tons e-:• eh.153 s previously noted, the export of the tobacco of
Maryland was employing about one-third to one-half of the ships uti¬
lised in transporting Virgin! tobacco. In 1694, during a war year,
English ships trading to Maryland numbered ninety-six,150 which is
further corrobor ticn of the number of ships tr ding to the tobacco
colonies, n embargo was placed on ships trading to the Frontier in
1890, and a list of vessels allowed to proceed to the colonies In this
ye- r indicates that about one-half the number or less were permitted
to make voyages to the Frontier. In this year, 105 vessels proceeded
to Virginia and Maryland, 71 to Barbados, 23 to the Leeward Islands,
nd 20 to Jamaica. These figures again indicate that .^proximately
200 English vessels were trading to the tobacco colonies in 1888. Fur¬
ther Interpolation confirms the above shipping, for the average hogs- .
head of tobacco in 1690 weighed bout 500 pounds with that of sugar
weighing approxiiaa fcely 1000 pounds. 161 Barbados, as will be noted
in Chapter V, was employing about 140 ships annually, which were Im¬
porting several million pounds more sug.tr Into England than the com¬
bined amount erf tobacco; with tob cco being more balky and the hogs¬
heads weighing about one-half that of sugar indicates that the number
erf ships reported as tr ding to the tob cco colonies t the close of this
sfcfely is toe caL pppoKinately on. -hajf of the toi»<jcotv s bo'm re-
arrated trc^ . tc&'-aV aad farther sh. .-/agr* sut'Used "a distrlwa,;
this TtJck- throos tioitf I wxfi®* 182
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CHAPTER III
MIDDLE COLONIES
A. New York and New Jersey
1, Founding
New York and New Jersey belonged to the Dutch prior to being
taken by the English during the Second Dutch War of 1664-1667. The
Dutch claimed the area between the Connecticut, Hudson, and Delaware
rivers with their main trading post being called New Utrecht, but later
changed to New Amsterdam.1 New Amsterdam surrendered to Colonel
Richard Nichols on August 29, 1664, and remained in the control of the
English until the Peace of Breda in 1667. According to the terms of the
peace, the Dutch possession was ceded to England; and Holland received
Surinam, which they had taken from the English during the war .2 The
Dutch retook New York without resistance in July, 1673, and kept it un¬
til November 10, 1674. Charles II granted the land from the St. Croix
River to the east side of the Delaware River to James, Duke cf York,
in 1664 and in June, 1674, the grant was re-affirmed after obtaining
New York back from the Dutch.S
The settlement of the Hudson River and New York territory was
begun by the Dutch in 1609 when Henry Hudson was making Ms explora¬
tions. Manhattan Island was purchased from the Indians in 1626 by the
Dutch, who were seeking to further expand their trading posts and fur
traffic with the Indians.4 However, up until the capture of New Amster¬
dam by the English, New Netherlands was looked upon by the Dutch as
62
63
merely a composition of trading posts and the province was "....with¬
out unity, homogeneity, or compactness, either in race, religion, ter¬
ritorial settlement, or types of local organization and government.:15
The States General in February 1661 were encouraging people to set¬
tle the area between Virginia and New England declaring it,
....as yet uninhabited, abounding in grapes and other fruits,
which grow naturally and far surpass any in Europe. The
land very fertile in all kinds of grain; also very good tobac¬
co and several sorts of dyer. Furs to be had of the natives
very reasonable; store of sal tpetre, excellent venison, elks,
and marvellous plenty in all kinds of food, of land and sea
fowl, and excellent fat and wholesome fish; the mountainous
part of the country stored with several sorts of minerals,
and great profit from traffic with the natives, who are natu¬
rally a mild people.6
When the Dutch province was captured in 1664, a reported 1,300 Dutch
and 600 English were in the area, and the majority of the inhabitants
remained in the territory and became British citizens.7
Hew Jersey v/as granted to George Carteret and John Berkeley
in 1664 by the Duke of York, and Carteret's cousin was sent out to be¬
come governor of that territory in the following year. Upon his arrival,
only 200 or 300 people, mostly Dutch, were widely dispersed throughout
the area, but by 1668 a few more settlers were migrating to New Jersey.
The land was divided into East and v. est Jersey, and by 1678 approxi¬
mately 500 people were in ■ est Jersey. East and V- est Jersey were
combined under the government of the Crown after having thirty-eight
years of proprietary rule.S
2. Products and source of labor
The products cf both New York and New Jersey were the same,
for the land was adjoining and oroducing the same commodities. The
I
first products were furs, pelts, and fish with wheat, corn, peas, tobacco,
and other land provisions subsequently being grown. These colonies
raised considerable numbers of cattle, hogs, horses; and produced
pipe staves, deal boards, lumber, and small portions of pitch and tar
period
in the latter part of this / with a great increase in production of
naval stores in the eighteenth century.§ V haling also was a trade of
the colonies; men from Lynn, Massachusetts, settled the town of
Southampton, Long Island in 1040, and by 1644, the town was divided
into four sections with designated individuals of each section respon¬
sible for taking care of drift whales J u
The source of labor supply for these two colonies consisted
mostly of the men and their families, for very few indentured ser¬
vants and slaves were to be found in this area. The Dutch West India
Company brought slaves in small numbers into New Netherland as
early as 1800, but by 1664 only few servants and slaves were in the
colony. In 1664, 1678,--* and 1682 an occasional ship imported an in¬
significant number of slaves into the colony selling them for L3Q to
L35 with the money being absorbed in food provisions.*3 New Jersey
ted very few indentured servants and slaves; although slavery was
mentioned in the acts of the colony as early as 1664, official regula¬
tion of that source of labor did not appear on the records of the colony
until after the beginning of the eighteenth century. Labor in these col¬
onies was scarce but the need was not so great as that of the tobacco
growing area.13
3. Trade and shipping
The trade and commerce of New York and New Jersey with
England was rather limited in comparison to that of Virginia and
Maryland, for the most important products of these two settlements
were flour, bread, and peas, cattle, horses, and lumber, which were
the same commodities as produced by the mother country. Conse¬
quently, the most important trade of the colonies was to the " est
Indies, which was "....essential to their very existence."^ The two
colonies, and especially New York, produced furs and pelts, which
were exported to England. The Hudson Elver was navigable for 150
miles from its mouth, making easy contact with the Indians from
whom most of the beaver, otter, and other forms of pelts were ob¬
tained. New York, disregarding Canada, was the center of the fur
trade of the colonies, for the rivers in the other settlements were
only navigable a short distance inland, from the sea, making trade
with the Indians and contact with the fur areas much more difficult.
The fur trade was more important to the development of Canada than
to the colonies now forming the United States. At first, the fur trade
of the colonies was more important than at a later date, for the natu¬
ral resources began to be developed and the Interest in the fur trade
declined. The Frenchmen pretty well monopolized the trade as they
were more consistently on better terms with the Indians than were
the English. After England obtained New York, 35,000 to 40,000 bea¬
ver skins were exported to England annually.18
Albany was the fur trading center of New York and was solely
dependent on the trade with the Indians; consequently, every endeavor
the
was made to remain on good relations with the five tribes of'fur bear¬
ing area, namely, Senecas, Cayongas, Onandagas, Oneidas, and Marquas
Indians.3-5 Beaver skins were in the greatest demand, and in 1066 re¬
ports were made that vessels arrived from Barbados and New York load¬
ed with sugar, indigo, beaver skins, and masts; in the same year ships
66
arrived from New England and New York vaih masts and pelts.17
Between 1674 and 1677, £1,331 IDs. $1/24. of these pelts-were <a »
.ported to E nglarid from New York. The Duke of York wrote the gover¬
nor of New York, Edmund ••adros, In 1673, declaring that several mer¬
chants were Interested in sending £10,003 to the colony provided thai
beaver skins could Us purchased. - •• This once lucrative trade foe in¬
habitants of New York was, however, on the decli.ne. Hew Jersey and
T-'erinsylvaaia were participating in the trade and receiving rebukes
from the governor of New York and by 1637 only 9,003 skins were ex¬
ported to England.*® Emu though Edward B :--.«dolph*s exaggerated re-
pott in 1086 tint the Indian tw u-ade ol Albany was worth £40,000 an¬
nually, the email number of only lb,000 pelts were exported ten years
Hter.^ The Hudson Bay Company was founded In 1670 and was the
mala source of beaver and other pelts for England. The trade aaly
required the use of three ships at first, ixit by 1685, the company had
five trading posts in Canada and within three years, 50,000 skins un¬
it
nually were being produced; and/tea® not only suppling England but
shipping furs to Holland, and Russia. The trade ha 1636 was estimated
sb being; worth £200,000 annually.81 The beaver skins exported from
New York and New Jersey weighed only 1% pounds to If pounds each
and were generally shipped m a part cargo with tobacco, sugar, and
other Items completing' the shipload,^''
The products of the whale were other items of export to England
from New York and New Jersey, Whaling was an old industry of Eng¬
land, for this trade was practiced, ia the English channel ortor to the
Norman Conquest of 1060, and continued to be one of the 'jrofessiens
of the English people. Ships from Bristol, to search of the whale, were
6?
making voyages first to Greenland, and in the latter part of the six¬
teenth century the search had readied Newfoundland, Labrador, and
the 'it. Lawrence rea. The most Important products of the whale
were train oil and fins. The train oil was a much sought after com¬
modity in England being used for oiling fine watches, precision in¬
struments, and similar equipment. The Dutch, English, and French
were whaling in Greenland in the early part of the seventeenth century,
and in 1G17 the English expedition returned with 1,900 tons of whale oil
which was a very successful season. In 1623 the English established a
whaling base on Greenland and called it Gmeereriburg; however, the
"oil boom" in Greenland was short-lived, for in 1643 Smeereriburg
was deserted.^
The arrival of the colonists on the Frontier, and with the abun¬
dance of whales on the northern continental coast, the whaling industry
was continued. Long Island settlers, coming from Massachusetts in
1340, began the trade in this are . The Dutch in New msterdam were
interested in whaling, and in 1652, began encouraging the colon'sts to
engage in this tr de. The whaling industry, however, was very danger¬
ous, as well as uncertain, and the search for these animals only lasted
over a period from November to ' pril making the profession a seasonal
job. The whale was captured by aen n small open thirty-foot boats risk¬
ing their lives each time a whale was harpooned, and many did lose their
lives in this trade, fter the wh le was subdued, the mammal was towed
to shore, cut into large pieces, . nd the meat rendered into train oil. V, ho-
evor was lucky enough to find a "drift-whole" would t times make as
much as mother whaler in an entire season. The best prize in the
whole industry w s the finding of a Large piece of ambergris flo ted
upon the shore; this waxy subst .nee was the secretion of the sperm
whale. The black ambergris sold for about L4 per ounce and the
grey about L7 per ounce in England. The substance was used in per-
V
fumes, not for its essence, but for the ability to retain scents for long
periods of time. The largest find on record resulted in a profit of ap¬
proximately £18,000 to the lucky finder.24
The number of whales taken by the men of New York and New-
Jersey were small, for Samuel Maverick writing to Colonel Richard
Nichols in 1889 reported that twelve to thirteen whales had been cap¬
tured on the east end of Long Island prior to the close of the season,
and that two shallops had been constructed for this trade. Maverick
further stated that the governor and other merchants were building
two vessels, one of 80 to 70 tons and another of 120 tons.25 whalers
reported in 1672 that the industry in New York had been in progress
for the past twenty years, but only in the last three years had there
been any profit made.^® Even though the whaling industry was pro¬
gressing slowly, the difficulty in capturing the whale along with the
limited period of the season resulted in the supply in England not be¬
ing commensurate with the demand. Parliament endeavored to re¬
medy this problem by inserting a clause in "An Act for the Encourage¬
ment of the Greenland and Eastland Trades, and for the Better Securing
the Plantation Trade, 1872." All persons including foreigners were
allowed to import all whale products into England free of customs.
The act went further by offering a bounty of six shillings per ton of
train oil and fifty shillings per ton on whale bone.27 This law did not
appreciably increase the number cf whales taken in New York or on
the coast of New Jersey because the whales were becoming more
scarce and the primitive method of capturing this animal limited the
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number U*at were captured. In \ugust, 1636, nine tons of whale oil,
which was bringing £<36 to L3Q per ton, vers imported into England
from New X&ekffi Two years later the council of New York ordered
a ship to remain in the area of Long Island :'....far the protection of
whale-oil exported from the government."39 number of people of
He^/ York and New Jersey participated in the whaling trade, and Long
Island was the center of thai industry, but the number of English ships
employed annually in transporting the train oil was probably three or
four small vessels ,30
The inhabitants of New York in 1.669 discovered cod. fishing hanks
near S ,.ndy Hook and began the fishing industry in that colony. The trade
was very small in comparison to that of Massachusetts and M 'line, but
slowly progressed.31
New York and New Jersey employed a few English ships la im¬
porting masts, si^r, tobacco and lumber into England, The colonies
would trad© provisions, fish, lumber and horses for tobacco,, ougar,
and indigo from Virginia, Maryland, and the '. est Indies; and these
commodities with an occasional load of timber and masts would be
exported to England. New York- and Now Jersey also were raising
tobacco in small quantities. Xn 1664 ten to fifteen vessels were trad¬
ing to New York annually coming from England and New England, In
1669 nine loads of tobacco were imported into New York from Virginia,
and three years prior to this date eleven ships arrived in England
from New York and New England loaded with masts, tobacco, beaver
and other Frontier articles, ft shipload jf nv at: aero exported III
1876 to England.?2 In return for those raw materials, merchants were
importing into New York in 1874 considerable quantities of munufac-
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tured articles from England in the form of woolens, cottons, linens,
gloves, rugs, stocking, ironware, spices, pistols, powder, brass, and
similar household necessities.33 r. correspondent wrote to England in
1.668 declaring that New York was a "flourishing plantation, "-4 and
Colonel Francis Lovelace wrote three years later that the harbor was
fuller with shipping than ever was known since the discovery was
made "36
The trade of England to New York and the continental colonies be¬
gan to expand soon after taking New Neatherlands, for the English mer¬
chants began supplying Virginia, Maryland, and New England with goods
that the Dutch were formerly shipping to those colonies,36 j\jew York
began furnishing the colonies with supplies and other articles. As
early as 1664, Governor Edmund Andros made a report on the colony
declaring that:
Our Product is Land provisions of all sorts, as of
Wheat exported yearly about Sixty thousand bushels,
Pease, Beefe, Porke, and some refuse Fish, Tobacco,
Beavers and peltry or furrs from the Indians, Deal
and Oake, Timber planks, Pipe staves, lumber, horses,
and Pitch and Tarr lately begun to be made .3 7
The primary produce of New York in 1678 was still provisions and
lumber. The colony, however, was increasing in trade and the in¬
habitants by 1687 owned 9 or 10 three-masted vessels of 80 tons to
as high as 100 tons, 2 or 3 of 40 tons to 50 tons, and about 20 sloops
"....which all trade to the V est Indies, England, and Holland, except
few trade on river /38
New York was the granary" of the colonies0^ with a consider¬
able quantity of grain being realised from the Indian trade of Albany
and transported down the river to New York town.40 Large quantities
of wheat as well as flour and biscuits were annually exported to the
West Indies and the other Frontier colonies from New York and New
Jersey.41 The average price of wheat per quarter (9 bu.) in England












The colonies further exported to Barbados, Leeward Islands, and
Jamaica:.beef, pork, peas, horses and cattle. In return, New York in
1677-1678 imported 30,550 pounds of sugar and 2,290 pounds of cotton
from Barbados.4*1 Much of tie sugar, molasses, rum, tobacco, indigo,
cotton-wool, ginger, logwood, and cocoa shipped to the continental col¬
onies was re-exported to England. Some of the sugar of the West
was
Indies''even shipped via England to the continental colonies.44
The population had grown in New York from 1,500 in 1671 to
approximately 26,000 in 1689; New Jersey had a population of 10,000
in 1839, which of course Indicated that her trade and imports from
England would not be as large as that of New York. In fact, the trade
to New Jersey was much less than half of that to New York.4^ The
governor of New York reported in 1686 that two or three ships traded
to East Jersey and that area would not "consume one thousand pounds
of goods in two years."46 The following year Governor Dongan de¬
clared that both East and West Jersey could not. consume more than
L500 per year combined.4?
Although New York and New Jersey produced the same products
rrn>
/
as England, a healthy trade was developing between the mother country
nd these colonies by the close of this period. No record is available
rs to the statistical trade with New Jersey, but by 1700 England was
importing L17,567 from New York and exporting to that colony fe.49,410
15s.being a total business transacted in the sum of fe.06,976 5s annually.43
The trade was further expanding w.tli this colony, for by 1714 an average
of sixty-four ships were leaving England nnuaily enroute to that "faire
flower in the English Garland."-® From the facts presented, these two
colonies were employing by 1633 approximately fourteen ships per year
importing and exporting goods to and from England.
B. Pennsylvania and Delaware
1. Founding
The Quakers in England between 1379 nd 1683 were being per¬
secuted more so than in tlx? past, for the government was determined
to enforce the Conventicle efc. V illiam Dennwas a devout Quaker and
had traveled in Ireland, England, cotland, and the Continent endeavoring
to convert the people to the <■ uaker way of life; and after much persecu¬
tion, lie decided to petition the King for a grant of land in merica. The
petition received tlx seal on March 4, 1631. Penn received the territory
reaching from New York to the east side of the Delaware River nd five
degrees of longtitude inland. ?enn desired to call his new land, "New
V ales," but the King called it Pennsylvania in honor and gratitude of
dmiral V illlara Perm, his ship, and passengers arrived in
Delaware Bay on October 27, 1882, and took possession of his territory
He estimated that 4,000 Dutch, wedes, Finns, and other people were
already in the territory of Pennsylvani on his arrival.^
Unsuccessful attempts were made by the Dutch at settling the
Delaware area prior to being taken by the English. Henry Hudson
under the employment of the Dutch East India Company, searching
for a northeast passage to China, arrived in Delaware Bay in 1609
with his eghty ton vessel. The first ttempt at establishing a per¬
manent settlement on the Delaware River by Europeans occurred in
1621 when the Dutch constructed Fort Nassau, but was abandoned
within a few years. The Swedes established a settlement in 1640 on
the river, and was about to be abandoned when more settlers arrived.
The Dutch took the Swedish forts of Christina and Casimir in 1655
with t-hg Swedish governor returning home and those who remained
took the oath of allegiance to the Dutch West India Company. This
company had temporary trading posts on the Delaware River by 1638,
but could not be considered settlements, as no form of organization
or government existed; however, they continued to trade with the
Indians. The Delaware area was known as New Amstel. The attempts
of settlement of this area by the Dutch were unsuccessful because it
was so far removed from New Amsterdam and no great interest was
ever taken in the area with the exception of a small Indian trade. Sir
Robert Carr took New Amstel in 1664 and only a few inhabitants of
Dutch, Swedes, and Finns were in the area in 1670, and in 1672 the
English introduced municipal government into the settlement of New
Castle. Delaware was eventually "carved out of Pennsylvania" in 1702,
but for purposes of trade and commerce, the Delaware area was unim¬
portant in this neriod.52
2. Products and source of labor
The products of Pennsylvania and Delaware were about the same
as New York and Hew Jersey; wheat, peas, flour, pork, bread, butter,
and tobacco. The colonists were trading with the Indians for furs and
by 1677 considerable beaver skins were being obtained; the governor
of New York was complaining that the people of Pennsylvania was en¬
croaching upon the Indian trade of his colony. Perm's settlement grew
more rapidly than usual, for people were already in the area upon his
arrival.53
The source of labor supply came from the people themselves
and servants, for Quakers did not believe in slavery, but demanded
white labor. The first notice of slavery in Pennsylvania came with
Francis D. Pastorius drawing up a memorial against the use of slaves.
The Quakers* opposition of slavery did not prevent slaves from being
in the colony, for people with other beliefs had slaves, but the number
in this period was almost nil. The legislature in 1700 prohibited the
selling of slaves to be transported out of the colony without the con¬
sent of the slave. Slavery in Delaware did not receive legal sanction
until 1721.54
3. Trade and shipping
The trade of Pennsylvania was very small by 168S, but she was
already trading with the West Indies and ships from England were im¬
porting manufactured products into the colony. Prior to Perm leaving
England, he was offered E6,000 for the monopoly of the trade to his
colony, but refused. Instead, Penn formed the Free Society of Traders,
generally called the Pennsylvania Company, which was a joint-stock
company with 200 members residing in England, W ales, and Ireland.
The members subscribed L10,00Q and had hopes of populating the
area with servants, building houses, and having a profitable trade.
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These dreams never materialised, for the company failed in all en¬
deavors until 1723 at which time the company no longer continued to
operate.5 5
Merchants immediately began trading with Pennsylvania, for
three shins departed from London in 1882 with passengers and goods
for the colonisis, and in 1685, four more ships registered in London
as proceeding to Pennsylvania.56 ithough a small trade was develop¬
ing with the mother country, a much 1 rger inter-plant; tion traffic ws
in progress. Pork, flour, peas, bread, and butter were being exported
to Jamaica after 1685. Colonel Robert Qusry wrote a few years later
that Pennsylvania had flooded the West Indies with flour and deal boards.
Provisions also were supplied to Virginia and Maryland, in the form of
flour, pe :sf and similar products.57 The production of tobacco was ex¬
panding, for one -tenth of the produce of that colony in 1897 consisted of
this article and the amount was expected to increase.58 Tow rd the
close of the century the colony had made much progress; Governor
Fletcher of New York in June 1398 reported that "....The town of Phila¬
delphia in fourteen years' time is become nearly equal to the city of New
York In trade and riches....."59 The trade with England by 1700 had in¬
creased to more than L23,000 annually. 53 Charles Covenant declared
»
that although Pennsylvania furnished the southern colonies with provi-
~ ons, this colony purchased n nuf ctured goods, clothes, furniture and
other products from .England; and that each person bought three ti mes
more than if the individual were in England.61 This young inhabited
territory of Pennsylvania and Delaware with a population in 1688 of ap¬
proximately 12,000^ was employing approximately 0 English ships an¬
nually, but the number greatly increased with the beginning of the
eighteenth century. 35
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C. Factors Affecting Trade
1. War and Indians
War is always one of the greatest factors affecting trade
and commerce and the territory under discussion changed owners
during the Second Anglo-Dutch War in 1664, which caused the people
in the colonies to suffer as well as disrupt trade. Colonel R,
Nichols writing from New York in 1665 declared that no goods or
other commodities had arrived from England since the Dutch had
surrendered a year past, and that the planters as well as the
soldiers were in great need of supplies.^ Within a few years the
Third Dutch War resulted in the recapturing of New York causing a
complete stoppage of trade to the New York area for almost a year.
Merchants navigating their ships across the Atlantic which were
frequently captured by the enemy were further factors in reducing
shipping to the colonies. Ordnance and stores were sent to New
York between April 12,1666 and June 25,1674 to the amount of
£2,15$ 14s.$d., which was only one of the many colonies receiving
assistance. The trade of both the mother country and the Frontier
were temporarily halted in addition to the great cost to England
in money, supplies, and materials.^
The Indian War of 1675-1676 was damaging not only to New
York, but to the other settlements along the Frontier. The Indians
did not necessarily wait until a full scale war between the whites
and the tribes before stealing, plundering of the villages, and mur¬
dering of the inhabitants. One or more Indians frequently ambushed
an individual or a small group of persons, stole their belongings, and
not infrequently removed the scalp of the victims. In 16$7 and 16$$
the Indians be:'rig supplied by the French were molesting the settle¬
ments as far south as Virginia, and especi lly, disrupting the fur
trade of New York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania.'3d
2. The Revolution of 1688
The colonists were not only confronted with the Indian raids
and wars, but in 1688 came the Revolution in England causing sec¬
tionalism and disharmony in the colonists, with Governor Edmund
ndros of New York being imprisoned. As this study closes, seven
more years of French and Indian wars faced the colonies,disregard¬
ing pirates nd the enemy preying on both the shipping of the colonies
and that of England. The Seven Ye rs V, ar w:<s one of the most ex¬
pensive in which England had ever been 'evolved. But the riches de¬
rived from the Frontier made possible the successful waging of war
by England,®?
D. E "beets of the Founding and Settlement of
these Colonies on English Shipping
1. Imports and exports
New York, New Jersey, '^ennsylvani-, and Delssw; re having
similar products to that of England did not have as great or pro¬
found effect on English shipping as some of the other colonies; but
these Frontier territories helped to enhance, though in a smaller
magnitude, English shipping as well as her industry through the
purchasing of aanuf ctured items. ithiix ten years after the close
of tills study, New York and "'eifflsylv nia alone had r combined trade
with England of approximately £,90,000 annually. 39 The colonies
also were instrument.:'! in helping to e panrt the overall exports
and. imports of the mother country as indicated in the t ble:
Official Value of Exports and Imports
Year Exports ^ Imports





2. Prosperity and shipping
Every phase erf life in England was indicating that radical
changes were being made; trade was increasing slowly until the
end of the Third Dutch V or, nd from that time until the Revolu¬
tion, a quickening of tr de resulted as indicated In the table. Peo¬
ple were wearing better clothes, eating better food, having more
money to spend, ;nd prosperity was on the "throne" disregarding
the temporary retarding effects as war, plagues, and famines*?1
The committee of customs in 1678 expressed the attitude of the
people of England toward the Frontier when it sEd:
The Plantation Trade Is one erf The greatest
Nurseries of The hipping and Sea.men of This
Kingdoms, ' nd one, of the greatest branches erf
Its Trade venting yearely of the Manufactures
and Commodities erf The Kingdom© to a very
great Value. 72
'
lthough these colonies only employed approximately twenty
English vessels anno ily by the close of this study, they were as
much an Integral part of the British Empire s the other colonies
nd were instrumental in England becoming the greatest maritime
power of the world.
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CB* >TJLH IV
A. Massachusetts, Maine, md Hew Hampshire
1. Founding
The entire northern comt of * merica had been explored and
the possibilities of the are s were known prior to any settlements
being established in the territories, later consisting of Massachu¬
setts, Maine, and New Hampshire. Bartholomew Gosnold had sailed
along the coast in 1602 and had given Cape Cod its n me; George
\? ymouth sailed the co sts of New Hampshire and Maine in 1605,
and a year later Martin Mririg was exploring the same area. Cap-
t in John Prn th navigated these waters in 1614 and gave the name
of the are New England. 1
The economic difficulties, religious persecution, and the dis¬
satisfaction for various re sons prompted by the reports of the
abundance of fish, timber, fur, game, and other new raw materials
gradually prepared the "popular mind" for "emigration across the
se ."2 ihe ^ilgPica Fathers gathering from different places in
Europe arrived in Tymouth in 1620 establishing the first permanent
English colony in that area. Two years 1 ter merchants of Dorches¬
ter, England, decided to establish - colony in New England as a .fish¬
ing venture by having a base of operations in the vicinity of the fish¬
ing grounds, and saving time and money in taking se: men back and
forth from England at the beginning and end of the seasons. Reverend
John White was one of the leaders of this venture, but the project
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fated In 1628, with so ie of the settlers returning to I ngtand while
others under the leadership of Roger Coant, went down to the vici¬
nity which is hop* Saleva. fi he Hew ) agl ad Company becoming the
Massechnsr its Bay Co up* ny took over the .Dorchester project, ad
fa 1823 seat John "adicott out to reinforce the Dcrcbastar settle-
£or
pent t ksnot only for fishermen, buypeopie who desired to
warship other than lathe High Church of SaglaacL Reverend Francis
Higgiason in 1329 with 200 more persons arrived in the settlement,
with John v athro? and a group of O Ivnist Ririt -as corning to
Massachusetts Bay Colony the follow lag ye r. 2 mail settlements as
Charles Town, fpsw-ch, Lorehester, :-ad similar communities began
sprSagfag up along the Massachusetts B y area with the territory
rapidly growing In population,-
Ferdiu'-ndo Gorges and Robert Mason received a charter In
1620 granting them lands between the forty and forty-eight parallels
north latitude. In 1823, these two -non seat, out settlers by the Laconia
Company to settle la the grant ad establish the fishing and Umber
trade, Mason and Gorges divided their grants in 1834 with M son
receiving the land west of the Mscatequs River, a m!ng the re a
Hew Hampshire -Iter Ms home county la England. Ferdtaando Gorges
obtained the res north nd east of the river becoming known as Maine.
In 1078, Gorges sold the province of Maine to the igents of Boston, nd
the territory did not bacon*: state until 183X1 tinder the rules of the
Missouri Compromise. In 1879 Hew Hampshire bee me a royal pro*
vines® apart from the soli, wfth Robert Mason continuing to receive
quit rents but h vlng no legal right to govern the province. Massaeha*
setts attempted to extend bar authority over Ifew Hampshire and Maine
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beginning in the 1050s and lasting until the 1870s at which time the
st fcus of both provinces was clrnged.4
2. roducts and source of labor
Massachusetts was r,n agricultural colony for the first twelve
or fourteen ye-rs of its existence, for the founders were hoping to
have the eco.no be foundation of the settlement based on "large
landed estates, tilled by ten Ms and hired lsbcav*& iter this date,
commerce and shipbuilding bee ae the primary interest of dale in,
Boston, CharJestcurn, and Dorchester. Vessels were bang built both
for coastwise trade and oceangoing, with the latter being m much
as 400 tons, ihe towns become centers of trade nd prosperity be¬
cause of the de n nd of shipbuilding.^ Boston had the largest popu¬
lation of -my tarn in the rea and wa referred to usually as New
I: ngland throughout this period of study.? Ithough sMpbulWSng,
tr de, -nd fishing were the prim ry sources of income, the colonists
continued to produce wheat, flour, peas, beef, pork, horses, butter,
nil similar commodities for home use, to supply ships, nd for ex-
sort. Fish, clapboards, pipestaves, lumber, and masts rlso were
products of Massachusetts^ Beaver skins and other pelts were in¬
significant items exported to t ngland.^
■ Vvoolen one linen cloth v s oroduced in small quantities in
Mess? chusefcts for home use only; the same w s true of shoes, bats
ad: a few other manufactured products.1^ Massrchasetts was pro¬
ducing pig Iron as e rly as 1845, and in 1876 she had five ironworks,
but articles were not produced in sufficient quantities to result in
legist t-ve acts from the British 'Vrlirment until 1750.** V. haling
was another industry of which the inhabitants of Massachusetts
earned a livelihood. 12
The source of labor of Massachusetts consisted mostly of
white hired labor alo?^ with a few indentured servants rind a much
smaller number of slaves. ? few Negroes had been transported into
Massachusetts about 1838 and John VV fnthrop mentions a ship arriv¬
ing In 1638 returning from Barbados with tobacco, salt and some
Negroes. The law making body of Massachusetts in 1841 passed
an act:
That there shr 11 never be any bond slavery, vil¬
leinage, nor captivity among us, unless it be lawful
captives, taken in lust wars, and such strangers as
willingly sell themselves or are sold to us, and these
shall have all the liberties and christian usages which
the Law of God established in Israel requires. 13
This low sanctioned, the enslavement of the Indian, the Negro, and
provided for the receiving of the indentured servant. In October,
1876, only a few servants and fewer slaves were in the colony at
that time. 14 Plymouth, in 1880 had several slaves and a number
of Indian women and boys taken in the Indian War of 1075 and 1678,
and in all of Massachusetts only five or six slaves were estimated
to be born annually. 18 pproximately 200 slaves were imported
into Massachusetts between 1698 and 1707, end by 1708 only 550
Negroes were in the colony with 200 of that number being shipped
in from Jamaica, Barbados, and the Leeward Islands after 1898,
and the remainder h id been born in the settlements.!^ Indentured
servants exceeding 10,000 were exported from the city of Bristol
to various colonies on the Frontier between 1854 and 1888, and of
that number, approximately 162 came to all of New England. This
meant that the overwhelming majority of labor in Massachusetts
during this period of study was white h^«d labor.1?
The staple commodity of Maine was always fish, and the
first men on her coast ware fishermen. In New Hampshire, fish
wns the staple product for approximately the first ten years, after
which time lumber became the primary industry, with the fishing
trade being of little importance throughout the re m iner of the cen¬
tury.^ The secondary products of New Hampshire consisted of
wheat, corn, c ttle, and fish; while Maine abounded in fish, oysters,
crabs, and lobsters.^
The source of labor for New Hampshire consisted of servants,
and white free peoples. No slaves seemed to have been in the area
in this period, for only twenty Negroes were i nported into New
Hampshire between 1698 and 1707 with the entire slave population
consisting of about seventy Negroes in the following year. Slavery
was not recognised in this area until 1714 at which time a law was
passed regulating the stave and his movements. Possibly a few in¬
dentured servants were in the territory of Maine.^ Ithough a
shortage of labor existed on the Frontier, each colony had valuable
resources; and the demand created for these products resulted in
the commodities being pi ced in the stream of trade to the better¬
ment and growth of the colony nd the expansion of the 1 mglish
trade, corn neree, and industry.
3. Trade and shipping
V haling w s one of the first tr des of Massachusetts, for when
the "Mayflower" anchored in Cape Cod in December, 1620, several
whales were sighted and came near the vessel; and lmost immedi¬
ately after landing of the ^ilgrims t Tymouth, the whaling industry
was launched. The Cape Cod Peninsula was settled because of the
a bundance of these priceless mammals in that area. By 1639, whal¬
ing was one of the main sources of income of Massachusetts,^ and
records Indicate that train oil w s imported into Bristol in 1633 from
this colony. New Bedford, being founded by Joseph Russel and others
in 1652, subsequently became the center of the whaling industry of
New England,£2 Edward R; ndolph stated in 1676 that considerable
train oil was being made in Plymouth; he again reported in 1688 that
much profit was being made by the colonists of that settlement through
the killing of whales since "bever and peltry f yles us. "23 The whale
was "king" to several of the towns of Massachusetts and continued to
be so, well into the eighteenth century. The train oil was valuable
product on the English market, but the whale was difficult to capture
resulting in a scarcity of the oil. Not until after the close of this
study were ships fitted-out to go to sea and take the whale in the open
oce :n.24 The product of the whale was in such a demand that the
English government w s paying a bounty even to foreigners for im¬
porting train oil and whalebone into England.^® Dutch merchants in
1689 imported 105 tons of whale oil into England, and that country had
a monopoly of the wh Ting industry after 1625, importing most of the
whale products into England. The colonists exported 293 barrels of
oil to England in 1690 and 748 barrels to rasterdara in the same
year.27
The whaling industry was a well established business in New
England before the close of the seventeenth century, and while pro¬
ducts constituted a part of the exports regularly shipped by New Eng¬
land merchants.23 The port names of New Bedford, Nantucket, Sag
Harbor, and similar whaling towns in the beginning of the eighteenth
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century were better known in some parts of Europe than New York,
Boston, or E ashington.^
pproxtmately ten ships per ye r by 1683 were talcing partial
loads of whale oil and whalebone to England, ana about twenty other
ships were taking partial cargoes of this commodity to the \\ est
Indies, continental colonies, nd Newfoundland.J ~j
Fish was the first large export of New Engl nd, and responsible
for the beginning of the trade and commerce of that area. Many of the
old world powers also owe their origin of trade and commerce to the
fishing industry, and Massachusetts, New Hampshire, and Maim were
no exceptional The Massachusetts colony was primarily agricultural,
until the Civil War In England reduced immigration and trade, forcing
the colonists to shift their interests from that of growing corn and rais¬
ing cattle to fishing; and producing lumber along with developing their
trade with the West Indies.^ The fishing Industry was the chief source
of wealth and the most important phase of trade and commerce of Mas¬
sachusetts and Maine during the last half of the seventeenth century.
Frequently, fish was the only food available to the first colonists, and,
In some instances, kept the people from starving as well as preventing
the colony from being lost or dissolved. The prosperity of not only
Mass chusetts, but of all New England w as based on her fisberies.33
Forests, farms, and sea £oi Massachusetts, New Hamp¬
shire, and Maine/Yielded lumber, beef, and fish. But Eng¬
land was supplied with these from the Baltic, nd by her
own farmers and fishermen, /and those of Ireland and New¬
foundland^
The colonies, however, found an outlet for their resources in the
West India Islands, which were requiring ever-increasing quantities of
fish, food, lumber, nd other essentials of life.
The West India Islands were interested in the one crop —
sugar, and did net v-nf to spend valuble time, labor, and ground
to r ise food. Fish was the basic food of the slave :n tlie W est ^s
Indies and as the number of slaves continued to Increase, a greater
demand for fish and food resulted.35 These colonies had a "virtual
monopoly" of the fish nd lumber trade to the V est Indies nd fur¬
nished the islands with the majority of their meat nd corn.36
New England was destined to trade, commerce, and shipbuild¬
ing- because of her geographical loc tion, and produced the same
commodities as the mother country. The fact that there was no de¬
mand for these Frontier products in England, brought about the de¬
velopment of the large export trade to the ' est Indies. This trade
became more import nt to Massachusetts, Maine, nd New Hamp¬
shire by 1640 th n that of the other continental colonies. The Test
Indian trade was the major factor in making possible the develop¬
ment and expansion of the trade to main, Portugal, and the other
European countries. Fish and lumber were the most important ex¬
ports to the West Indies, and in 1640, eleven ships 1 den with lum¬
ber sailed from these colonies to the Caribbean possessions.^
Bartholomew Gosnold made a direct crossing erf the tlantic
to New England in 1602 discovering the great abundance of fish in
the area nd gave the name of Cape Cod because of the numerous
quantity of that tyoe of fish in those waters. Gosnold, returning to
EngT nd, declared that the fish were more Plentiful on the coast of
New England than in Newfoundland. Bristol merchants became In¬
terested in the report and in 1603 dispatched two vessels to fish on
the New England coast, and Gosnold's report was confir med. The
fish on the Maine coast were found in only about six to seven fathoms
of water; whereas, in Newfoundland the fishing was done in forty to
fifty fathoms.38 Sir John nd George °opham, Sir Ferdinand©
Georges, and other influential merchants became so interested in
the fishing possibilities of these waters, that a settlement w: s es¬
tablished on the New England coast in ISO?; however, for various
reasons, the project was abandoned in the fallowing year with the
inhabitants returning to England. Captain John Smith's report on
New England was published in London in 1618 which stated that
47,000 fish had been t ken off of the Main coast in the Monehegan
Island area, although they had originally gene there to catch whales.
He further reported that the fishing of New England was going to
mean greater wealth to England than the gold nd silver mines in
possession of Spain.39 E ight sail from London and -lymouth were
fishing here in that year; the number had increased to twenty-six
vessels by 1820 and by 1624, as many as forty or fifty English ves¬
sels were fishing in the New England waters annually. The fish
were so plentiful on the const of Maine that the money per fisher¬
man on a seasons c tch was approximately L14, while that of New¬
foundland w s only LG to L7 per man. n estimated 300,000 fish
were taken in these colonies by 1341 and exported to the continental
colonies rnd the est lndies.^0 English merchants were continuing
to fish in these waters for, Robert Trelawpy, merchant of Plymouth,
was sending four ships annually to fish on the Maine coast until Ms
death in 1644.41
The industry was increasing so rapidly that legislation was
passed in Massachusetts In 1852 requiring "fish viewers?'for in-
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spectlng and rejection 11 "unmerch nibble** sua-burz* sad salt-
burnt fish.-" Fish, being the- staple food product cf the wtp®n/ilsg
populations of both the Tfest Indies and Europe, produced n gre iter
de 11 -nd for that cc i lod'ty and r .suited n the prosperity of these
colonies. " lem, Tpsr'ch, '-ad Chirkdown were the centers cf
trade for the cod rid mcfcrel, wh ch were plentiful cm tooth the
co st of Mi in?;: and Miss ichnaetta.*3 rise settlers of New H ? tap¬
s-Mr* d d ext.;: py in the fishing industry, but oat ae~r/& the/§®fknt .&
the. fnfe'hitrats of - 'm nd M.-ss ^chusetts, Lumber products were
the main source of livelihood of the people a New Hampshire during
tlx' 3 period of study.4* dome of th offic! 1 se?ila of the- colonies de¬
pleted their a. Jor industry ad source of exist nee. The colony at
Ma tea 1n 1361 dopted n o&ici 1 se: 1 consisting at m saetep and
codfish, wh le th t of New Hampshire consisted cf a fish nd ® tree,
between which w ;s pc.ete.ge of five .rrows, the latter representing
the f;v ■■ counties nd the fish rid tree represent ng the trades cf the
colony.4®
The fishing trade of these colonies was tlir v!ng in 1664, sad
1667, for Bo; ton had a reported popul tion of 1-1,300 >aople with 330
vessels engaged in .•* profitable tr do in fish and prowte'oass to Bcr-
bpdos, other possessions nd 1 urope. 'The fishermen n these ye ra,
numbering 1,500, with c large fleet cf fishing boots ware on the Isle
of Shoals, off the coast of Hew Hampshire, and Monehegrn Island,
off the coast of Ll Lne. bo t crew consisted of tarn men: the mas¬
ter and two men fishing, nnd the third m nan shore do ng the cur.'ng.*3
Moueheg n M nd was known ?s the "Cradle of New Engl.ori" because
at Its profit tole fishli^ grounds.*1? :i he fishing industry of this island
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increased constantly between 1326 and 16(38, and brought wealth to the
Nec? England inhabitants fishing those waters. The commissioners of
the King visiting the sever ! colonies In 1865 reported Massachusetts
as the richest colony which ted,
....engrossed the whole trade of New England....,The
commodities were fish, sent to France, Spain, and the
Straits, pipe-staves, masts, fir-boards, pitch, tor,
pork, beef, horses, and corn, which they send to Vir¬
ginia, Barbados, ®e», and fcke tobacco and sugar for
p ymenl, which they send to England.*8
The colonies not only ted a lucrative trade supplying the West
Indies with provisions, but the armed forces if England stationed in
that area Increased tte traffic, ^revisions to the moant of la7,117
9a 44 were purchased from May, 1655 to December, 1068 for the
army of 3,000 mm la dditioa to ite fleet stationed at Jamaica.4® A
gre ter amount of provisions were being supplied to the V est Indies
in 1666 and 1867, for no ships were corning from England be cause of
the war. William W llloughby la the latter year reported that to© E est
Indies could not "prosper in time of peace or subsist la time of war
without far; ding with New England.**^
a Captain Wyborne, commander of H.I&S. "Garland,** reported
fa 1073 that the trade of New England was very great, with traffic to
all possessions on the Frontier and to most parts of Europe. He fur¬
ther declared that New England ted become the mart of merlcan and
European goods for supplying both the Frontier colonies and European
countries.**1 The colonies were thriving with activity ia 1875 with
Boston and s lam being tte or In centers of trade of toe res. Maine
and Naur Hampshire transported much of their products to Boston to
be re-exported. In this year an estimated 1,200,000 pounds cf fish
were being caught In New Esmond bearing minimum receipts cf L50,000
annu lly for the New England traders.52 The greatest portion of
the fish was exported to the r est Indies and the Catholic countries
of Europe, with Spwn importing the largest quantity. Fish from
these colonies were being transported to France and Spain as early
as 1822 with the demand increasing throughout this period.53 New
England was consuming approximately 2,000,000 pounds of salt an¬
nually by 1838 with the majority of this product coming from Tor-
tudas, n island near Barbudos.54 Between May 13, and September
21 of this year, 1,120,000 of fish were exported to Bilboa, Spain from
Boston.55 Estimates were made in 1700 that 5,000,000 pounds and
another of 10,000,000 pounds of fish were exported from Boston an¬
nually.58 The merchants were exporting 23,000,000 pounds of fish
nnu lly by 1731.57 B> -fore being exported, the fish were graded;
(1) merchantable, (2) middling, nd (3) refuse. The best fish were
usually exported to Spain and C -lais; the middlings to Lisbon and
other parts of Europe, while most of the refuse f ish were transported
to the E est Indies for consumpt'on by the slaves. 58 Much of the
we 1th of the inhibit nts came from this trade, and the fishing in¬
dustry was the "cornerstone of New England prosperity" for more
than 150 ye rs,59
The ships exporting the fish, lumber, masts, and provisions
1
into the est Indies and the other possessions returned with the
commodities of those areas is sugar, tobacco, rum, pimento, indigo,
and logwood along with some English products to Boston, and New
Engl nd.r>9 pproximately 150 to 165 vessels were trading from
New England to the possessions of the v. est Indies by 1633 with the
major ty ranging from ten tons to forty tons n weight.*^ Sugar was
the most valu hie article returned fro 11 the C ribbean possessions.
Over 055,000 pounds of th t commodity alone w s 1 sported into
New England In the one ye r of 1677 to 1873 from the three slands
of B rbados, Nevis, nd St. Christopher with the majority coming
from Barbados.®^ typical cargo in a vessel of forty-five tons
from Boston nd unloading in J ;maica on "pril 19, 1685 contained:
50 hogsheads of codfish
70 b rrels mackerel
10 barrels pork
10 casks of oil
4000 hoops
6000 staves.63
The colonies h d developed a very profitable tr be to the V est
Indies, but ithout the shipbuilding industry, and her own ships, her
fisheries would have supplied little wealth for the Inhabitants. The
*
majority of the vessels were constructed in the colony of Massachu¬
setts, with a few ships being built in New Hampshire and Maine.64
• X
The first vessel constructed in this area was the "Virginia" built
in 1607, in Maine, and the vessel sailed for England in the following
ye r when the colony was abandoned.^ The "Blessing of the Bay"
being constructed in 1631, w s the first vessel launched in Massachu¬
setts.^ In 1636, a vessel of 120 tons was built at M rblehe d, Mas¬
sachusetts, while one of 300 tons was completed at Salem In 1840,
nd another n 1842 of the same weight. The shipwrights of Ply¬
mouth launched the:r first vessel In 1341 of between forty tons and
fifty tons.6? Shipbuilding was of such importance and magnitude by
this year, that inspectors were appointed to Insure good workman¬
ship and that the proper materials were used in the construction of
the vessels. Ships of greater c paclty were being constructed in
Massachusetts, for n 1648 the "Se fort," of 400 tons, was launched
n Boston, but w s lost on the coast of Spain due to faulty n .vigat'on.
Shipbuilding by 1880 was the lead eg Industry in Salem, Boston, Ips¬
wich, Newbury, Dorchester, and Gloucester; nd by 1875 fifty master
shipbuilders were in New Eagland.®3
The Maine and New Hampshire f ishermen began to build net
procure vessels to tr nsport their fish to the southern colon es and
to the West Indies as soon as the trade Indicated the dem nd for this
commodity, n English shipwright had a yard at Kittery Point, Maine
in the 1660s, nd * few vessels were being constructed at Portsmouth
on the Piscataqua River. Only small number of ships were ever
constructed n these two colonies prior to 1688, for in 1693, only two
vessels of fifty tons each were listed s belonging to the port of Kit¬
tery ^oint, while seven years 1 ter New Ha mpshlre had twenty-four
vessels. 69
The chief production of Massachusetts, Hew Hampshire, and
M ine was fish, shipbuilding, nd lumber. 11 three colonies had
good trees for lumber nd masts, with New Hampshire having the
best qualty nd greatest quantity of trees for the latter product.
Small quantities of tar nd hemp were being produced in Plymouth
and the other settlements, but the ma ority of the sail-cloth and
cordage for shipbuilding w s imported from England.70 The ma¬
jority of the vessels operating n nd out of Salem, Boston, Ipswich,
Gloucester, Newbury, and the vicinity ports in the 1650s and 1660s
trading to the other possessions and Europe ranged from ten tons to
forty tons with the majority of them being constructed in Massachu¬
setts.71 Salem, in 1670 was prominent n the West Indies trade with
much of the traffic be ng transported in vessels constructed in her
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port, :nd trade of the colonies had advanced to heights greater than
any time In the past,33,
The population of Boston h d grown by 1671 to . n approximate
30,000, New Hampshire 1,800, Maine 1,200, and the numbers were
increasing ye rly.33 The "chief profess-ons" in this area were that
of merchants, "who were principally seated at Boston, Salem, Charles
Towne, and Portsmouth.,..; the f. rrners also were"nnmerous and
wealthy" from the produce of corn, c ttle, poultry, butter nd cheese.33
However, where there is wealth and prosperity, trade and tr. ffic re
essential. Through the sh pbuild ng program, the f. cilities were mode
iv liable for this commerce, for in 1675 New England had 13 ships of
100 tons to 220 tons, 190 of 20 tons to 100 tons, and 440 fishing boats
of about 6 tons e ch.35 The number of wealthy men was lucre sing;
SO persons had assets of L1Q,000 to 1*20,000, while 500 Individuals
were in the 1*3,000 br cket. The homes In Boston throughout the per-
od were growing 1 rger nd better with furniture net appearance
equal to the homes of the elite in England.'^ Massachusetts, New
Hampshire, and Maine contained more than three-fourths of the wealth
of New England In 1675 with Rhode Island nd Connect cut awning less
than one-fourth of the assets of the re ,37 The following year, Boston
alone was reported s having 30 vessels of 50 tons to 100 tons and 500
sme ller craft; nd by the close of the century she had 194 sea-going
ships with 70 vessels of 11 types In the other settlements.33 The re¬
port on the slipping; of New England In 1676 as having been built and
owned by the inhabitants eons steel of:




The key industry espec lly in Massachusetts was definitely fishing
and shipbuilding,'^ and by 1721 Massachusetts loos w s 1 unching
140 to 180 vessels anrm lly.^
The profitand we 1th of the trade and commerce to the 1 est
Indies and other parts by the Mew England march nts was so appar¬
ent that English merchants owned ships th t tr tied solely between
New Engl nd and the West Indies, pproxirn tely eleven ships Eng-
1 sh buTt and English owned vessels entered Boston in 1*383 from
the V est Indies. Th rteen ; ngl-sh owned ships cleared Boston in
1888 for Bilboa, Portugal, nd Fr- nee with New England fish.'
The English merchants were not only participating in the trade on
the Frontier, but orders were being placed with the shipbuilders of
Boston and vicinity to construct ships for the The passing of
the navigation acts endeavoring to confine shipping to English-built
sh-ps, also placed restrictions on t nber nd naval stores forcing
the cost of shipbuilding to increase in England to lrnast double
what it had been .prior to the NavigationAct of 1851. The ct nine
ye rs later continued to keep the construct on material expensive.
The building supplies were imported into 1 nglr nd from Scandinavia
in Jc-ndlnavi n ships at an incre. sed cost,^ The value of ship¬
building materials in England in 1669 was eight times that of I bor;
whereas n Holland, the cost of building a ship was only one-third
to one-h If of the expense in Engl nd. ship costing only E800 to
build «n Holl .nd in 1669 was costing approximately El,300 In England.^
This great expense in building ships n the home country forced many
of the English merchants to seek ships from other sources than in
England. The ships could be constructed on the Frontier for about
100
L4 per ton and the merchant would not only gain from having the
ship constructed on the Frontier, as compared to building in Eng¬
land, but the ship could obtain a cargo in these colonies from which
a profit would be realized.®® The English merchants in the one year
of 1676 placed an order with the New England shipbuilders for thirty
ships.®?
Ithough shipbuilding was more expensive In England than on
the Frontier or in Holland, the industry was booming in 1676 in the
building of craft of ISO tons and less. Secretary Williamson writing
in this year declared that "....within the last three years more small
craft of between 60 and 120 tons have been built, th n were 20 years
and above before.**68 The English also were supplying the New Eng¬
land colonies with ships, for by 16-37 the customs records indicate a
considerable number of English built ships owned by Massachusetts
merchants clearing Boston for the V est Indies and the continental
colonies. She also built a few ships for the other continental posses¬
sions.^ The New England colonies, although not conforming to the
commercial policy of England by both producing the same commodi¬
ties and competing with her In sMpbuildln —therefore, being consi-
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dered as extremely prejudicial to her industry— were importing
sizeable sums of English goods and employing several ships annually
in distributing the manufactured commodities to the other possessions.®*
England was not producing many commodities for export by
1650 and so was not looking so much upon the colonies as a vent for
her exports, but more so as a source of rnw materials.02 However,
in the 1660s and there iter, the "'wheels" of industry began to "grind**
and her exports greatly increased by 1688 to an amount never pre-
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viously obt ined.83 in 1663 typcal cargo from England to the
colonies consisted of cordage, sail cloth, earthenware, shoes, silks,
woolens, and many other necessit es of life for the Frontier,84 nd
the consistent growth In the population of these colon es constituted
ar ever meres ng market for her m nafactured products.85
!:. ngl ad, in 1677, had a large fleet of ships; more silver utensils
used for food nd drink than ever before, her trade was with all
parts of the globe; traders had increased by six fold; and the shops
were better furnished with v ried articles th n any-time In the past;
houses more elaborate, better constructed and more be utsfully sup-
oiled with costly furniture; precious stones more common than ever;
nd she was controll ng most of the tr de of the world; England was
a "magazine" of commodities for Europe, nd had gained fame, 11
of which resulted n the fact that "....we ha ve more wealth now, than
ever we had t my time before the Restoration of h s •: ■acred Msjestie."88
The increase in production, the quickening of trade, and adv nc ng of
the wealth of Engl nd necessitated n increase in her shipping, and
New England was instrumental in the expansion of her ship traffic.
The English ships were ploughing the seas to New England in
ever increasing numbers after 1650, nd importing sugar, tobacco,
Indigo, logwood, nd s nil r commodities, which these colonies
h d obtained from the other Frontier possessions.83 The colonies
were expected to purchase more from Engl nd th n they sold to them,
but there was little money available to do so other than exchange of
products. 88 Consequently, Boston began coining silver money in
1652; but a 1 rge amount of the currency of these colonies came
through their tr ade to Spain, Portugal, France, and other European
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countr es.100 Governor William %ips of Massachusetts, In 1691
reported that little money other than that of Spanish could be found
in New England, and requested permission to begin coining money
in that colony, Ihe coined money along with that obtained from
the European countries was used in purchasing silks, ribbons,
stockings, wool cloth, serges, calicoes, shoes, buttons, nd many
other articles imported in Engl sh ships* Between May, 1686,
and September, 1688, the custom records ind ents that the follow¬
ing ships traded nnually to the places designated: approximately
twenty-two English owned and English built sh ps were trading to
Boston; six English built ships owned by merchants of Boston were
trading to England; four plantation built ships owned by merchants
of Boston 3lso were trading to England; six English built ships of
England were trading from the West Indies to Boston. These Eng¬
lish and colon] 1 ships coming direct from England to New England
were importing manufactured goods; and. other articles of the mother
country; also the English ships and colonial vessels trading between
New England and the est Ind es not nfrequently returned English
products from that rea to Boston.100 The commercial activities of
New England were rapidly advancing, and especially n the latter 1680s,
for Edmund ndros, Governor of New England, granted licenses to
441 vessels between December, 1686 nd April 1689, departing from
that area enroute to England, Frontier colonies, and Europe; and the
majority of the vessels were of from 10 tons to 40 tons with few of
100 tons nd 150 tons.l-'l
Engl sh shipping also was participating in the New England fish-
ng trade. Although England was obtaining the majority of her fish
from Xfewfcondl: ad, Ireland, and oa her own co -st» she continued
to obtain this 'product from New Lngl nd. Her f shfug bo-ts were
on the Hew England co sts beginning in 1002 .nd were there in in¬
creasing numbers in the 1620s, and the merchants of Lngl ad continued
to send their flsh;ng visatis to these coasts in the 1830s -nd 1840s.
oh ps of 180 and 200 tons were arrhring in England In 1886 nd 186?
from Boston w'th ffsh.*^ Other entries ndlcate f sh from these
colonies be ng u sorted Is 1888 - m 1633 'nto Eaglaad-^O? The Eng-
1 shware n. t only importing Iter England fish -nto England, but were
sending their ships to th s cost, 1© d'.ng fish m vportlng the n Into
Bp in and other Europe-tn courtrfo.* The English ship, "Elisabeth/*
of €6 terns cle red Boston a July, 1033 with 140,000 pounds of fish
for BQbo , Spain; the "Hew ^nvah.** and lis. " also English owned,
departed at the s me trm tor the same destla tloa with 150,000 pounds*
In fact, thirteen English owned :-.?nd English bait sh ps cleared from
Boton between bi rch 25, 1038 .and September 20,1833 loaded with f sh
enroufc to B Oboa, ;? a, ''orturl. ad Fr nee. 108
Oh ps were not only coming' fro a I- ngl nd direct to Massachu¬
setts, Hew Hsmpsh're, md Maine to ebb? in f"sh ntl otter Frontier
products, but tte English fishing ships were coming from Hewfoool-
load to purchase Mbw .nglnad fsh, Secretary ?■< lllamson of tte
"'colonial cfflcei'ra ported :n 1875 th t "Hew Engl nd fishery's t
' isc.it qui, where we send to buy their fish. 00 ships at least come
from Ifew Engl nd end B .rbados ye,rly....t© Nawfoustit nd.**!^
W'-vo ye rs later, ^proximately 100 sh .jo were tr id ng from Hew
h ogling to Newfound!' ad,1*^ taking sug'. r, tobacco, rum, mol^ses,
oil, peltry, lumber, fish, and wovislons; nd retarn-ag with cord ge,
l<fc
llaen, woolens, nd other ratzaaf etured products.111 !a effect, this
w.-3 the sine as ngilsh ah pa tr digg tflrMt to these colonies, for
the commod't es of : ngl ad were being conveyed to Hew Engl- ad
fro-a - centr -1 point. However, «s the vessels of these colon es
were am 11, nd as some at the n prob bly did not return with I ng-
ifsh goods,, a conservative number of I agllsh ships eea>*seasiirate
to the 100 colony vessels would be about 101 ngllsh ship®. ' Itbough
port o» of the goods obtained from the other possessions were
shipped by these colonies to ffewfoendl <nd, much of the zw. ar, to-
b cco, logu ood, cocoa, Indigo, nri ginger were shipped directly to
ngland in English vessels with a sm Her number of flew England
earned ships tilrng c rgoes to aglaod.11^ -he commission on tr de
reporting to the King in 1596 in reference to the colonial trade de-
dared that,
....the more ' outbem Colonies are much more
beneficial to E nglend than the northern, yet be¬
ing 11 contribute to tah;ng off great quantities
of our " ©oikm goods, other '-redacts, -ad fi-ndi-
cr ft- ares, nd to maintain and lararetse Oar
Mavig lion, and,....we humbly conceive the Tr-ide
to arid from these Colonies deserves the greatest
Incourage men!.....11*
1 he New i ngl»ad colonies .is stated were not ?& beneficial to
nglaad s the southern colonies, but approximately thirty-nine
agiish and H ssschusetts ships were employed in bringing com¬
modities to Boston by 1883, fear England exported tec times s much
to the tie*. ngl nd colonies -^imjorted from these possessions.11*
D* venaat wrote that "Our plantations (if we take cart to preserve
them from foreign Insults and. inv stems) as they inert se in people,
will consume pore of our ho me mtnuf ctares th nwe have tmms to
In ldiO England w@s exporting one-third more m*mi- •
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factored products than in 1870, and where there is an increase in
the exportation of finished products, a greater demand for raw
materials is necessitated, and this requires an expansion of ship¬
ping.*-*®
Masts and other timber products of Massachusetts, Maine,
rmd especially New Hampshire e mployed a number of English ships.
The oak was fast disappearing in the seventeenth century and the
keepers of England were constrained to look "beyond the seas for
timber." ihe British drairalty was constantly concerned over the
supply of lumber, nd especially mastf for the ships^from the time
of Cromwell until the iron replaced the wooden vessels. However,
the timber problem for E ngland did not become prominent until the
First Dutch War in 1852, for prior to that time the sea b ttles were
fought with private ships "gathered for the occasion." Private ships,
however, were hired during the Dutch wars, but the majority of the
ships were regular Navy vessels. This shortage erf shipbuilding sup¬
plies forced England to depend upon the Baltic as her source.*-*-7
The Baltic policy of England became "chiefly a matter of keeping the
sea open t II costs, in order to ensure a supply of naval materials."
England, on few occasions forced her way into the Sound to keep the
timber supply lane open.*18 in pril, 1845, she made a treaty with
Denmark declaring that England would be treated equally in respect
to trade with all other n tions westward of the Sound.**^ nother
such treaty was consummated in 1654 between England and Denmark
opening the Sound to 11 traffic.*20 Qne of yle main features of the
foreign policy not only of England., but France, Spain, nd Holland was
the supply of naval stores. The Civil v r and the Cromwellian period
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gave the c quo de p;r :ce to the mast and. timber of England. 121
The report of the abundant supply of masts and timber in the
New England colonies focused the attention of Engl nd on that area,
especially in the First Dutch War. The first load of masts from the
Frontier w s shipped from Virginia in 160-9, with a load of timber
coming from Tymouth, Massachusetts in 1623. The first sawmill
erected on the Frontier was in the latter year nd at York, Maine.
Thereafter, as,each new "hamlet" was established, a sawmill was
always erected, nd by 1682, twenty-four sawmills were supplying
lumber for export, for New Hampshire and Maine relied on lumber¬
ing and fishing for their livelihood.1^ Jk cargo of masts was first
imported from Maine in 1634, and the English Navy began importing
n .sts and naval stores from this area in 1853, during the First
Dutch r, and continued to do so for a "century and a quarter."123
The masts and timber imported from the Frontier, in the First
Dutch ' r was only trickle in comparison to the need of the Navy.
The English timber shortage made itself felt in
the First Dutch V ar, it was more acute in the sec¬
ond, nd in the third, it was actually dangerous.124
England had sixty-eight royal forests in 1660, but only three
were being utilized for lumber, with a small mount being cut from
the other royal holdings. T imber was procured occasionally from
private holdings, but not in sufficient quantities to fulfill the reed.1'^
During the Second Dutch V, ar, four nasi# ships arrived from New
England in 1666 just after the "Four D ys Bottle** in the English
Channel in which the British vessels were badly da maged and needed
masts. short time later eleven more ships rrived from New
England with the majority being laden with masts.*26 After the end
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of the Pecoud Dutch rr>r in 186?, the tests and timber farther de¬
creased for lack of credit, .nd m «y ship® being constructed were
only onrtDlly completed and had to be delayed • nother year bee use
of insufficient materials- The Navy seldom had a reserve supply of
shipbuilding m terials vsil ble dur ng this period of study,12? and
the overwhelming majority of masts n.' nav 1 stor m were :>:-cur-.. J
from the Baltic.*28 The scarcity of shipbuilding supplies of the Navy
In this period v 3 the lack of funds ad bad credit1^
The Navy board was "prejudiced" and "hindered every at¬
tempt of the persistant colonists to introduce their o k into the-dock¬
yards" of I ngland.l- -6 Many representatives of the English govern¬
ment on the Frontier wrote of the gre t qu mtity of mast timber and
the possibilities of the production of t r, turpentine, and other n v i
stores- John Taylor as early as 1885 h d sent specimens of timber
from New 1 ngland to the Navy officials* lso in this year, a contem¬
porary wrote th?t seven or eight ships were In the harbor of the
>isc taque River with n great store of casts. 161 pproxira tely ten
shiploads of masts per ye r were being imported into England from
New Hampshire by 1071, with the Navy using tare or three of the
ten c rgoes.*^ arts mouth, New Ha tipshire, • t the mouth of the
*iacataqup River, was the great cutting ground for timber in New
Engl-ud and supplied most of the masts for the English Navy during
this period of study. Masts in cons der ble numbers also were ex¬
ported from Maine with sm Her quantities from Mass chasetts.163
However, the K vy continued to nroctirw its source of shipbuilding
•3U./>l.-t:S fro :> the i lEc, a:- to use ".■ut.m . mi pa Mr ue } vorb lion
of these co n .ocl t es. - he mereMais throughout U «r.?odper-
s'sted 'n obtaining Dutch .<nd otter foreign-built ships because of
the auch gre ter expanse erf constructing ships in - ngiand. ifae
Dutch could porch se nav. 1 stores from the Baltic ehe per than
I' ngl .nd, for merchants of iioll. ad. ted better credit, lower Drifts,
purchased larger qu. ntities, che.. per i bar, mo/^tter diplou'tic ■
relations with that resu*^
England coat limed to have oak planks for decks of ships nd
other uses after her timber large enough for masts had uerished.
T he Navy first turned to the B Ite for largo supplies of planking
lumber In 1877 when endeavoring to build thirty ships erf the line.
The N vy board held conference in 1638 on the question of the in¬
troduction of Baltic pi nk into the Navy as a regular policy. The
pollcy was • i dopted • nd,
'That .meeting toE hitehall is - landmark in the his¬
tory of 7 nglano/s timber problem. For the first time,
the Navy officially recognised its dependence on foreign
lands for t.i viber in cVdt'oc to moots. 1 ram that tune
on, it rlv very iiglBh. vvroiLp li d p..:.rt,of its :A nk-'
lag below the waterline from the Baltic. 1^5
George Carhvright, :n 1885, ende /orlog to get the Navy and
merchants erf England to purchase nests and lumber from New Eng¬
land declared th t the area afforded "excellent" m sts and. some
were being taken from New Hampshlr on the lac taqu--- River; that
the harbor wee large; dry docks could easily be bull?, thoL the colony
h1 d twenty-seven s w mills* and. a "great store erf pi,*s staves $&re
^ 4
teln|7made, • nd a gre t store erf good timber spoyleei.138 • he pro¬
duce of New inland in 1076 w as spoken of as,
11 things necessary for sh oping and Naval furni¬
ture in great abundance, s excellent O -k, Lime, Beech,
Fir, ima for Masts the best in the world, pitch Terr,
good hemp and Iron....Clapbo rd, pipestaves, ol nks and
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deal board*,: 05 th t - a bMjeatf need not b e be-
holding to other 84 eess fop sanely of Kv i stare*.**"
Koreas r* the report w-s m de cone rt^ng M .a&rchosetts ?.a 1080
th t hemp ad fl grew well but 1 bcr w •;? so a® r that't aaald act
be made % commodity for expert, ad that their f gg ne c cs« from
1 agB»»d. aetto report 'a 1631 declsrtd ttot only eatmgfc t r mm
m*<6& la M&3*3cfaaaatts, Hear B'-npshiro ad M;5a© to supply the
'
est ladies sad neighboring ecfcwtes.*33 E dw::rd Fandotob woe ap»
pointed offleMBy Is BBS to oaks report oa the t! uber ad mssts
at :£nim; he a a a t vorsbto report .ad apote of the possibilities
of building ships at tar axpaaat* h-iay projects wore proposed
for devolopi'ag the -oasts sad m?il stores trade between the Frontier
ad ; ifland, but the .ft®-opto sever meter! beyond ,J^ r-i 11
iuaatity of the Items being imparte&J ^
The f ctth t J agload only procured smell portion of to
from New England
infill Mi Tut this period sad i email amosmt of lumber* which »t
times was shipped to the West tadSea md then tr - reported to Bag*
IWtfWii based oa the fMtdMMK* batreea Fagl*-«*3 a': the
Front'sr. User I sghsiw o '>000 miles disi net- -ad the freight r te
w«* II to &S per tea, while the dist see to' tottla, P-oslg, lilgj, and
-t. aCc-rahavg w-sa l*-3$i to i*&30with that to More y being only 359
altos. The freight rat* to Now ~y sad. the Baltic are* ranged only
betveea tvreaty to fifty shilling# atom: wilt* the gr« t imswal of ttei*
:>?
being s red in procuring the coa-aod'tiea from• the asrrty £cro'gn
countries. " he Bbcr of the Frontier sloow -a much •*» six timan
hlfto- Urns th":t of £ arena,*** sad. la grd&t to :r.fce a -refit la !he
if aber tr >dt not only was there a aece# Ity to «*a "che ? service-
abto shipping, but to operate It m cheeky a th t>ae$ r.ad Dnletu-*^
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I ngland and the? Frontier just could not compete with the highly
org"ntoed timber trade of the IV John Taylor writing to
John ovy ?n New ' ngl ?nd in 1684 summarizes the- timber trade to
the Frontier when he said,
I would gl dly see this Kingdom independent of
."iweden and Denmark, but I - :ust speak as merchant
who judges his trade only by the ue sure of profit;
and then rises the difficulty how we shell bring bulky
goods from a very re,note part as cheaply s from
countries near us. I c imofc solve the difficulty be¬
cause (1) The commodities are nore plentiful in swe¬
des and Denrn rk than In New E ngl ad. (2) Labour
costs but one sixth of the pr ice. (3) One voy ge to
New England costs -s much s four or five to the
BrTtte, nd the difference would be still greater .if
the "fwede and Dane lowered their duties. True, build¬
ing of ships in Few England m y abate the difference
somewhat, but this is done in the other countries Tso,
and much cheaper than 'a New England. I take the King's
chief end in having NaviT stores from New i nglandwas
to be supplied from thence in case of necessity, with
more reg rd to getting it than the price; ad this may
be clons by encouraging the manufacture of pitch and
t r. New Hampshire has the best f-cilities for trsns-
portation.....!^
The Naval stores of New England did not begin to be developed until
the access on of ill!am and M- ry, and not until In the eighteenth
century did ny sizeable qu nt-ty of these commodities flow Mo
I ngland from th s rea.i45 n example Indicating that the m?sts
ad timber were still coming from the Br Itic nrea was represented
by the f ci that 130 ships laden with masts came to London in 1695
from Norway, and In former years much larger number of ships
from this area had imported these articles into agEsnd.^3 How¬
ever, the timber trade between England and New Englsad by the close
of this period was employing a minimum of twelve ..ngliah ships with
a few more importing New England t' i'mr into the mother country
which had been exported to the V est Incites sad re-exported to England
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from there.
B . Rhode Island and Connecticut
1. Founding
Massachusetts acted as a mother colony from which other col¬
onies and settlements were peopled. Roger Williams left that colony
for various reasons, one of which was religious, nd founded the col¬
ony of Rhode Island in 1638, with Rrovidenee being the first settle¬
ment. Newport, was settled in 1839 with other communities subse¬
quently being established.The colony had no settled form of
government until after 1847, and although the King granted the terri¬
tory a charter in 1863, the bound ries had not been settled by the close
of this study. 149
The Connecticut area also was settled by people from Massachu¬
setts. Thomas Hoofer in 1636 rebelling against the religious restric¬
tions in Massachusetts went to the Connecticut River and est biished
a colony granting complete religious toleration.-^ The folia"'rig year,
Reverend John Davenport and Theophilus Eaton, hiritans of Boston,
founded New Haven, nd eleven years later, John V inthrop settled New-
London.^1 The colony received a charter in 1662 describing the boun¬
daries, but ? dispute arose with Rhode Island and the settling of the
limits of each colony was delayed for mny years.152
2. roducts and source of labor
Rhode Island was an agricultural colony although the soil was
not too well Wanted for that livelihood. The main products of the col¬
ony were sheep, horses, cattle, grain, tobacco, wool, bread, peas, pork,
and pipe staves. Shipbuilding w s being done, but records ore very
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scarce, which is an indication that the size and number were small.
f sloop was being built in Newport In 1668, and a ship of 120 tons
was being constructed there in the same year. However, the majority
of the vessels were either purchased or hired from the ports of Eos-
ton or New Amsterdam. 153.
The number of servants or slaves in Rhode Island are not listed
■v J**
in the records, but a law was passed in 1652 stating that all slaves im¬
ported into the colony were to be freed after ten years; however, this
act was never observed. 3 54 •• further report was made in 1680 that
the birth rate of about 200 whites aid blacks was occurring .nnually,
but no mention is made of indentured servants.3^5 The population of
Rhode Island was only 1,000 to 1,200 between 1671 and 1673 with an
estimated 6,000 at the close of the study, which would not be a large
enough population to create much trade in that area. 1^6
The colony of Connecticut also was primarily agricultural in
nature producing wheat, rye, barley, Indian corn, peas, pork, cattle,
hemp, flax, wool, cider, pipestaves, rid horses, 'ihe colony con¬
structed a few small vessels, mostly for the coastwise trade, and did
a little whaling.3-57
Connecticut had both servants and slaves, with the former being
In the colony as early as 1660, as verified by the court of Connecticut
promulgating an order that the servants were to work a full day al¬
lowing "time for food and rest." 156 Legislation was p ssed against
slavery in 1652, but was never enforced. 159 Two years earlier, how¬
ever, a form of slavery was recognized,for the law stated that Indians
h rming individuals of the colony may be made to serve the colonists
or be traded Into slavery, ccording to the report of Edward R ndolph
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in 1676, no slaves were 'n the colony, but by 1679, approximately
thirty slaves *md a few more servants were dispersed throughout
the settlements. In 1680, three or four slaves were being imported
into the colony annually and. selling for approximately L22 per head;
the Negroes were used, and thought of mostly as servants rather than
slaves.1°^ Thus, the servant and slave population of Connecticut was
very small percentage of the population of 17,000, which was the
number of persons in the colony at the close of this study. 161
■ \Vr " - *• x
-
3, Trade and shipping
As early as 1050 tobacco produced in Rhode Island was being
exported to Boston, and by 1656, horses were transported to Massachu¬
setts, New msterdara, and the West Indies. Rum, sugar and molasses
were Imported from Barbados and exchanged for sheep, horses, wool,
bread, pe°s, pork, pipe staves, and other articles. In 1682, Carolina
was importing horses from this colony.16? From the wool, some cloth¬
ing was being made, but for priv-te use only. 163 The colony, although
being smell and not too adapted to tr de, had a few vessels owned by
merchants trading to Barbados In the 1600s and 1670s. 1^4 ^ 1375, the
colony w s spoken of as the "garden of New England" long with having
the safest mid largest harbor of that area with the capacity of a 100
ships, 165 The colony in 1380 was importing small quantities of produce
from Barbados, but only a few merchants were in Rhode Island' at that
t*me. 16® The trade of Rhode Island during this per?od of study was
limited to the neighboring colonies and the West Indies, with no direct
shipping to England or -Europe. 167
The trade of Connect'cut was in agricultural products, for most
of the people lived from the soil with the chief commodities being
corn, wheat, and similar grains. Trnde was c rried on in these
commodities by merchants of New Haven and New London who owned
barks, fetches nd other star 11 craft by 1650, which were employed in
coastwise tr~de to Long Island, Rhode Island, :nd Massachusetts.
Connecticut harbors were always dangerous because of shifting s..nd-
it
bars, and silt blocking the harbors, making/possible for only light
craft vessels to navigate the channels. New London had the best har¬
bor but the report was made in 1675 that the tr >de of that town was
"not considerable.»168 combined ports of Connecticut by 1379
fed twenty-three small craft. New London merchants owned 2 ships
of 170 tons "nd 190 tons each, and by this date the colony was export¬
ing considerable corn (one of the largest exports items), biscud,
bread, beaver, cattle, horses, and pipestaves to Boston, New York,
Long Island, Barbados, Jamaica, and die Leeward Islands. With
these articles, the greatest amount was exported to Boston in ex¬
change for manufactured products, and Items transported to the
other colonies nd the V est Indies \ ere exchanged for rum, sugar,
molasses, and money. 139
Connecticut also was producing by 1879 a small amount of hemp,
pitch, tar, and a little sail cloth, but in "no great quantity-," however,
by the close of the century, the output in turpentine, hemp, pitch, and
tar had considerably increased. The governor of Connecticut esti¬
mated In 1679 that the colony Imported approximately L8,000 to
19,000 of merchandise annually, and the area had " bout 20 petty
merchants" trading to the other possessions and Newfoundland; but
" xs for forrain merchants, few, and very seldom, trade hither.>*170
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The governor continued to say that,
It is rare any Vessells come to trade with us, hut
what come from Mass- chusetts Colony or New Yorke;
but sundry of their vessels doe come and transport our
provisions for our merchants to Boston.171
The colony had twenty-six settlements in this year, but the majority
of the trade was with Massachusetts and by 1688, her trade had not
expanded to the open sea.1'^
C. Factors Affecting Trade
1. War, Indians, pirates, and hurricanes
New England colonies were affected for the most part by the
same forces causing the disruption of trade and production in the
more southern possessions. The Civil W ar and the dissension in
both the government of England and Barbados in 1650 resulted in a
temporary embargo on all trade to that island, thereby causing a
hardship on tiie New England merchants whose greatest trade and
traffic was with that particular possession.1*^ v hen die mother
country was affected by any cataclysm, the forces also reached out
to the Frontier. The accession of Charles II resulted in factions in
the colonies and although ill of the colonies recognised his govern¬
ment after some del y, only Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and New
Haven overtly accepted his government.1^ England's involvement
in the three Dutch wars - was no exceptions. Great expense in man¬
power, arms, ammunition, along with the loss of ships, valuable
cargoes, and the reduction of trade were the costs of these conflicts
not only to England but to the colonies.1*^
The Dutch wars limited the trade of the colonies, but the Indian
War of 1675 and 1878 were very destructive and de moralizing. In 1375
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Indians murdered approximately 1,000 people in New England, burned
1,200 houses .In Massachusetts, slaughtered 8,000 cattle, and destroyed
many thousands of bushels of grain and other property. Many people
were forced to leave their homes, cultiv ted land, ncl retire to as
much s a 100 miles to more settled areas for protection against the
Indians.1^ In 1076, the Indians were consistently overrunning the fish¬
ing settlements of Maine. Portland was plundered by the Red Men in
1676 and again destroyed by the French and Indians in 1689 and 1690,
and remained in desolate waste until 1713. >revidence, Rhode Island,
was partially burned by the Indians in 1376 with Groton, Connecticut,
Mo being destroyed by fire in the same ye r.17? The Indians con¬
tinued to harass the settlers from 1375 to 1838 and even greater des-
' H'
traction was caused by the French and Indians n these colonies be¬
tween 1688-1897.173
Pirates, privateers, and stor ms were other forces interfering
with shipping of these possessions. John Shorter, merchant of Lon¬
don, had contracted to bring a shipload of mast to England for the
N ;vy .In 1866 and while enroute, a Dutch rivateer took the vessel and
cargo.^79 Pirates were always operating on these coasts during this
period, but a greater numbers in the last quarter of the seventeenth
century. pirate ship frequently consisted of men from several races
and countries. The pirate ship "L irompeuse," of 193 men taken in
Boston in 1834 cont lined English, French, Scotch, Dutch, Spaniards,
Portuguese, Negroes, Indians, Mullattoes, Swedes, Irish, Jersey men,
and New Inlanders.120 Gome of the colonies were ccused of har¬
boring pir tes, and the Lords of Tr de in Nove nber, 1634, ordered
Rhode Island, to pass laws against pir cy on the model of those of
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Virginia.*®- '-"he Spanish were prying on the ' 'irTIsh hik Frontier
shfnslnp t klrr*- sew/nty-ffve vessels between 1670 and 1C74; many €f
the craft belonged to New I ngFnc "nd were taken in the Caribbean
are ^ long with w w and pirates, the storms and hurri¬
canes iways were feared by the shipmasters, end not infrequently
the ships never stayed afloat long enough to re ch their dest'n tion.i-^3
D. effects of the Founding nd ettlement of
these Colonies on ! 'ngllsh hipping
1. Imports from I aglanti
The Frontier colonies were to conform to the mercantile theory
of L nglanri by furnishing the lother country with r w materials and
punch sing large quantities of manxf ctured products, lbs commo¬
dities of New i ngland being the s me as the mother eouniryswere not
in demand in r- inland, but the other continental colonies, the V. est
Indies, and the Catholic countries of urc w( .s. ortuip-l, -..pain, sue
?m-iicw)vmre Trofitabte wrkst:: 'n vordirg, the fh;h, lum^r, end pro-
Visions of the Nc?; England possessions. Massachusetts, especially,
was the earrier for most of the other continental colonies and had a
large trade to the est Indie.-; -of which was carried on mostly in her
mm vessels. By 1663 over 200 vessels were cap- rthag from New Eng¬
land annually to the other possessions, nd Turope,1 - making New
n.l-n-y ■ s: mc ally Boston, ^an'ne .nd distributor of almost
every necessity of life.
The orodeets of '• nglrnd r<s woolens, serges, stockings, shoes,
linens, hats, silks, ribbons, f rming equipment, guns, powder, lead,
tin, all types of br so and Ironware, sating utensils, nd a ny other
essentials and comforts of life were demanded by the Frontier colonies.
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7"he New England colonies by 1338 rare employing considerable
shfrpfng of England ?n transporting' those commodities . cross the
tl-ntic, and the New r ngland ships along with -nglJsh vessels,
tr ding between New I nglsad nd the V est Indies, would distribute
rmt& of these Items to the other possessions The dam. nd c£ the
New ngl-nd colonies for these goods for priv to use was :ncreas-
ing throughout this period In ro portion to the Increase of the popu-
1- tion of th t reo.
2. Employment of shipping •: nd increase
at the merchant marine
"Countries with plentiful .nd varied commodities shall never
ha lacking in trade and prosperity,"135 and England had a large stock,
thanks to her Frontier possession:, who also were a profit, ble outlet
for the products of her Industry, resulting in her consistent growth In
shipping and affluence. The vehicle that m -.de possible England's at*
taming more we 1th by 1C33 than aim had over kuer a was the ship, and
her trade --nd traffic with the New England colonies w :>s partially re¬
sponsible for England rising to f. m. and fortune. Governor Dong-m of
Now York reported in 1687 that New ' .nglaad could land "thirty or forty"
ships per ye r.133 The table below is the approximate number of nag*
lish ships employed mmially in the tr de to New ? ngland by 163d and
the number of New 7 ngland ships tr ding to England:
1. English ships ""ngllsh built tr ;ding between . ngland aid New
Extend-* •—» —— — 22
2. English ships English built tr ding to Boston from the ' est
Indies—*— — —-— •—— — 6
8. • ngllsh ships English built trading from Boston to BUboa,
Spain, Portugal, and France-——— 13
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4. Masts ships trading to Hew Hampshire — 13
5. 'English ships employed Indirectly by New England ships
importing' English goods that had been Imported Into the West
Indies —- 2
6. English ships employed indirectly by New England ships
Importing English goods that had been imported into New -
•• %>■ -
found! nd by English ships (estimate).-^ —-— 10
7. ' "nglish ships taking fish from Maine— 3
Tot -1 English ships employed by New England 09
8. English built ships owned by merchants of Boston trading
to .England— —— — —— 8
9. Plantation built ships trading from Boston to England 4_
Total— 79 note!87
Further indications in the tremendous growth of English shipping is
projected by the statistics of 1714 whereby 240 ships were annually
depTtlng from England enroute to the New England colonies.***8
The tonnage is another statistic relating the growth of the mer¬
chant marine. In 1615,, only 11,000 seamen were in the merchant
m Tine of EngTnd, while In 1687, the number had reached 40,000.189
The tonnage had increased proportion lly to the seamen as well as to
the wealth of the country. In 1682, the tonnage was 68,433, and In
1660, it had reached 161,819 tons,190 but the number of merchants
and shipping of England doubled between 1660 and 1688, resulting in
England having the greatest merchant marine in the world. 191
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CHAPTER V
THE FIRST IMPORT ' NT SUG ' R BL ND
A. Barbados
1. Founding
Barbados lies at the southeast end ctf the American Archipelago
between thirteen and fourteen degrees north, latitude consisting of an
area of 166 square miles, 106,240 acres, has no rivers but many pools
and. springs, and is approximately 3,430 miles from England.-*- The
island was first visited by °edros a Compos in 1536, and not finding
the island inhabited, he released hogs to breed for future seafaring-
nomads. The Portuguese c lied the island Los Barbados, meaning
the bearded island bee -use of the abundance of Indi n fig trees.2
The first Englishman to discover Barbados was Sir Oliph Leigh,
who was enroute in 1605 with a vessel load of colonists to settle in
'
Guiana. Finding himself off course, he anchored off the island to re¬
plenish his food and water supply, and as there were no inhabitants,
he claimed it as a possession for England.^ Twenty years later,
W flllara Courteen, a wealthy English merchant, heard a report by the
Dutch as to the great advantage of the island; and dispatched two ships
under the command of John ?owell» who arrived in Barbados in Feb¬
ruary, 1626.1 The first expedition was not successful, and a second
colonizing party under Captain Powell reached the island in 1627 with
eighty settlers.5 Courteen, within the first two years, peopled tie
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island with 1,850 men, women and children.8
James Lord Hay, Earl of Carlisle, on July 2, 1827, secured
a patent for life as absolute proprietor of all the "Charibby Islands"
between ten and twenty degrees of latitude. He kept this area under
his authority appointing governors until February 26, 1847, at which
time the son, James, Earl of Carlisle, made Francis Lord V illoughby
his lieutenant general of all the Caribbean Islands for a period of
twenty-one years.? James Lord Hay, Earl of Carlisle, died in 1880
and as he only had o patent for life, his control over the Caribbean
Islands ceased. The patent was voided in 1S81 nd the King took over
the proprietorship of the area.®
2. Products and source of labor
'
s the English settled Barbados, lignum vitae and fustic be¬
came commodities of immediate exportation to England in exchange
for food and other necessities.® However, Captain John Powell pro¬
ceeded to Guiana from Barbados in 1826 where he contacted Governor
Groenewer of the Dutch settle mentis and procured plants and seeds
of cotton, tobacco, Indian corn, oranges, limes, pineapples, yams,
cassava melons, nd a few other articles peculiar to that climate.
Powell also brought back some n tive Indians who t ught the English
to grow these products. Tobacco, indigo, ginger, and cotton were
planted, and these commodities became the staple crops of Barbados.^
The labor supply not only of Barbados, but of every colony es¬
tablished during this time was scarce, and the first laborers of Bar¬
bados were white, but were subsequently replaced by the Negro slave.
Of the large number of servants transported to the colonies from Bris¬
tol between 1654 and 1688, less tlr n 100 came to that colony annually
13fc
iter 1662 with the exception of 1667 when 1)6 were imported.^ In
1652, approximately 8,600 servants, mostly cots and Irish, arid
20,000 Kegroes were in Barbados;^ Pit& &y ie-S4, an estimated 46,602
slaves were on the lsind.15 ©rvnnts were recruited and procured
from England, coil ncl, Wales, and Ireland, but never was there a
sufficient number arriving In the island to supply the labor demand.
0 he production of sugar on ? profit bla scale required - greater la¬
bor supply than ny other commodity. The 'accelerated Increase in
the production of tfa t product narie the ..tenters realise the necessity
to turn to frica as n source of labor. This crop could withstand the
expense of purchasing the slaves, for sugar culttv lion was more pro¬
fitable th n any other plant in either 1 urope or on the continent of
mer:c'.lS rhe slave became the "1ifo-blood" ef the * est Indian
sugar Islan s.17 Petitions were const atly being ev.de to the com¬
mittee of tr do for more servants to be sent to the colony, not only
to help fill the lobar shortage, but to keep a certain r tlo of whites
to Megroes.ld ihe problem of securing servants by 1675 w ,s more
difficult, for no land w m available to give the serv nts upon the com¬
pletion of their indenture.^ Is© n this ye r the council and assembly
of Barb dos reported that the produce of the island depended on a
"great and contlniall supply of slaves nd without whome we cannot
subsist."20 Labor was te/ays expensive, which resulted in many ship-
masters making the transport tion of servants a lucrative business.
The cost of passage over to the colonies was from B5 to L6, nd upon
the return to l ngland, further profit was made in the transporting of
sug- r.21 Monmouth rebels and other unwanted persons were being
9»> the
shipped to Barbados in 1886, a©^indentured servant along with the
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slave helped to make Barbados great, and England wealthy.
3. Trade and shipping
The trade of Barbados was small in the initial stages; however,
in 1628, approximately 100,000 pounds of tob cco were exported from
Barb .dee and 3t. Christopher. The production of cotton also was in¬
creasing in the island by 1630, and within ten years it had expanded so
rapidly that it ranked equal with tobacco in the exports of Barbados.
T obacco was the first large export and both tobacco and cotton were
accepted as equivalent currency at this time, with fines and taxes be¬
ing payable in these commodities.
Cotton manufacturing had not yet begun in Lancashire, England,
by 1641, but the small quantity of yarn that was coming into the country
was being imported by the Turkey Company. However, the cotton weav¬
ing industry was rapidly developing in Lancashire by 1654 with many
people depending on the trade as a livelihood.23 But with the introduc¬
tion erf sugar graving in Barbados, the cotton production of that island
was greatly reduced.24 The majority of the cotton-wool supply of Eng¬
land was being imported from Turkey as the table below indicates:
Year Cotton Materials Imported
1683 cotton-wool from Turkey. ♦ . . .. .... 42,000 pounds
cotton yarn '* ** ......... 12,564 * "
1669 cotton-wool '* " .1,149,410 "
cotton yarn " " ^00,318 " /j5
1700 Cotton-wool from 11 sources 2,000,000 " 28
The tobacco crot> of Barbados gave way to the competition of the
continental colonies, mainly because of the much greater profit in
sugar production.27
Sugar was introduced into Barbados in 1641 and a small quantity
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of that commodity was produced in 1643, but not until 1647 did the
inhabitants of this island begin to successfully le .rn the art of pro¬
cessing the juice of the cane into sugar.28 >ieter Brower, Dutchman
of Brazil, made the first experiment on the plantation of Colonel
Richard Holdip, in testing the value of the sugar cane crop in the is¬
land; the results of which disclosed that sugar o ne was about three
times as profitable to produce as tobacco or cotton.29
The trade of B rbados w. s relatively small until the introduc¬
tion of the sugar industry. The farms were divided into increments
of f ive, ten, twenty, and thirty acres; and planted in tobacco, ginger,
indigo, and cotton producing minute profits. Barbados, with the in¬
troduction of sugar expanded rapidly during the latter stages of the
Civil t in inland, for the Dutch g ve the plantation owners credit,
furnished the island with Negroes, coppers, stills, and other neces¬
sities in the production of sugar. The success of sugar planting re¬
quired large acreage, considerable capital, and a generous supply of
labor. The capital for establishing . 500 acre plantation in 1657 a-
mounted to approximately D14,0QQ. These factors prevented the stn 11
planter from establishing a sugar factory, eventually forcing him from
the island with the result that the land ~nd sugar production fell into
the hands of a few.30
This important commodity, which was to be instrumental in
bringing wealth to Engl nd, had its beginning in Bengal, India. The
Greeks and Romans knew nothing of sug:,r but used honey as a sweet™
ner. By the fifth century the cane had spread through the channels of
trade from Bengal to the city of Jondisapur in the Tigris V Hey, and
by the tenth century the juice w is being ref ined into sugar in both the
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Tigris and Euphrates valleys-. The Mohammedans, la their wander-
lugs, were instrumental in introducing sugar cane to the V estern
world* They planted the- c m along their route wherever the- climate
was suitable, n southwestern • at", in Egypt, in the islands of the
Meditenrariit chiefly to .Sicily, in the northwestern part of fries
along the tlantlc seaboard, and in southern pain, .togsr w. a
introduced Into Syria and tolesttoe sometime between the seventh
century nd the Crusedes, for the crus ders took the cane b ck to
E urope telling of the Juice meeting their needs In tl me of hunger,
icily, being the first place outside of sia that sag r c ne was grown,
beg n furnishing I urope with this product, and the Island became famous
for its sugar in the fifteenth century. 1 he Venetians to the twelfth cen¬
tury imported sugar cane from India and Egypt and mode crude sugar
one of their primary commodities of trade with Europe. However, not
until 1470 did the Venati ns discover the correct method of reftotog
sugar, which resulted to Venetian sugar becoming f raous throughout
the Western worM.31
The Portuguese took the sugar c ne from fric and introduced
ft tot© the ."Portuguese colony of Braail to 1531 end sugar from that
source was the finest made for ■ considerable period. In fact, the
Portuguese furnished all of the Europeancountries with sugar until
after the British West Indian Islands grew ;nto prominence in produc-
T3g th'j ;roduct.! - 'era ubvco, Er s 1 was tk:; i rgvel e-jttle n :;t
of the are:.-, and by 1583, 68 sug r factories were in production, while
another Portuguese settlement, Behia, had 36 mills and factories, 11
of which combined were producing 8,048,000 pounds of sugar annually
and requiring 40 ships to transport the commodity to Europe. Brasll
had 120 sug: r mills by 1000, and the peak of sugar production re ched
57,000,000 pounds in 1670 and began to decline after that date, due to
the competition of the British sugr islands. In 1760, the output of
Brazil soared to 68,000,000 pounds.33 Sugar also was being grown
in Hispanlola in the early part of. the sixteenth century, and tn 1527,
twenty-four mills were in production. By 1530, twelve ships arrived
in Spain with 3,000 chests of 50 pounds each. However, the sugar in¬
dustry was of short duration in the Spanish section of Hispaniola.'^
Officially sugar first appeared in England in 1264 according
to the first available price quotations, and in the following three cen¬
turies, the price ranged from one shilling to two shillings per pound
on this article.^3 in the first half of the seventeenth century, small
quantities of sugar continued to be imported from Spain at exorbitant
prices, making the commodity a luxury only the affluent could afford.
Sugar remained a scarcity until the development of the West Indian
Islands. 3 6
Although sugar cane was introduced into Barbados in 1641, not
until after 1647 did the plantation owners begin to realize t substantial
return from their efforts. The sugar first imported into England from
the plantations did not come from Barbados, but from Surinam.0^
Francis Willoughby sent Anthony Bowes and 100 B rbadians to Guiana
in 1641; the colony grew; sugar works were est: blished; nd by 1362,
seven English ships loaded sugar from that colony. The Dutch cap¬
tured the settlement in 1667 nd retained it by the terms of the Treaty
of Breda.'-3
The Dutch, during the Civil r ar, began supplying Barbados with
goods and necessities for sugar production, and by 1650 the island had
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developed into an area of wealth and prosperity due to the capital and
trade of theDutch.39 The sugar cane requires from fourteen to eigh¬
teen months to mature and was producing a maximum of 4,000 pounds
end a minimum of 2,000 pounds per acre In 1650.40 The quality and
quantity of the sugar of the island Iter 1647 was such that the price
of the Brazilian commodity on the European market was reduced
from B3 per hundredweight to L5 per hundredweight.^ t s trade often
shifts from one nation to another during a war, the Dutch took control
of the lucrative commerce of Barbados in the 1340s. Ithough the Eng¬
lish founded the island, the Dutch were not only supplying Barbados,
but most of the other colonies on the Frontier. The Civil War, there¬
fore, caused the English to forfeit much of the trade with her colonies.
Barbados was receiving commodities from France, Holland, Spain,
Madeiras, zores, New England, Virgin! •, and Russia during the strife
in England/^'
England realizing that the Dutch had usurped the trade of her col¬
onies, passed m r et in 1650 excluding all foreign trade with the colonies
except by special licensesj in an attempt to recapture the trade of the
Frontier. The people of Barbados were ignoring the act and were freely
trading with the Dutch until bout 1655 when the ships of Holland were
being consficated, thus causing a reduction in the tr de of the island.
The merchants of Barbados made a vain attempt to have the law repealed
hoping to improve their trade.43 The people of Barbados had all of the
adv nfcages of free trade between 1641 and 1655, but after the latter date
the English Navy was in such force that "....it nay safely be said that
alien intercourse with Barbados dwindled to insignificance
The production of Barbados was increasing so rapidly that 100
sail were said to be visiting the island by 1650 exporting indigo, tobacco,
llK>
cotton, sugar, finger, and fustic wood.45 In the foliating year, the
islandwas referred to as "one of the best and sweetest Islands in
the English possession."4^5 Scientific farmers in Earl dos in 1650
with a ifantation of 500 acres had the End divided as indicated:
200 acres for sugar
80 acres for pasture
120 acres for wood
30 acres for tobacco
5 acres for ginger
5 acres for cotton wool
70 acres for provisions as corn, potatoes,
limes, fruits, melons and other food.4 <
lso in this year Ligon declared that 55,072 acres of sugar were be¬
ing cultivated in Barbados with a medium yield of 3,000 pounds per
acre, or a total of 5*2,065,200. lie further calculated that the sugar
was worth £*3,097,300 when clayed,and when sold in London at 12d.
per pound resulted in a total of 1*3,195,600. "Now you can see what
a vast revenue this little spot of ground csn produce in twenty-two
months. "48
frontier
The volume of trade between England and the/colonies in the
middle of the seventeenth century w ..s small,'but after 1650, the
trade nd commerce of Barbados was rapidly increasing. Large
quantities of boots, shoes, cheese, shirts, drawers, caps, arms, and
household necessities were being exported from England to the is¬
land. Between pril 7, 1852 and November 18, 1858 more than 1,300
draft horses were transported to the island to be used on the planta¬
tions and sugar mills.^ The pi inters of the island exported 13,900,000
pounds of sugar51 to England in 1655, nd from Dece mber 25, 1G54 to
December 25, 1655, customs were collected in London on merchandise
from Barbados in the amounts indicated:
l*fl
Sfais and aarchaadise L 1,118 3s, 3d.
While sugar 1,419 12 0
Brown sugar 10,002 10 0
Dry ginger 390 0 0
Totil £,12,930 5s."B3r note 52
Fortunes were rapidly being ccumulated beginning in the 1650s, and
men reported they would remain in 3 rbados until they could purchase
la10,000 estates back in I. ngXand.^ Sugar had become the major crop
in Barb dos by 1050,54 white tobacco continued to be planted, but Gov¬
ernor Jonathan f Udns of Barbados in July, 107? st .ted that*,«„very
little ginger nd indigo grown, and no tob cco "SI
Barbados had become very prosperous between 1040 .nd 1630;
many fugitives, volunteers, and prisoners had been transported to the
island furnishing n large Fiber supply making possible the consistent
increase in the production of sugarsugar to the amount of 14,300,000
pounds w s kn x>rted into England In 1300 from 11 of the : est Indian
IsF-ads; 1,462,000 pounds of this amount were re-exported.57 The fol¬
lowing year sugar was referred to . .a the "....chief and almost the only
manufacture by which the inhabitants subsist....."^
The Importation at muscovado sugar from the colonies brought
about an increase in the sugar refining industry. Two sugar refining
houses wore est- bltehed in London in 1544, but the industry was not
too successful in the beginning because of the competition of the Dutch
at ntwerp, who could supply England with better grade of sugar far
less money. However, after 1535 London bee ?tk the center of the
sugar refining industry at Europe.^ The Dutch were the gre.-test
competitors of the ref ned sugar of FngFmd. The city of Leiden In
1605 hnd three refineries, forty in 1050, nd sixty in 1661; however,
due to foreign competition and taxes, the number of refineries were
reduced to twenty-one by die close of the century.SO r-ngi
government as well as the French had a policy of preventing and
discour ging* the refining of sugar in the coloni.es not only for the
support of a few capitalists at home but mainly for the "shipowners,
to whom it is more profitable" to transport the raw product than
the reduction into white sugar by refining of the muscovado.^1
Sugar gensr lly declined In price between 1660 and 1688 be-
c .use of the increased production of the est Inches, foreign com¬
petition, the navigation acts, and the confining of the sale to one
market; however, the output of Barbados continued to increase dur¬
ing this period.32 The committee for plantations in May, 1631 re¬
ported that cotton and tobacco were formerly the commodities of Bar
b;.dos, but sugar had now become the primary crop. 33 Two months
Inter, planters, merchants, and traders in a petition to the King to
improve the price of sugar informed him that the island
....now and for some time has employed two hundred
sail of shipping yearly; that scarce any island In the
world (known to petitioners) yields so great a revenue
or employs so much shipping «nd stock; that the price
of sugar has thereby been reduced from 3L 10s per
hundred to less than half 34
The soil of Barbados was indicating signs of exhaustion In 1603
because of the constant planting of sugar c ne, but the planters had
not as yet begun to use fertilizerir^Fven though the yield per acre
was declining, the increase in production and exportation of sugar
had greatly increased, for in 1663 the amounts indicated were im¬
ported into England:
Brown sugar 13,000,000 pounds
Add 3/10 for outports 1,300,000 "
Total brown sugar. . . . 14,300,000 "
1^3
V, hits sugar 1,500,000 pounds
dd 1/10 for outsorts _16Q,QQQ "
Total white sugar Tt'i'60,000 pounds
i'ot-l white and brown 10,060,000 pounds.®^
In tills same year 1,316,200 pounds of wh'te sug r nd 522,000 pounds
of brown sugar were imported Into England from Portugal.®?
While the majority of the products of Barbados were being ex¬
ported to England, the majority of the meat, corn, md fish c~rae
from New England,®® Francis 5 Oloughby wrote from Barbados on
November 4, 1663 that the planters would have "perished from want
of foode if from New England the Island had not been supplied.
The continental colonies Iso furnished the West Indies with staves,
hoops, and other necessary commodities making possible for the
pi nters to expend 11 of their energy in the product'on of sugar. ?r>
Sugar, rapidly increasing in production in the West Indies, be¬
came so important and such a valuable commodity to England that
the article was enumerated in the Navigation Act of 1660 confining
the exportation to England. The following year planters and traders
unsuccessfully petitioned Parliament to remove sugar from the list.
In 1662 the growth of sugar in the French West Indies was reduced
bee use of a government policy, and England began to control the
sugar market of the world.?1 The demand for this product resulted
in a considerable increase in English shipping to the island of Bar¬
bados. I illoughby writing to the King in "-entente} 1663, reported
that "ships are very sc rce and e nnot bo hired, but at excessive
rates."?'*
Ships transporting sugar and tobacco were usually much larger
than the vessels used in other trades, for these commodities were
lMf
bulky. On July 21, 1663, ships In the number of 26 arrived in Bris¬
tol lndened with .sugar, toi. cco, indigo, and other items of the Fron¬
tier and all of the vessels were of 200 tons and above.73 The apparent
wealth of the Island in 1665 was expressed by contemporary, who
wrote that Barbados was "....but one groat garden, and such plenty
of all things that a man need not wish himself in London....."74 The
further prosperity of Barbados was conveyed to the people in the fol¬
lowing year when Governor Tillmm " TLoughby wrote to the King de¬
claring that "....Barbados that fair Jewell of your Majesty's Crown
....yields her ~~Jrince the greatest income /of ill possessions^.../^
" 11 the kings in Europe have not such a precious and rare pearl in
their Crowns."78
The proprietors of Barbados by 1668 were planting a large
acreage of sugar cane77 snd had increased their slave population
from 6,400 in 1843 78 between 40,000 and 50,000 in 1668.79 jn
the 1 tter year, the ratio was six Negroes to each white verson, but
by 1688, the number was r used to eight to ten slaves for e ch wh'te.^0
The island was seventeen times more rich in 1366 than it was prior
to the introduction of sugar.**1 The following' year another contem¬
porary declared that the value of the "si nd had incre sed forty times
from that of 1645.82 These declarations indicated the great pros¬
perity that the inhabitants of the island were experiencing. Merchants
trading to the "Test Indies infor ned the K'ng in 1686 that more sugar
and commodities were in the island than the available ships could load;
the shortage was due to the failure of the usu 1 number of vessels go¬
ing to Barb dos the previous year.83 The combined possessions of
Barbados, Nevis, Antiqu , Montserrat, St. Christopher, Jamaica, and
Surinam were reported in 1688 is employing "400 English ships'*
annually with 10,000 seamen, and furnished nvtive commodity of
above L800,000 value to the nation, besides a considerable revenue
to the Crown; <«ndHhV4 not more than M0,000 of the a mount was
cle r gain to the planter, and the rem inder was distributed In Eng¬
land in exchange for provisions and manufactures.^ In 1867, a re¬
ported 200 sell were in Barbados and were to depart in early winter
for Fngland.85 The sugar trade was such lucrative business th t
a Mr. Smith, prominent sugar refiner of London, constructed a four-
story building of hewn stone in the port city of Liverpool In 1887
which m arked the beginning of the subsequent large trade between
this city and the V est Indies.86
The soil of Barbados by 1868 was only producing about two-
thirds of the sug r per acre ns previously, for sugar cane rapidly
reduces the growing potential of the soil and the land was becoming
exhausted.87 ithin the next twenty years the planters were using
large quantities of fertiliser on the land. Even though the land was
producing less sugar per acre, the export of that commodity con¬
tinued to increase, for in 1669, the amounts indicated were imported
into England from Barbados:
Brown sugar. * 16,677,800 pounds
dd 1/10 for outports 1,667,700 "
Total brown sugar. . . . 18,345,800 pounds
White sugar . 2,372,000 pounds
dd 1/10 for outports 237,200 "
Total white sugar 2,303,200 pounds
Total white and brown 20,954,500 pounds.38
ougar was the major export of Barbados, but ginger, indigo, and cot-
ton-wool also were shipped in small quantities.89 Dalby Thomas
l't-6
expressed the ttitude of the T nglish people toward Barbados when
he s id:
Invention In Barbados has proceeded so fast and
so far for planting, pressing, boiling, separating nd
cleansing c ne, as w. 11 i s for drawing excellent
spirits from molasses.,.., that now the English ex¬
ceed 11 nations of the ' orId in regard to Cane. The
dieasure, Glory, and Gr ndeur of England has been
advanced more by sugar th .n by ny other commodity,
wool not excepted.®9
Large quantities of sugar were being exported from Barbados
.in ever-increasing amounts, and the colony was importing consider¬
able manufactured goods from the mother country; utensils for boil¬
ing sugar, working tools for tradesmen as carpenters, joiners, smiths,
m sons, mill-wrights, wheel-wrlghts, coopers, iron, steel, lead, brass,
pewter, horses, fish, flesh, and manufactured clothes as hats, shoes,
cloth, ; nd similar items.91 Iso in this year, approximately 715,640
yards ctf cotton cloth and 180,000 bricks were exported from England
to the Frontier with a portion of these commodities going to B rbados.^2
Ferdinand© Georges, reporting to the council in March, 1672;declared
that B rbados was m: naged by 5,000 Englishmen who had purchased
70,000 slaves, and the island imported L300,000 of supplies yearly
from England; annually employed 200 sail of ships and that the eom-
b ned est Indies possessions exported L600,000 of commodities to
England each year.03
T he island was no less than one large sugar factory, for in 1672
the pi ntation owners were not producing enough food for even one-
fourth of the population; every available acre of land was being uti¬
lised in the growth of sugar cane, and the food v th II other neces¬
sities were being imported from Engl nd and the continental colonies.9'1
Twelve sugar refining works were in England in 1671 and were
1^7
bus-ly engaged .in converting muscov- io sugar to v-hite, Ithough a
large precentage of the brown sugar was re-exported without being
refined.9® Approxi mately half of the sugar i -.sported from the col¬
onies by 1675 was re-exported. In 1685, the export of refined sugar
was reduced because no drawbacks of duties were -Hewed; whereas
the entire import duty could be drawn back on row sugar; resulting
in its continuous re -export., tion. The import duty on raw sugar in
1693 was placed at eighteen pence per hundredweight with a drawback
of nine pence upon being re-exported.96 The prices of sugar in the
V est Indies between 1674 nd 1383 varied between seventeen shillings
and twenty-five shillings per hundredweight, but the price began to
increase beginning with the last ye r of this study.97
Barbados was enjoying a relatively lucrative trade with the
continental colonies and receiving much of her food provisions from
that area. More than a half-million pounds of sugar along with other
products were exported to these colonies in the ye r of 1677 to 1673
with the majority of this quantity being exported to New England.
Virgin! -"mported more than 130,000 pounds in this year.9® The pro¬
ducts still being exported from Barbados in 1673 consisted of sugar,
ginger, indigo, cotton-wool, tobacco, logwood, fustic, and lignum vltae.
& further report was made that a "....great store of Indian corn yield¬
ing two crops yearly" was being grown in the island." 1378, ap¬
proximately 150 ships of 20-300 tons each were trading with Barbados
annually from England, Ireland, New York, New England, Virginia and
other colonies.1" The people of the Island at this time owned approxi¬
mately sixty sloops used in making trips to New England for supplies,
inter-Island trade, and for loading shi >s in the hcrbor.101 The intra-
I**8
colony trade in enumerated commodities wis of sufficient quantity
that the government officials of England oassed in act in 1673
"For the Better Securing of the Plantation Trade'y' provided for the
duty as Indicated to be collected on the goods when traded from one
colony to another:
Fustlck §5 other dying
woods 3d. per cwt.lno
Cocoa nuts Id. per cwt.
The duty collected on enumerated products, which were .traded or sold
to other colonies from Barbados after the passage of the ct in 1573
The custom records indicate that 35 vessels with an average of
116 tons each, arr'ved rn the port of London from Barbados between
September 29, 1673 and September 29, 1677. For the same period 40
ships veraging 170 tons each departed from London enroute to Bar¬
bados, An additional 40 ships departed for the other 7,'est Indian Is¬
lands, and the combined 00 ships averaged 142 tons each. These
figures Indicate th t the ships trading to the sugar Islands during this
period veraged more thin 100 tons, with the larger ships trading to
Barbados.The customs collected on sugar in 1675 as a result of
this shipping to the island : mounted to L25,00Q with the figure being
reduced in the following two years because of the w r.135 The risk
of crossing the Atlantic reduced the number of ships coming to the
island to transport the sugar, and the cost of freight for this product














averaged approximately L487 annually.
and a hardship to the plasters.^The average price of freight per
ton of sugar from Barbados to London between 1678-1089 ranged fro®
L3-fe7, and from J. male the price averaged L5-E3 with the charge
doubling nd tripling during the war years alter 1C39.*07 1though the
people of Barbados were obtaining the majority of their food provisions
from the continental colonies, English goods In the ye r of 1678 were
Imported to the amount of L50,00Q, nd by 1897 this figure had Increased
to L14C,349 In all types of merchandise.*0®
The demand for sugar Increased rapidly in England in the last
half of the seventeenth century, largely because of its use in coffee
nd tea which became popular as beverages.*0® Coffee re ched £ng-
lsnd In small quantities by 1628, nd the first coffee house was estab¬
lished In Oxford, England, in 1850. The sale of coffee increased rapidly
and the entire supply of this commodity was transported from ' rabia
for fifty years fter its introduction into England. Coffee, -at first,
sold at enormous prices, as much as 100s. per pound. However, by
1662, it could be purchased at pproz; mately 8s. per pound.**0 In
1669, coffee to the mount cf 2,820 pounds was imported from Turkey
and the supply continued to come frow this area of the world for
some time.***
Tea was introduced Mo England in 1640, for this item was men¬
tioned in a law placing a duty cf eight pence per gallon on all tea sold
in taverns. **^ China was the only place from which tea could be ob¬
tained and the Portuguese had a monopoly of the China trade through¬
out most of the seventeenth century by paying heavy gratuities to the
Chinese.**3 In 1830, an act of Parliament stated that a duty c£ eight
pence'will be'charged for every gallon of chocolate, sherbet, and tea
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m-i.de for sale; where rs, a duty of only four pence was charged on
coffee. The officials of tfc. Hast Tr.d; • Company in 1684 wishing to
give King Charles H a pre sent, bought 2 1/8 pounds of ter at a cost
of 4Os. per pound. Four years later 22 " 'A pounds were purchased
at 50s. per pound. : hue, ten w s luxury !n Engl"ad and could be
afforded only by the we Ithy.-l^ The "St India Comrwny In 1669
m-de its first Importation of te n the mount of 143 pounds with
70 pounds being Imported in the following year. Both shipments
c. :i- from Bantam , lev which had been Imported into the island by
the ortuguese or Chinese. Bantam, ~urat, Gen-pan, and Madras
were the sources of I ngl'sh tea until 1639. In 1670 a t»* of two shil¬
lings per g lion whs pi? ced on all te? sold in t?-Terns. This tmnss
unsuccessful n : In 13 s9,T;: Uliani substituted •• custom duty of five
shillings per pound on tea imported and two-thirds of this "mount
v as returned on drawbacks upon the tea being re-exported.*1® 'The
company did not think that tea was worth importing until 1678 at
which time 4,713 pounds wer- transported into the country.11^ The
off?dels of the \ -st India Company stated in a directive In 1686 that:
... s the Chyn Trade w s becoming more promising
Tease and spices were, in future, to form -art of the
Company's Imports, and not to be articles of Private
Trade.1*7
The East fcadh Company between 1897 and 1809 was importing about 20,000
pounds of te: annually, nd by 1707 the importations had reached
80,000 pounds with a retail price of 16s per pom- ithiii fourteen
more years the company w s importing over 1,000,000 pounds su¬
nn lly and the mount continued to increase throughout the eighteenth
century.x1^ Te was a definite luxury in the seventeenth century, and
there was no sign as late as 1700 that tea would become the nations!
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bever go of nghnchHO
- lie three -a: "or crc as of Barbados fn 1681 consisted of sugar,
cotton, m ginger with "little of other produce fftt for Merchandise,
S^b7 l^Ue or noo 1 ob ceo, or The number of seres
planted In the vr.r'ous commodities 'n this year were itemized as:
2:,,040 eres of cotton, *,01? of tobacco, - nd 110,021 acres of su^ar.121
Th-jae figures were exaggerations for the Island ?n its entirety only
consists of 108,230 or : 3. whe products grown end produced in the
island with the a aaunts of e-ch exported between January 1, 1881
and July 1, 1883 as taken from the revenue boots of the 4" oer cent
are as indicated:
>713 butts sugar -<t 1600 lbs. per butt. . 13,040,800 lbs.
215 puncheons sugar at 1000 lbs. per butt 815,OCX) "
28238 hogshead sugar -t 900 lbs 23,839,400 "
5299 barrels sugar at 400 lbs 2,119,u) J "
3257 bedsteads rum at &S fgUoBS .... 812,355 g -is.
5004 barrels of rum at 00 " .... 152,520
5853 hogsheads of molasses ■ i 80 g Is. . 351,380 "
4873 barrels molasses at 20 gals..... 189,244 "
2882 bags cotton t 190 lbs. ....... 543,400 lbs.
133 " . 1,250,480 "
The amount of sug.r exported from the island for the eighteen month®
amounted to 39,914,300 pounds «r a average of pprouicaately 20,009,388
pounds annually. these figures do not represent the amounts i .sported
into England but the quantity exported from the island oi which ->osslbly
28,OCX),OCX)wait >o ; nglsnd, nm the rem inder to other colon,.n w -~
change for provisions, hips troding to the island and exporting these
1 rge quantities of commodities in 1680, listed as "200 large ocean¬
going b-rques" sailed fro n B rbados to London, nd the number
had been as high -is 270 such vessels.125 The number trading to the
Island fcy 1833 from all ports consisted of 333 vessels averaging 73
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tons eaeh.l2lf
Sugar works in Barbados in I683 numbering 358 were employed
in processing the sugar cane juice of the plantations into muscovado
sugar and some white sugar in preparation for exportation. Barbados
also in this year had 2,381 servants, *+6,602 slavesj and the number
of persons imported into the colony in 1682 consisted of 3,995 Negroes,
385 servants, and 325 freemen.^25 The planters of Barbados from
1680 to 1688 were receiving a good supply of slaves averaging more
than 2,000 such laborers annually, and the life of the sugar planta-
tions depended on this supply of Negro slaves,12&
The French were producing considerable quantities of sugar in
the West Indies possessions and twenty-three sugar refineries were
established in France for processing the raw sugar for the retail
market. Hie French colonists in the West Indies were forbidden to
refine the sugar in the plantations, retaining that job for merchants
back in France.l2? The Dutch were in competition with the English
also, but on a small scale, for in 1683 only a little more than
3,000,000 pounds of sugar was Imported into Amsterdam from the Dutch
colony of Surinam, and by 1689 somewhat over 6,000,000 pounds were
coming into Holland from that colony.l2^ However, England was and
continued to be the sugar center of the world during the seventeenth
century. She was exporting sugar to those countries from which she
had previously imported the commodity, prior to the introduction of
the product into her own possessions, particularly the Levant,
....where by selling our sugars cheaper than they could
make them, all the plantations formerly settled in the
Turkish dominions,gradually declined, except in Egypt,
at last wore out.129
The demand for sugar in England and Europe continued to in-
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crease, and in 1685 and 1686 Barbados had the largest sugar crop ever
produced on the island.1^0 Also in 1685 on the accession of James II,
a new duty was placed on sugar providing a tax of 2s. 4d. per 100
pounds of muscovado sugar and 5s. per 100 pounds on white sugar. This
new tax was an attempt to force the planters to export the raw sugars
into England in order that they could be refined in the home country,
and to continue to have a large amount of shipping available for the
merchants of England. Three pounds of raw sugar were required for
making one pound of white sugar; thus, if all of the sugar or the ma¬
jority of that item was refined in the colonies, the shipping of
England would be greatly reduced."*"-^ The average sugar being produced
in Barbados in 1685 was 2,000 pounds per acre,"*"'*''" and the merchants
trading to Barbados in 1687 were realizing approximately forty to
sixty per cent on sugar purchased from the planters.^3 Profits of
this nature resulted in many persons who were participating in the
fishing trade both in the waters of England and Newfoundland between
1670 and I696 leaving that profession and entering the shipping trade
of the Frontier. The shifting of the labor from the fishing industry
to that of the Frontier, caused a decline in the fishing trade of
England.^4 Even though the labor changed from one industry to that
of another, the economy of England was not damaged, for the wealth
flowing in from the Frontier was in excess of the amount lost due to
the decline of the fishing industry. During this period, England was
receiving more profit from Barbados than any other possession.-^5
Trade not only to Barbados, but traffic in "general did consider¬
ably increase from the end of the Dutch Wars in 1673 to the Re¬
volution. "136 Barbados was the "key of America and the center of
trade,"of the Frontier, for her export of products was great and the
employment of shipping was large.^-37 In the war year of I69O, sugar
to flU "mount of vimd^was --•'mrted;--^ the quail'ty
without doubt ?xceedcd this f'guro in 1638, for in 1890 the country
was at war end -n embargo wee afeced on shipping. The figure had
reached 36,954,000 in 1398^39 with the amount greatly increasing in
the eighteenth century.1^ 'Hie combined customs in 1680 collected
fro n this commodity rnd tobacco enriched the treasury by L-148,861,
rnd as customs on sng-r ware exceeding that of tobacco, a conserva¬
tive estimate on the income from sugar from --11 of the "'est Indies
is aprovhrvtoly L76,099.141 Further interpretsttfcn 'ndic- tes that
the customs evolving from the sugar of F rladoi were, bout £>37,000
amru?lly.l42
Frequent statements throughout this period of study declared
that Barbados was employing 200-400 3~'l of ships or more annually.
Ilany of these reports were made by individuals holding 'nterests in
Barbados or the "'est Inches, who were endeavoring to secure favors;
and hoping to influence the grantors,they exaggerated the imports, ex¬
ports, and shipping of the isl.cnd.143 The vessels trading to Barbados
r nged from 5 tons to 300 tons, and when reports ~nd shipping infor¬
mation concerning the island were made, usually the combined num¬
ber trading from all parts was given and not lust those trading from
Bngland.144 However, through checking the customs records, manu-
ion
scripts, colonial v eers, nd the interpretat/ of figures,aoproxim tely
140 F nglish vessels were annually trading- to Barbados t the close of
this study. 145 The shipping to the Isl nd r pldly increased in the next
century for the number of ships annually deserting from England en-
route to Barbados by 1714 '-ere 347, more than doubling the vessels
of 1638 trading to that island.—6 ' Ithough the products cf Barb dos
were employing approximately 140 vessels in direct trade, merchants
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of .Finland were re-exporting -bout half of the imports from Barba¬
dos; thus, employing' greater number of English ships. English
vessels trading to Barbados were larger tha the normal sise em¬
ployed !n the European trade; consequently, more ships would be
used !n distributing the s me quantity of the commodity than em-
dbyed in transporting1 the rtlcle to England. B rbndos greatly en¬
hanced the shipping and welfare of England.
B. Factors Affecting Trade
1." ar and loss of laborers
rr*ar !r. an enemy of tr dc, and ctur'ng the w rs in which England
vro.s involved, her tr .de always suffered.^ The Civil V or in England
had its repercussions on the Frontier. Both Parliament and the King
endeavored to control the colonies throughout the strife in England, but
neither faction could do so bee use of the difficulty at home, and the
colonists recognised this fact. Trie conditions in England restricted
the trade to Barbados and the merch nts began to develop a trade and
vent their products in traffic with the Dutch -net New England traders.**®
The dec-de of war nd confusion at home cost the English a consider¬
able amount of shipping to the Frontier. The Dutch took control not
only of the shipping of Barbados, but that of the other Frontier posses¬
sions. The Dutch were the international carriers of the world and Hol¬
land was In her mariti me gre: tress by the middle of the seventeenth
century.149 ~>nrn ment passed n act on October 3, 1850 prohibiting
all trade with Barbados, Virginia, and Antigua because of not respect¬
ing the authority of the Commonwealth. 150 Ad err 1 George "yscue
took a fleet to subdue Barbados, and Fr ncis V. llloughby and the Royalists
were forced to terms on January 11, 1652, placing the W est Indies under
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the control of \ rli:ient from IT ?. tint51 Uk? restoration *n 1380.^
These factors m turoBy * mpoded tr d •.
Vv ..r was declared with the Dutch in 1652, • the immediate
cause being that the- 1 utch would not salute the Polish ships in the
failure
Qmsemty other cause.-,: wore fpe / of the Dutch to recognize the
CcmmomvojltL ^evernment, and the unv'gTion act. 152 The Dutch
tGCu'j. tv, '-T .L V „ t Barbados on one: occasion in this war with prizes
amounting to t-3, 03; ml thereafter, ad throughout the remainder -of
Oils period, toe people of Barbados were always in fear cf war and were e
constantly re pc ersnnco Rai protection from S|pSSE^*
'
dmiral lliia n Bnn under *ns tractions of Cromwell to tmrge
the . -est Indies of Die punish nductcd free as well s imtehfcured
servants Into tie nilit :ry .in Barbados In 1055, taking 4,000 from Bar¬
bados in hopes of settling a Domingo. The expedition w»s * f- dure
nd the majority of the people perished, which r as a great loss of
human lives along with a detriment and loss of labor to the planters
ef Barb-dos^-
'i he Second Dutchor placed a h .rdship upon the planters of
Barbados for the merchants trading to tho island declared ?n 1888
that,
•...the fcwnOwS of ships tiiat went I st ye r nd the
ptenteousoess of cross, there remained behind great
$uaafcttes of nug r and goods aiore tte n douhlo what
the ships ik»? going can load.,...155
The Dutch took twenty to thirty ships in the vicinity of Barbados in
this war.*^° The English goveramerf transported supplies to Bar¬
bados between 1835 ?■ nd 1383 amounting to fc-3,885 2s. Id. for the
defense of the island. The war was costly in men, ships, and ma¬
terials, and greatly disrupted trade.157 V. T. Barlow declared that
the Second Dutch resulted In "....very great decrease 'n trade
and—-, conoewwnt !-c2t of food supplTo M16$ The lore of chips
forced the English to initiate the convoy system, :rd this type of
protectionwas used In the Patch rrars of 1664 end 1072 g;ith the
g^pg frequently sailing with considerably 7 ess men thanwas the
comple'ment.to ell the vessels. The shipping of England cor red
r
such o great erg-us •? of the ocea - ';!r ? 7 hvy ships were frequently
not. available to e.ecort all of the convoys.1®^ The lroitln;: of the
number of ships caused the planters to always complain of the l:ck
of ships in the 1670s as well as in the other v ts. The freight rate
Iso doubled or tripled, which was "nother mayor hardship on the
planter. 160 The governor of Barbados wrote ?n 1639 that,
In time of war, freight is dear, risk Is great, and
the loss on sugar while waiting for convenience of ship¬
ping very considerable. The proc!ir~ of the island Is
worth much less on the spot in time .of war 161
England has been involved in many wars, and Barbados is the only
British possession in the West Indies "over which no foreign flag
lias ever flown."
b toffy privateers, and competition
:K?t3fe$ nd orhrateers continued to h"" rsss shipping; in 1672
urnsdttg-m laden ships of a convoy of twenty■-rune enroute from Bar¬
bados to England were taken by Dutch privateers. 1&3 Two years
later the- "Gold >n Lion" with 309 hogsheads of sugar w s taken by
a French privateer. The Spanish "Iso wore preying on shipping in
the 1670s and 1630s.1®4 Urates wore making large sums of money
by taking sugar laden vessels and transporting that commodity to the
continental colonies, selling it, and purchasing large estates on the
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continent.-^
Competition ?s a factor that affected trade :n this period. The
French after the Restoration began to lucre se their sag; r produc¬
tion in their possessions in the est Indies and especially n the
1870s and 1680s.The Island of Martinique in 1871 had 12 sugar
by
worfcs;/1830 the number ted increased to 122 and 184 by 1887. Gaadb-
lupe ted 68 .such works In 1387 and In 1674 the number had increased
to 113 mills.^ The Dutch lathe 1630s were importing 3,000,000
pounds to 5,000,000 rounds of sugar Into rasterdrn from Surinam.1®®
The planters of Barbados were not only complaining of the French
competition after 1380, bat did not want the E nglish section of :?i.
Christopher to be restored to England in 1087 because of the produc¬
tion of sugar on the island andy4o?apet:ng with the Barbados tv rket.108
The colonies also were overproducing sugar beyond the consumption
needs of the mother country,causing a reduction In price. Ihe prices
of Frontier commodities continued to be low and England was in a deep
trade degression in the middle 1330s nd fighting one of the most ex-
pensive navnl wars thus far experienced by her or any other nation.
Money was universally scarce nt! the country was constantly B eing
war md obstacles throughout this period of study, all of which were
retarding factors to trade and shipping.170
3. Hurric aes, locusts, and droughts
Even though sug r cane was comparatively easy to produce,
there was ahrsys uncertainty in that ' est Indian crop because of
hurricanes, too much rain, drought, locust and caterpillars, Indians,
f r • , 'te si \iU--r cat -strophes, hient; :• occurred affecting the
production nd trade at Barbados us noted:
a. 1863 locusts and caterpill rs 171
b. 1687 fire destroyed Bridgetown1 '*•
c. 1667 hurric n©l'1
d. 1668 drought171
e. 1668 fire in warehouse doing damage at L30Q,0Q0
to WOO,00017*3...
f. 1869 hurricsne!73
g. 1870 epidemic of slcknessl71
h. 1872 seven ships destroyed in hurricane in September
off co st of Barb idosl74
i. 1872 ten ships destroyed in hurricane in December off
co st of Barb?.dosl75 •-
j. 1874 eight ships and 300 houses destroyedl7Q
k. 1875 hurricane in summer that destroyed 1,000 houses,
killed 200 people, destroyed c me fields, corn,
ruined stored sugar, destroyed works, mills,
utensils, and 12 ships in the harbor177
1. 1876 hurricane very destructivel78
m. 1830 very bad crop and ships had to wait six months for
loadl79
n. 1633 hurricane very dam sging to crops130
o. 1607 c terpill rs md lack of rain reduced qu ntity of
sugar nd corn cropl^l
England and her colonies had. many trials nd tribulations, nd only
through the great wealth that was flowing into the country from her
Frontier was England able to withstand the costly wars and assist and
pilot her possessions through the c tastrophes nd troubled years.
The many hardships, however, did not prevent Barbados from having
an overall increase in trade and traduction in this period. 132
C. Effects of the Founding nd .Settlement of
this Colony on English shipping
1. Customs and exports
Two major factors indicate the unmistaken v lue of Barbados to
England; namely, the amount of sugar exported and the customs col¬
lected from the exports.
hrior to England having her own sugar plantations, she was con¬
strained to pay Portugal high prices for this commodity, but by 1690
the British sugar islands had caused the prices in England to decrease
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by two-thirds of wkt she fed formerly paid ' ortngRl for sugar.1S3
lii 1559 the combined worth of the eugT "nsported Into all of I ngland
was ocly 1*19,756, indie., Vag small quantity because of the great ex¬
pense cf sua; t t that tirae.*^ The ntroductlon of this item Into Bar-
b dos in 1641 resulted In that island exporting 13,940,000 pounds*^
by 1655 with the figure increasing to 13,060,000 pounds eight years
later.*®1® The tr -de and shipping of the island continued to expand,
for in 1660 sug r was exported in the mount of 20,964,590 paamhb*®?
The increased slave peculation of the island made possible the reel mo¬
tion of s larger acreage of land for producing sugar c ne, resulting In
approximately 26,609,868 .pounds being exported in 1883 from that
'*g rden of the GaHbbsna/*183 The sugar works in Barbados num¬
bered 353 In this year, which was another indication of the prosperity
of the sugar trade of the isl md,139 The next available figure on sag r
production was seven years later at which time 25,898,000 pounds were
exported,199 but the country was involved in war and an embargo was
Disced on ships limiting the number trading to Barbados; consequently,
al
the logic/assumption that more sugar was Imported n 1638 should be
correct, but no figures are . vs Table. The planters In 1098 exported
26,954,000 xainds*131 Juch large quantities of sugar along with gin¬
ger, molasses, and dyeing woods were great assets to England employ¬
ing many people la preparing the commodity for retail, shipping, sad
selling the product, all adding to the wealth of the ration. The people
m group la Barbados were seventeen times more rich In 1668 th n
prior to the Introduction of sugar,192 ad many fathers went to the
■ est Indies poor ad seat their sons and daughters back to Engl nd
rich.199
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I he figures on the amount of customs collected sre other "sign
posts'* erf th$ prosperity and expansion of the traffic of Bsxhados. The
customs collected in I nglrnd on commodities from the island In 1855
? mounted to L12,93®1^ with the figures almost doubling the gr in to the
treasury, ranching L25,000 a score of years later.^ The treasury
issued a statement in 1680 that the revenue of Engl nd was "ahrays
Improving by Trade and good manage meat/^&S The tre sury
re lh«d ?>ppror1"T tely LOT,90-3 r. customs fro a the rroducis erf Bar-
b dos in lQ88,i97 and by 1700 the products erf the island were resulting
in about L300,00G annually lor the planters, about fe70,00G in customs
for the treasury in I ngiaad, nd n addition to pproxtmately L11,0GQ
from the 4,1 per cent duty on the products exported from the HLsnd,*^
2, Employment erf shipping
Even If figures were bolting, the average ivy man could serf help
but realize the great !ncrease In shipping of England as a result of the
founding and settlement erf B: rbados. The large quantities erf bulk pro¬
ducts required the 140 ships trading to the island amainUy to be above
the verage size, emplpyii^: many people in uost every phase of liveli¬
hood to build, construct, sail the ship to the Island, nd return with a
e -rgo, unload the commodities^ and prepare them for ret il. The found¬
ing erf this 'island not only affected the merchant marine erf Engl- nd, but
m*ny phases of Industry; thereby enhancing the entire population of
I n^Land. **The • mfn feature of Barbadian history is th t It was little
more then one large sugar factory, owned by few absentee proprietors
end worked by a n as. of tiliea labor.Barbados was truly " jewel"
In the crown of England.
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CH/ ?TER VI
LEEVT P,D SSL ' NDS
. St. Christopher, Nevis, Montserrat, md Ankigu
1. Founding
St. Christopher was the "mother island" of the West Indies with
8 combined ares of 65.5 square miles, 41,920 acres, and is geographi¬
cally located in the chain of islands which begin on the east end of
hierto Rico and continue in southeast direction. 1 The island was
colonized in 1623 by C .ptain Thorn 3 V'arner who hoped to plant to¬
bacco, as that commodity was bringing a high price in England.2 Be,
with o small number of men landed on the island in this ye- r, planted
and r used a crop of tobacco and returned to England. W arner re Us¬
ing the fertility and adaptability of the soil to tobacco, took settlers
b ck to St. Christopher in 1625. Trnultaneously some Frenchmen
landed, on another section of the island, which ultimately resulted in
dt. Christopher being settled by both the French nd English. The Eng¬
lish held, the land in the middle of the island and the French possessed
land on either end.5 The island remained both English and French, ex¬
cept on the occasions when war changed the status, until the terms of
the Treaty of Utrecht in 1713 ceded the island, in its entirety to England.4
The island of Nevis has an area cf 50 squ re miles, 32,000 -ores,
and being only three miles from St. Christopher, it was colonized by
English settlers in 1628 from that island.^
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Moatserrat is an Island with an raa of 32.5 square miles, 20,800
acres, located 26 miles southwest of ntigua an t ap proximately 50 miles
southeast of St. Christopher. This island also was colonized by a party
of English settlers in 1632 from St. Christopher.®
ntigua is another "island child" of St. Christopher, being settled
in 1632 by people of that island, having an area of 103 square miles, and
89,120 * cres.? The island was originally given the name of Santa Maria
la /'ntigua by Columbus.8 This group of islands was under the govern¬
ment of Barbados until 1671 at which time the Leeward Islands were
organized under a separate government and Sir Charles Wh&ier became
the first governor.®
2. Products and source of labor
The production of the Leeward Islands consisted of tobacco, cot¬
ton, ginger, and indigo,1® with tobacco as the first staple crop.11 Realis¬
ing that sugar was a profitable item, the Leeward Islands began convert¬
ing their crops in 1650 to the production of that commodity.12 Tobacco,
however, continued to be an important secondary crop in the islands of
ntigua and Montserrat throughout the Restoration period, although the
growth of sugar was steadily increasing. The first use of sugar as pay¬
ment for a fine in Montserrat was in 1868, fter 1677, tobacco growth in
Nevis w s negligible?giviag way to the sugar crop. The product also was
grown in St. Christopher until after the Restoration, but ultimately was
supplanted by sugar through the greater demand for that item. 13
When the sugar prices were low in the 1670s and 1680s there was
talk on the island of Nevis of changing the crop to indigo, for that pro¬
duct could be cut as much as five times per year. This plant was less
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sucfeptible to damage by hurricanes than that of the sugar canes, but
the change was neper made, and indigo was "very seldom" produced
on a Large scale; sug~r remained the orimary crop of the Islands.*4
The Leew rd Islands had a cert-in amount of timberj Antigua being
an example with Spanish ash, pines for masts, and white and red ce¬
dars, but not in quantities or qualities sufficient for the export industry. *5
The source of labor of the planters in the Leeward Islands was
the same as that of the other colonies on the Frontier, n mely, white
and
laborj/sutw-equently, the Negro slave. The planters upon
settling St. Christopher enslaved a few Carib Indians, but this type of
labor was unsatisfactory, for the Indians were poor laborers, and many
died under such conditions.16 The tobacco, cotton, ginger, and indigo
did not require as much labor as. did the production of sugar cane. Al¬
though slaves were the primary labor of the islands, the settlers de¬
pended upon the indentured servant for much of their labor, and through¬
out this period constant requests were being made for more servants to
be sent to the Islands, Of the more than 10,000 servants that emigrated
from Bristol to the Frontier between 1654 and 1680, approadm tely
1,247 came to Nevis. This island was the mart for indentured servants,
who were distributed to the otter islands from this trade center.1'^
In 1671 the planters on St. Christopher would not allow Negroes
to be brought into the isl nd, but requested the King to send prisoners
as they needed whites to defend the island.16 Acts were passed in 1872
■!»
in Nevis and in October, 1679 in St. Christopher encouraging merchants
to import men servants into the islands.16 The planters of St. Christo¬
pher h: d been promised 300 malfactors in 1876, but by 1885 only 65 ser-
v nts had arrived.66
17^
*'
The first slaves were provided to the Leeward Islands by the
Dutch and they continued to take the "human livestock" to those Is¬
lands until the chartering of the English company in 1660, which took
control of furnishing the Frontier with this type of l. bor."- Not in¬
frequently complaints were made that the English companies trading
to frica were not supplying the islands with sufficient labor. Further
rem rks were made concerning the poor type of slave, namely, refuse
slaves being brought to the islands when such labor could not be sold
in Barbados or Jamaica. Nevis was designated by the Royal frican
Company in 1672 as the slave mart of the Leeward Islands, and the
slaves were delivered to this center where the Negores would be dis¬
tributed to the other islands.22 The Royal frican Company between
1672 and 1636 shipped only one load of slaves direct to -Antigua con¬
sisting of 210 Negroes. 23 The council of Montserrat reported hi 1680
that due to the lack of Negroes the planters were compelled to plant
some tobacco and indigo, and that indigo at that time was bringing a
very sm 11 price. Similar complaints continued to be made during this
• j 24period.
3. Trade nd shipping
The Leeward Islands developed slowly because of the small far¬
mers rather th n large sugar estates, and the small farmers were poor
credit risks for the slave traders or merchants to loan supplies or
slaves until crop was harvested.25 Thomas V- rner, the intitial col¬
oniser of St. Christopher, planted tobacco nd that article continued to
be the staple crop until sugar became more profitable. The amounts of







Larger import duties in England were required on too eco produced
in the West Indies than that from Maryland and Virginia. England also
was in a trade depression in the late 1850s; the price of tobacco was
lew and the Y est Indies beg n to produce smaller quantities of this
commodity. The amount imparted from bt. Christopher in 1656 long
with other commodities is as indie led:
Tobacco 58,578 lbs.
Sugar 2,444 "
Ginger 1,236 " „
Indigo 550
These figures indicate that tobacco wis still the staple commodity
in the island in this year. V ith the introduction of sugar into the island
ca ne the necessity for the planters to purchase more slaves in order to
produce that product. However, the French taking the English portion
of the island fn 1566, ret ining the plantations until 1673,with disputes
still being carried on by the diplomats of the two crowns in 1675 con¬
cerning some of the plantations, resulted in a great loss of slaves and
equipment along with retarding the progress of the island. More ton
1,200 slaves were reported as not having been returned by the French
to to planters,28 which was considerable loss as these laborers .were
being sold in the island at approximately L20 to 1*21 per head.29 Gov¬
ernor Edmund Stapleton writing in September, 1672 concerning the Lee¬
ward Islands stated that "....The ordinary obstruction of the improvement
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of trade are want of slaves, servants, horses "30 The number
of slaves in the island In this year consisted of 004, in 1674 approxi¬
mately 750, and by 1673 slaves were numbering 1,438.°* lfchough
some of the plant lions were still being held by the French in 1874, the
English portion of at. Christopher contained: 247 teres in indigo, 436
in sugar cane, 353 in provisions, with 47 indigoworks, 24 sugar boiling
houses, 87 coppers, and 126 mills for grinding the cane.3** The sugar
establishments on 3t. Christopher were producing considerable sugar
end other products, but. records indicate that only one ship traded to
that island from London in 1G77 with the majority trading with Nevis.°3
However, between M. rch, 1834 and March, 1885 ships from England
numbering forty-two trded with . t. Christopher, with twenty-six from
the continental colonies.1'* The number of slaves in the island had been
increasing; thus, indicating more production, and resulting in demand
for mare shipping.
Montserrat and 11 of the other West Indies Islands were carrying
on a lucrative trade with the Dutch until bout 1C55 when the English
Navy began forcing most of the Dutch trade from the English posses¬
sions* In 1854 merchant of Amsterdam owed a merchant of iviontserrat
for 38,362 pounds of tobacco,'^5 ^iiich further Indicates that England had
not as yet recaptured its trade from the Dutch.
The island of Montserrat, although being taken by the French in
1063,was said to be well settled two years later and Increasing in
the production of the staple commodities* The island had ^proximately
20,000 acres of land but only half of it tillable because of the mountains.3?
Sugar and tob cco were noted as being mediums of exchange in this year,
but the planters were utilizing all of the available acreage for the pro-
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duct!on of the money products' r,nd not pi nting enough provisions for
their own personal needs. The following ye-r, legislationwas passed
requiring e eh lend orner to produce -» minimum amount erf food pro-
visions.3® Tie number of sieves were increasing in the island denot¬
ing more production. In 1672 the combined planters owned 523 si ves,3®
while n 1873 the number h dreached 992 such laborers.-®
The brat "tort erf trade n the iskad. w >s that of Briskett Bay with
Plymouth and Kinsale be^rig lesser pieces of trade.4* Two ships were
l'sted ?n 1677 as trading to Monteerrat from the port erf London.4^ The
council of the island reported in 1680 that few ships traded with Modt-
serrot direct, but that the najor portion of sugar and indigo was trans¬
ported to Nevis in sloops from wh'ch pL.ce the produce was exported.4^
However, between November, 1081 and July, 1682 thirty-five vessels
from 1 nglamri nd Ireland and nine from Now England traded with I iont-
serr-i.44 Thirty-three ships visited the island from England between
July 14,1883 to July 24,1684 and transported the following commodities:
tounds of sag r. . . . 200,170
** *' tob cco. . . 47,500
" " indigo . . . 41,875
" " cotton . . . 1,800 note 45
The 1 :rge number erf vessels visits the island and the relatively small
amount erf commodities exported from odonteerrat Indicates that the
shim visited all of the Leewird Islands in obt -ining a cargo. Montser-
rat, however, had increased her sug r woductioaby 1898 to more than
2,000,000 xamds nnually.4®
as
Antigua v 3 frequently reported " 3 ii: ving Uie best 30!1, and/more
profitable to England thr n any of the Leew rd Islands.4? • he pi asters
in the enrly part of the period under discussion also were ir ding with
the Dutch and subsequently continued to tr de through smuggling, hi
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1656 an invoice Indicated that 63,003 pounds of tab. eco were exported
to Holland from the island,^3 'Iter this year, the British Eavy began
to force the Dutch from the trade ->3 much as possible-. -
The French took Antlgir in 1666; hovever, the island along with Mflot-
serrst was recaptured by the English in 1S3?.4^ Antigua recuperated
from the war end 'n 1671 Governor 7 heler deel red that the island
-bounded with tob cco, indigo, and cotton; nd that the pi sters needed
1,000 slaves -t that time.®® In 1872 the pi nters owned 570 slaves®3-
and by 1673 the number had lucre -sed to 2,172 Negroes.®^ The re¬
quest for such a large number of slaves was indicative of the pros¬
perity of the Island,
"fter the Peace of Breda in 1887, the tr -de of the Leeward Xs-
I nds began with a considerable smuggling traffic with the. am ill Dutch
island of Statin, which is.only •; short distance north of St. Christopher.
This island became the depot for illegal trading and became one of the
.iost flourishing centers of tr -de ef the " est Indies. The planters
frequently took their commodities to the Dutch island at night. To¬
te cco in the amount of 400,000 pounds was imported Into the island
from Antigua in 1670. Mootserrat also p -rtlcipeted freely in this
traffic.®3 Later in this decade / ntigws was reported as being in a
"fine thriving way,"54 Evenwith her trade with the Dutch at Static,
Mae E relish vessels entered the port of London in 1677 fron ' ntiga .®®
an
The Island deve lope^Independent tr de from Nevis, nd thus did not
h"ve to rely on her as did the other sister islands.®® The trade of
Antlgn w s continuing to floursh in 1680 according to the officials of
the island,®7 nd by 1888 Governor Nathaniel Johnson wrote that"....
Antigua is more profitable to the King's revenue than all the rest of
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the Leeward Islands, though only one-third of it is settled; and it will
improve • s the population increases...."53 The island was producing
more than 4,000,000 pounds of sug: r in 1093 and by 1638, her produc¬
tion had reached 8,150,000 pounds.^
Nevis had more trade and traff ic .ad more slaves throughout
period
this / than her sister islands, ohe was the trading center of the
Leeward Islands. 80 The planters of Nevis in 1655 exported 30,985
pounds of tot cco and 110,44G pounds of sugar to England.^1 The
qu ntity of products being grown in the island was increasing in the
1660s with reports of ships proceeding to London from nevls.^" the
island had the good, fortune of not being captured end overrun -n the
1660s as were her sister islands, thereby being able to continue her
production, and not having her slaves, sugar factories, mills, and e ne
fields destroyed. Nevis,too,was exerting ail ci her energy In produc¬
ing the money crop and not planting food; consequently, legislation was
passed in February, 1671/2 requiring- each land owner to grow a cer¬
tain quantity of provisions/0^
The number of slaves in the island increased from 1,739 in 1872
to 3,360 six ye rs later.^ V. hile in 1872 Nevis was designated as the
si ve mart of the Leeward Islands by the Royal African Company, the
off ici Is of the organic tion agreed that Negroes would be supplied to
the planters at LIS per head by contract if the orders were placed in
London before delivery. However, very few slaves were aver sold in
the islands for th; t price, for in order to get the slaves at L16 per
head, the purchaser had to contract to buy an entire shipload. Not
many nl nters ever needed this many si ves at one time.®* Only on
four occasions between 1874 and 1688 did the company sell slaves in
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the islands by contract.The number of slaves supplied to the island
was making possible for the planters of Nevis to produce considerable
quantities of the staple products and the following commodities were
exported from Nevis from 1677 to 1637:
Year end Commodity To England To Plant Total
29-9-77 to 13-5-78
No. ships 37 8 45
Sugar, lbs. 3,011,500 460,500 3,472,0(30
Ginger, bags 24 — 24
Indigo, casks 16 16
Dying woods, sticks 152 — 152
Tobacco, lbs. 5,000 — 5,000
29-3-83 to 25-3-84
No. ships 41 22 33
Sugar, lbs. 4,323,000 385,000 4,708,000
4-11-85 to 4-9-86
No. ships 40 13 58
Sugar, lbs. 4,108,000 206,000 4,314,(XX)
Cotton, begs 5 50 55
Rum, hogsheads — 31 31
tierces —- 2 2
b&rrlls -— 22 22
Indigo, barrils 32 — 32
Hides — 12 12
Cocoa, lbs. 100 100
Molasses, hogsheads 31 511 572
tierces — 31 31
barrils 2 22 24
20-9-86 to 3-7-37
m. ships 32 14 46
Sugar, lbs. 4,288,000 86,000 4,354,000
Cotton, bags 8 22 28
Indigo, barrils 32 1 33
Molasses, tons — 72 72 note 87
Ougarto the ■ mount of 5,004,000 pounds were being produced in Nevis
in 1399 with the quantity increasing in the eighteenth century,
The pi. nters of the Leeward Islands were utilising most of their
land for the money cross and were purchasing most of their provisions
from the continental colonies. Nevis nd t. Christopher combined, in
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1373 exported more than 300,000 pounds of sugar along with cotton,
Indigo, md ginger*® to tho continental colonies In exchange for pro¬
visions, st -ves, hoops, horses, en.'. lumber;7*^ Beef, butter, Mad other
provisions jbo were being imported into the islands from England and
Ireland^!
'The Leeward Islands were reported in 1873 as Importing approxi¬
mately fc50,000 'per year of m -nudhctured goods from England ami ex¬
porting approximately 7,200,000 pounds of sugar in addition to other
commodities to the mother country.7" ^he wealth of tix.se I nglash
>~ / salons rn 1376 were estimated:




Total. . . . U.a!ir note 73
•aather sourer estl anted the "coital stoeS" ot the t iterate at 14,000,000.''*
The combined Leeward Mauds m 1671 were employing approd-
m tely forty English ships ]y&r year -■mostly from .Bristol with a few
from London, Plymouth, and Liverpool.7" 3'he Islands n year later
were estimated as employing 100 ships from Europe and Hew England
with the majority being under 100 toos.7^ 'stit leasers declared back
in 1865 that the islands were loading 100 ships per year in dditlon to
24 sloops.77 Farther petitioners declared in 1673 that 100 ships were
loaded for :• ngland from Kevis, Montsorrat, r±i gats, and t. Christopher.7**
Hef-rdless of the many est? motions, statistics rel te that from Decem¬
ber 25,1687 to December 25, 1838 thirty-five vessels in this year traded
to the Leeward Mands,79w th -s m .ny as forty--one visiting the Islands
exc^llont
hi orevious ye rs. lo-:>? mci J.T.T w% i\" / ""years of trade, the Lee¬
ward Islands were probably employing bout forty vessels annually in
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these years.^ " s approximately half of the commodities of the West
Indies were- being re-exported upon being laired in Finland., the Lee-
wrd Islands employed an additional number "of ships in redistributing
the products. The islands by 1714 were e mploying 199 English vessels
yesrly.31
B. Factors fjfecting Trade
1. V: ,.r and pirates
The Frontier colonies were not greatly affected by the First
Dutch ar,3^ but this statement could not be said of the Second mid
T hird Dutch V ars. The Dutch fleet in 1 pril, 1035 took sixteen ship©
from Nevis and McataerrT,®3 and in the ensuing years, the French
took L Christopher in " pril, 1868, nd Montscrrat and Antigua in
early 1867.^ Only Berry's squ dron saved Kevin from being over*
runet the same time.8® Mantserrat nd Antigu were retaken within
- short time, but St. Christopher, which was supposed to have reverted
to the English in 1867, according to the terms of the Peace of Breda,
was not returned until 1071. In 1875 approximately 100 persons had
not received their plantations bock from the French.38 Capt in John
^oynte declared that a great amount of damage had been done In this
war to Barbados, Mootserr t» Nevis, Antigus, nd St. Christopher and
that the English h d lost 310 ships. ^ blcre th n MOO,000 was the es-
Ura tea damage to orops, slaves, and other property of the Leeward
Islands.38 The French took houses, timber, woods, Negroes, coppers,
nd horses from the English section of i. Christopher prior to turn¬
ing the land back to the planters.;i3 Many planters left the island for
other Frontier colonies and never returned, which resulted in a re-
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duction in the production and trade.90 The war culminating with the
Treaty of Breda in 1667 had disasterous effects on all the West Indies
leaving Antigua, Montserrat, and St. Christopher with their fields rav¬
aged, burned, and destroyed while Nevis was overcrowded with soldiers
and refugees. St. Christopher, however, suffered most and had great
difficulty in obtaining food as she was constantly blockaged.0-1- The
wars on land and sea together with the pirates and privateers preying
on shipping greatly hampered trade and communications.^ Only peo¬
ple who have actually experienced war can realize the profound effect
that it has on every phase of life.
Piracy was another, obstacle that confronted the shipping of the
Leeward Islands, The Spanish pirates along with other marauders of
the sea were taking sloops and ships operating in and out of the island. 93
Sir William Staple ton, of the Leeward Islands, writing to the Lords of
Trade in January, 1684 declared "....there is no safe trading to or from
these parts until that receptacle of thieves and sea-robbers be reduced or
that Governors hanged who so openly protects them Shipping to
the Frontier was never safe until the pirates were eventually forced from
the sealanes of the ' tlantic.
2. Indians and hurricanes
' ntigua and Montserrat were the most exposed to the Indians.
After the Treaty of Breda and the treaty which Henry Wllloughby
made with the Caribs on the island of St. Vincent, by which terms the
Indians agreed to be English subjects, the Indians continued to commit
murder on Antigua. Governor Stapleton estimated in 1668 that approxi¬
mately 1,500 Indians were on the three islands of St. Lucia, St. Vincent,
and Dominica enforced by about 600 runaway slaves. In December,
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1674 the Indians of Dominica raided / ntigua. The Carib Indians loathed
the English because of the ill-treatment of their people and because of
the English enticing some of them aboard and selling them as slaves.
The Leeward Islands continued to be threatened by the Caribs and such
danger from the Indians was not relieved until 1796 when 5,000 such
persons were deported from St. Vincent to Ruatan Island.95 The is¬
land was further harassed by approximately forty to fifty runaway Neg¬
roes who were armed with guns in the mountains in Antigua in 1687,
frequently preying on plantations and forcing the planters on the Island
to stand guard as well as work their crops.®®
The hurricanes were always a great threat to the planters of the
West Indies and continue to be a menace to crops and property as well
as shipping in our present day. In 1642 twenty-three ships were de¬
stroyed along with many houses by a hurricane at St. Christopher; the
damage to crops was equally devastating. Francis Willoughby was
lost and fifteen ships of the British fleet were destroyed by a hurricane
in 1666 off the coast of Guadeloupe. The following year St. Christopher
was again devastated by a hurricane. A very destructive hurricane
struck Antigua in 1681.97 These cited illustrations indicate the possible
damage that a hurricane can do. During the period under study, the
planters had no radios or weather stations whereby they could be warned
in advance of a hurricane. Many ships were lost due to storms and hur¬
ricanes both enroute to and returning from the West Indies, especially
in the winter months and during the hurricane season, causing great
losses and hardships to the planter, merchant, and shipowner.98
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C. Effect;of the Founding nd Settlement of
these Colonies on English shipping
1. Production
The commodity, the amount of production, and ex-port and trade
determined the vajoiu and wealth of a Frontier colony to the mother
country. The Leeward Islands in the middle of the seventeenth cen¬
tury were of little value to England, for the staple product was tobacco
of which Virginia -nd Maryland were supplying more than the home
market could consume,®^ The introduction of sugar into the islands
raised the potential vine of these possessions, rowever, the import-
anee of the isl nds as a source of wealth in the 1650s was insignificant.
°i. Christopher in 1656 exported over 53,000 pounds of tobacco and lit¬
tle in excess of 2,000 pounds of sugar. Nevis for the same year ex¬
ported m e: cess of 36,000 pounds of tobacco and 110,000 pounds of
sugar.100 hesQ colonies without doubt produced considerably more
than the quantities cited, but such production was on such small scale
that the effect on England was not noticeable. However, by 1676 the
Leeward Islands were exporting approximately 7,200,000 pounds of
sugar to England along with other minor products.^1 These figures
were greatly increased in the eighteenth century.I he islands needed
labor to produce this valuable product, and between 1874 and 1838 the
Royal African Company in 45 vessels imported 7,725 slaves into the
island^ averaging about 4 ships oer year nd 594 slaves.103 The Lee-
w-rd Islands were in their "infancy" in sugar production during tills
period of study.
2. Shipping
The amount of shipping to an re is partially determined by the
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commodities sad toy the degree ef demand of the products. When
Thomas Warner first grow a crop of tcfcacco on St. Christopher, the
"seed of shipping** of the Leeward Islands was founded* The somber
of ships traveling the sea lanes of the tiantic to those islands were
few in the beginali^, but slowly Increased with thfe ^eduction of the
st pie commodities and the Inereesed demand of the people of England
and btarope for those items, pproximstely forty i'.agllsh ships were
proceeding: to the Leewr.rd Islands by 1638 to purchase the
produce of the planters,* ""2 ad by 1714 ships to the number of 199
were deputing from Biagl -al enrouto to the islands,^ for sugar,
the "king of the ^ est ladies." The founding* production, end growth
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CE PTEP vn
TEE 13L ND OF CON^UE JT
A. Jamaica
1. Founding
Jamaica v.-as settled by the Spaniards . bout 1509 with undesir¬
ables such as vagabonds, criminals and similar useless persons.*
The isl nd was called Xaymsca by the aborigines, meaning island
of springs, while the Spanish gave it the name of .Santiago, Jamaica
is 14-3 miles -n length with an area of approximately 4,411 square
miles, 2,823,040 acres; the rainf; 11 is about sixty-three inches per
year; and as indicated by the aborigines, the island has many springs
and rivers.2 Under Cromwell's "1 estern Design," the English landed
on tlie island on May 10, 1655 with little resistance,'- for the people on
the island consisted of only about 3,000 inhabitants, approximately half
of whom were slaves.4 The 3p niards living there either stealthily de¬
parted or were driven out, while few along with many slaves retreated
to the mountains. he soldiers arriving in the island by -September
numbered 8,000 and became the m n inhabit nts; the island remained
under military rule until February, 1660, when Colonel Edward D'Olyley
was appointed the first governor.5 'The soldiers within the first few
weeks of taking the island killed about 20,000 head of wild cattle as
sport, thereby causing shortage of food. The soldiers destroyed every¬
thing possible in hopes th t if food were not available, the army would
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be sent home/ '
The committee for the plantation in October, 1657 informed
Cromwell and the Jrivy Council that in order to keep Jamaica, more
servants and people would have to be sent to the island, pproximately
fourteen ships of the Navy were being kept at Jamaica in 1657 and 1658
for protection against attack from the Spanish. In March, 1360 and
Jnt the summer of that year, the English were still expecting an attack
by the Spanish.^ Spain did not recognise the right of England to pos¬
sess Jamaica until July S, 1370 with the signing of the Treaty of Ma¬
drid.3
"2. -products and sources of labor
The products of Jamaica at the time of capture in 1655 were few
and limited, other than those growing wild and in their native habitat.
The island was thinly populated and the only exports were small quan¬
tities of cocoa, hog's l rd, and hides along with few provisions bartered
with ships that occasionally came to the isi nd.^ The pan! rds were
slaughtering approximately 80,000 hogs annually for grease and lard
prior to the coming of the English. 10 The island also was used by the
Spanish as i supply st tion for the "homeward bound merchant ships."**
Jamaica had m ''undestroyable" quantity of redwood, brazllletto,
fustic, lignum vitae, ebony, cedars, in addition to pimento and tropical
fruits.*2 The Spaniards cultivated small quantities of sugar, indigo,
and tobacco, but sug r was raised only for consumption in the island
and was never exported, and little if any indigo or tobacco.*3 The Spanish
on the island were lazy nd scarcely produced more products and pro¬
visions than were necessary for a mere existence.*4
19^
Cromwell made m appeal In March, 1056 to the people of Hew
England sad the other colonies to mem to ?amolce -m'sci share fa the
great store of wealth la load, horse®, cattle* «3 other anlm-sis both
wild and t rne.X5 ha this ye:w,.th© governor of fc*Ms along with 1,300
persem migrated to J^malc^ The capture of the lsl%od also resulted
n •->ansber cf pi ahirs immlgrstlag from Barbados, and TOO more
c -a© from th t Island la 1604 when the caterpillars destroyed much
a£ the segor crop.*? Jamaica was popelisted meaty from the other
colonies, tad by 1659 about 4,500 wh-tes ad 1,600 sliws were n the
tejaad.^ However, people wore coming from England to Jamelc©,
hat aot always the best dtisem. Oliver Cromwell proofed tee t<3@®
-bout 1659 of *%eed!ng of this Commonwealth of V^grtecsaete, condemned
-'^eracos and such who are beere useless «ad hurtfull la Wa*w sad peace?**
tHd sent teem to Jamaica,^ ihe sending of the aadeslrrbios to telcn
of
trd a three fold'purpose: (1) that supplying servants aad laborers to tee
colosy, (?) the relieving of tee Commonwealth of t king c?*r@ of aad deal¬
ing with such nndeslratbies, ::Sd C?) the transporting would provide ®m-
idoymeat to mar* shipp;Bg.20 ^rmtelat s granted is June, 1681
to t fee the prisoners of sevum laHs In '-M around hoedan nd ship them
to tee island, mong these men were those teat were condemned to
death."* liteiawf aervsats were coming from Bristol ilso, to be-
tw.-e* 1854 ad 1638 lrg© numbers were sent to tee Frontier, but only
460 of possibly 18,008 were shipped to Jamafe**® Croswdff nr*fa
objective w.*s to get people to the island who would help defend the pos-
session against the i :oaaish. The planters, atthenrne time, wore ob¬
taining 1-borers as well ■ facilitating to popsdnte the largestBritish
island in tee Vest hadtes. ihe .proprietors were skrefg requesting
more servants with which to work the land as well as to keep a cer¬
tain ratio of whiles to blacks.In 1679 urgent requests were being
made for white men as a scarcity of such individuals existed in Jama¬
ica, for not one-fifth of the number of whites were on the island as re¬
quired by 1 sw; that is, one white to every ten slaves. Only about 4,000
whites were on the island as compared to 50,000 Negroes.24 t ltiiough
the planters were making complaints of a labor shortage, the servant
and slave population increased;and the island become very profitable
to England in this period with a gre tly expanded flow of customs into
the English treasury in the eighteenth century.
3. Trade nd shipping
The foundation of the British Empire was laid in the M est Indies;
the waters were breeding grounds for the English sailors,'and much
blood was lost in settling, expanding, and retaining those possessions
which were to be so instrumental in helping to make England a great
and powerful nation/-^ The Western Design and the capture of Jamaica
made the people of Engl nd realise more so th n ever before the im¬
portance of the /' merican Frontier. Colonization in the past had been
more of a private enterprize, but after 1655 the government began to
take more interest in her Frontier possessions, and attempt to estab¬
lish a form of administration in the colonies.26
Government officials realized that Cromwell was not spending
s much time in dealing with the Frontier as he should and contem¬
porary wrote him declaring that
s the present Futere of the English in merica
and the probabilities of greater extension bee so many
fold and considerable as they appear to be to 11 the
World; then surely they deserve as much of his High¬
ness Indigence and application as any prince and or
State 27
19b
The trading possibilities of the West Indies were so ostensible that
Francis Willoughby, Thomas :>ovey, and others decided to form a
V est India Company with a subscription of L12,000 and send the first
settlers to Jamaica. The company was finally incorporated in 1659
under the name of "The Merchants of England Trading to merica."28
The importance and future of the Frontier was further indie ted when
•arlirment granted the charter to "The Merchants of England Trading
to merle.-," for the agreement read,
....a very great Trade and Comerce is now daily carried
on betweene'England and those Colonies nd Plantations,
Which if further encouraged may yet (by the blessing of
Almighty God) bee much more advanced and increase the
Honour and Interest of this Commonwealth not only in the
severall Colonies already setled in these T ries and in
the late Conquest and Plantation of the Island of Jam ma
....But a further Trade nd Comeree may be carried on,
and universally introduced and established in all other
the Parte of merle and in those places by Englishmen
hither to either not discovered, or not usually frequented,
sayled or traffiqued unto.29
The conditions of Jamaica at the time of capture in 1655 were
deplorable and the island was in a poor state. There was little culti¬
vation and the remainder of the land was in forest and p; sture inhi bited
with wild cattle and horses. Only a small area on the southern side of
the island was inhabited, and the Spanish being a Lazy people, were do¬
ing little or nothing to improve and advance the production or value of
the island.The conditions of the island in 1655 made some contem¬
poraries value it very little, but more energetic mb farsighted individ¬
uals realised that the island was 'n the center of the Spanish V est
Indies and would be very advantageous to England in case of war ag Inst
Spain. The merchants of England also knew that the settling of Jamaica
, ; : i. -hV''":1
would mean the increase of shipping, a greater outlet for manufactured
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goods, and the securing of gold .nd silver in trading with the Spanish.31
The English did retain the island and it bee me a prise possession of
the Crown,
The people of Engl nd and Europe began demanding more sug r,
cocoa, pepper, cotton, and dyewoods which Jamaica either had avail¬
able for immediate harvest or had the necessary climate and soil to
produce.32 The English, however, did not begin planting sugar cane
until 18(50,33 but by 1882 eighteen sugar works had been established
on the island, with the largest making 20,000 pounds to 30,000 pounds
of sugar per week during the harvesting period of the cane. The Jama¬
ican sugar was ctf better quality than that of Barbados and was bringing
a reportedly 50 per cent higher price.84
Jarrpiea had a population in 1658 of 4,500 whites and 1,400 Negroes3**
• •' i ai:
and within three years, more than 2,500 acres of l nd were being culti¬
vated.3® Sir Thomas Modyford became governor in 1664, and began to
instruct the planters in the methods of producing and managing sugar
plantations, for he had ted experience in Barbados. From this year,
the quantity of sugar produced in the island began to increase. How -
i
ever, very little progress was made in Jamaica in the planting, pro¬
ducing, and exporting of this commodity until about 1665.37
Cocoa was another product that the English, after taking the is¬
land in 1655, had great hopes of becoming a very profitable export com¬
modity. In 1660 approximately 21,000 pounds of nuts were exported38
to Engl nd, and in 1668 about 188,000 pounds were estimated to be ex¬
ported.3® Havever, by 1671 all of the trees were dying not only in
Jamaica, but in Cuba, and San Domingo."3 Continuous attempts and
hopes of producing the commodity in Jamaica were in vain, for the cut
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worm spelled the doom of the cocoa production. Smell quantities of
nuts continued to lie produced but were insignificant as to traded
The main crop in Jamaica in 1681 was sugar with other com¬
modities being cotton, tobacco, indigo, along with the valuable woods
among which were the dyeing variety.43 Jamaica was a fertile island
with an ideal climate and a large rainfall under which conditions the
sugar cam thrives. The *.Hand w s truly a great frontier of wealth and
opportunities, for land w -s plentiful and all that w s needed were peo¬
ple and laborers to till and work the soil, and harvest the rich proceeds.
In March, 1661/2 Jamaica was spoken of as "our frontier Plant tion in
America.**^ However, the greatest problem of the Jamaican planter
was the secur mg of a sufficient supply of labor. Governor Modyford
stated that the Dutch war of 1634 obstructed the progress of the island,
but that the lack of slaves had been a greater factor in the progress of
Jamalea.45 The slave was "the life of the Plantations," and more of
these laborers were required ha Jamaica, as the island was much larg¬
er md had more ryailable land for cultlv-tion.'^ .'-laves and labor
were so scree in 1664 that some of the pi nters burned their cane
fields for lack of labor to harvest the crop.
Although a labor shortage existed in J maica, the population had
grown to 7,700 whites and 9,593 Negroes by 1865,48 and Sir Charles
Lytielton reported that
....Like all new settlements this is daily changing, and
those who knew it two years ago may be str ingers to
the state of ffairs now, provisions nd all sorts of
commodities having infinitely increased.....49
Merchants, traders, and other individuals interested in Jamaica were
frequently stating the many possibilities of that island. John Style in
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1665 wrote that Jamaica was "....so good nd so profitable that he
would resolve to end his days there had he not many engagements
in England." Style further declared that r n investment of L500 would
result in a return of LI,060 annually.
Indigo was another secondary export of Jamaica, and derived Its
name from the original habitat of India where It w s first used in dye¬
ing cloth. The plant grew bundantly in the West Indies. Columbus
found this pi nt in all parts of St. Domingo. However, the people of the
v est Indies who attempted cultivation and curing of Indigo were never
successful because of the lack of ability to cure it properly.§1 More
indigo was produced in Jamaica than in any other colony because of the
particular type of soil being more favorable to the pi nt.52 The pro¬
duction increased and Jamaica urns exporting by 1638 more than 100,000
pounds of indigo annually. The commodity was imported from the col¬





St. Christopher. . . 785 "
Barbados 212 "
New England. . . . ^^^422 " ^
The total imports of indigo into England in this year amounted to 206,233
pounds.^ The production of this commodity in Jam ca continued to in¬
crease and by 1690 indigo In tlie value of L5Q,000 was being imported
Into England from the colonies,^
'fries, was the main source of the cloth dyes of England prior to
the peopling and founding of the V. est Indies In the sixteenth centery.
Bed was one of the colors most in demand, and this dye could be exw
tr cted from logwood, Brazil, or Braziletta wood, and Campeache wood.
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Much of the timber was found along the shores of Yucatan, but these
materials also were plentiful in many of the V est Indian Islands.58
The English of Jama ica In 1682 began sailing to the Bay of Campeache
nd cutting logwood and exporting It to England.Approximately 300
people of Jamaica were cutting wood in the Yucatan by 1872 and the
tr de was employing 30-40 sail, averaging about 37 tons each, from
3ort Royal.58 fter this date, every vessel loaded with wood and en¬
countered by the Spanish was taken, nd in 1680 the Spaniards drove
the English completely from the Yucatan, but within six months, the
wood-cutters returned. Finally in 1783 the English secured the right
to cut logwood both in Campeache nd Honduras.58 Logwood to the
amount of 1,000 tons per year was being imported into England with al¬
most all coming from Jamaica at L15 per ton; where s when previously
bought from the Spaniards, the cost was L100 per ton.88 The increased
production of cloth in England demanded more dye, resulting in the log¬
wood of Jamaica becoming a considerable Item of export.
Jamaica was beginning to expand more rapidly in the late 1660s
nd early 1670s. From January 1, 1866 to January 1, 1670 about 208
ships ranging from 3 tons to 180 tons traded with Jamaica, which was
n average of about 100 vessels annually.8* The island had a total of
70 sugar plantations and 47 sugar works in 1670 which produced 1,710,000
pounds of sugar; 49 indigo works, which "may produce 49,000 pounds
of ind'go per annum.**62 The production of Jamaica was just <n its in¬
fancy in 1670, for only about 1 acre of every 200 acres on the island
was in cultivation;88 although 209,020 acres of land had been granted.
The population, however, had increased to 15,198 and more land was
annually being reclaimed.8^ Jamaica was so much larger than any
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other West Indian possession and had so many more products that the
potential wealth of the Island was even greater than the other islands
combined. A gentlem n of forethought realized the mount of wealth
of Jamaica in 1570 when he said:
....if sugar has raised our plantations to far greater value
thnn most plantations In the world....and if Barbados has
risen to be so rich by sugar alone, where land, is dear and
cattle, provisions, and wood scarce, what may Jamaica ar¬
rive to, where all there are in plenty. To which, if the
quantity of pepper, spice, drugs, ana commodities for dye¬
ing and joiners' use be added, it is very evident that If well
planted it might yield more wealth than all our plantations.05
The English traders navigated twenty ships to Jamaica in 1870 and loaded them
with sugar, cocoa nuts, indigo, cotton-wool, fustic, tortoise shells, hides,
tob cco, and ginger,86 and by 1872 the exports to England were estimated
as resulting in LIS,000 customs.®'''
No slaves had been brought Into the isl nd between 1685 and 1870
but in this ye r 111 were imported; in 1871 the number increased to
1,840; and in 1672 another 1,146 were transported to Jamaica.®* The
more slaves and servants brought into the island me nt more acres of
land could be put into cultivation with an increase in exportation and
trade. Thomas Lynch in March, 1672 reported J. maica as "....more
flourishing than ever and like to make abundance of good sugars and
some indigo, but no cocoa "69 He further stated that sieves were in
great demand and the trade had improved considerably over that of 1671.79
The planters of Jamaica in the following year produced an excellent crop
with the quantity being four times that of any previous year. In ' pril,
1673 ten or twelve ships were in the harbor and could load only about
71
one-third of the commodities to be shipped.
The planters : nd merchants of Jsmaic, by 1875 were producing
and exporting consider./hie quantities of sugar, ginger, cotton, fustic,
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indigo, pimento, tobacco, china roots, cocoa, and "many dying woods."72
The planters also had established 70 sugar works on the island which
were producing from 100,000 pounds to 200,000 pounds of sugar annually,
with approximately 40 more works in the process of being established.7°
Small planters who could not financially carry on the production of sugar
were planting cotton, of which a portion was sold to the New England and
other Frontier ships trading to the island. 74 pproximately 2,240,000
pounds of cotton were imported into England from the E est Indies in 1690
it bout one-sixth the cost that she had paid when importing the commo¬
dity from foreign countries.75 a good portion of this commodity was be¬
ing imported from Jamaica, for 1,776,500 pounds were exported to Eng¬
land between 1670 and 1688, and the production had reached such a quan¬
tity that the lieutenant governor requested permission to establish a
cotton manufacturing works on the island; the request was not granted
because of the mercantile policy of England. The small planter continued
to produce cotton and even a greater demand for the product existed in
Lngl nd in the eighteenth century.76
More land was constantly being put into cultivation in the 1670s, and
about 500 serv nts had come to the island within the first few years of the
dec de making possible the further reclamation of 1 nd.77 Elso in this
year 3,234 slaves73 were imparted into the island and two years later the
governor declared that the island needed 3,000 slaves annually, to fulfill
the demands of labor.7S i he produce of this labor in 1675 was employ¬
ing 173 vessels annually from England, Mew England, New York, Virginia
and the V est Indies.Two years later thirty-five ships entered the port
of London alone from Jamaic for the year endin, deptember 29, 1C77,
and twenty-seven vessels cleared that port in the same period enroute to
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Jamaica.^* In 1678 forty-seven ships lo ded commodities in Port
Roy; 1, Jamaica for England and approxim tely eighty sail were em¬
ployed in coastal trade and traffic with the Span! rds.^ The products
employing the shipping of Jamaica and the exports of the island between











The aver ge export of sugar for these eight years amounted to approxi¬
mately 2,138,430 pounds per year. In this period a great quantity of
labor was flowing into the island in the form of slaves numbering 11,818
along with 5,396 white people.84 Ihe si ves and population were increas¬
ing along with the expanding production and shipping, t hese conditions
were requiring the importation from England of coppers, stills, millcases,
1 dies, skimmers, lamps, and innumerafcle other articles in addition to
nails, locks, staples, hinges, bolts, bars, and lead with which to build
barns, sheds nd similar buildings. The majority of the other necessi¬
ties as fish, hoops, and food provisions were imported from the continental
colonies.
Ihe trade of Jamaica in 1679 was "daily increasing" and the customs
flowing into the treasury of England from the import tlon of the commo¬
dities of Jamaica were advancing nnually.88 The planters in 1680 were
W ft-Mi *4 nn
needing 3,000 slaves to 4,000 si ves yearly to supply their l bor need,0'
nd in this year, the Royal frican Comp ny agreed to furnish the planters
of Jam Tea 3,000 slaves annually at L18 per head. In 1683 the company
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wts ersdcmvortog to void the coefcrset, dkvd-rtog thai slaves \n firie
h?d increased in price Iron one-third to one-half because of interlopers.
Bcwever, the Kin? ordered the co\ip?i^ to fulfill their agreeoatauSS
The isT ad was prosper lug to audi degree by XT 32 that si ■ 99s were
be tog bought for ready money by the planter*; wlnartss, Is the %wat
the camp? ay was hav'ag to ;illor the plai&ors ck months credit, ' -laa-
tors :a this ye r had gone to the stove ships ad some had walked away
with money to their pocket without slaves because a Insufficient auna-
her of Ksgroeawese be'ag imported to meet the demaadL^* Sir Thomas
Lynch requested the eoao&ay la 1633, ad agaha in 1684, to supply the
mlandwith 5,030 sil sea in the mspe-ctlv^ years and 3,000 per year
urft. ftor to to kaep Use ;il sufftok-auy supplied v 5th - a_
groes to h • • . i L.... r cro ,; ade.\p.nd xooucl. .m. ■ ; .. ch si've on,
the ptoat lions la the '• est ladles urns ostler ted to prodae© from tea
shillings to fifteen shillings per year la customs for the Crown.3*
The «pflKt of all commodities af Jemsics had Increased coasi-
dor-'Lly in tl® IP'toc n com car toon to tht. -.revlous toeadfe. Pte trade of
thp island by 1634 had inrawaaed beyond all expeetstloa,^ and Hat em¬
ploying snore sMpp n; and was more prosperous than ia ay oreviens
tom.92 The mount. at sugar ©sported fro a Ja sales la English ships
between 1630 ad 1688 r.long with the number of vessels employed both
•n tr jnnparting that com modity ad the numerous otb x products of the
island arc ss indicated:
























The above figures denote that large quantities of other products were
being shipped from Jamaica, for the number of ships do not always
vary proportionally w th the rise and decline of the amount of sugar
exported, k greater demand was being made for pimento, drugs,
spices, logwood and the various other export items.£'6
The exports of the island were increasing and so were the imports
for the growing population of Jaraaic was demanding mere finished pro¬
ducts from Tngland in the form of plows, utensils for sugar works, t r,
cordage, beef, guns, gunpowder, light weight cloth .materials, and simi¬
lar necessities of life.®? The planters were importing manufactured
goods from England by 1897 In the -mount of L120,744, with the imports
further increasing in the eighteenth century.'^
Jamaica was thriving by the close of this period with more than
150 vessels of all types and sizes trading to the island,00 and of this
number approximately 05 ships of Engl no were employed in transport¬
ing the goods to England from whence the commodities were distributed
throughout Europe.100 .Additional ships were utilized in redistributing
the products of Jamaica from England to various parts of Europe, fur¬
ther enhancing the shipping of the mother country.
Jamaica in the eighteenth century became the largest and most
important possession of England in the V. est indies as well as the cen¬
ter of trade for the Spanish possessions. 101 small insignificant slave
trade between the English and Spanish n the V. est Indies existed during
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the per -od of study, resulting- la small jpsstlties of gold. .pad sliver
be lag exported to England. The coastsat tension befcwsen the two poo-
pies was probably the greater obstacle la provenling a iucr-tlve trade
;a the Caribbean jpoasssstoas.!^
B» Factors ffecting Trade
i* T ar and plr.-cy
la the seventeenth century, Europe was withoutw r tor ©sly eight
years. EagTmd h d two revoiutoos and was involved la ah*? foreign
w rs daring the eeatury.*93 She and the ententes* during this period of
study* were Tmost constantly involved la war mad dissension affecting
both the colonies end the soother country, The Civil V ar ia the decade
cf the 1640s; the Dutch wars of the 1650s, lOQCs, sad 1670s; the £ pnaish
conflict beginning n the 1660a; the French a the ISOOs, and the long
war esratftag 5a 1839 greatly retarded the shipping and dyancament of
both Engl. ad sad the Frontier* The struggle begun by Cromwell with
Sp©in w®s ftelly brought to a elom by Charles II in 1870, bat "prira-
leering by the Spanish continued oa an el.-.borate maim for the remainder
of the century.wl®*
The English government kept large standing army oa the Island
of ysmaics far fire ar six years to prevent the Spanish from retaking
that possession,*^ and Is 1861 the English government fitted cut four
ships i a cost of 1*30,000 to protect the lstead.106 is March, 1661/2
Thomas V fntsrar w ■ s made governor of J m^Ica sad one of Ms tuatnni"
t ons g*m bias "Uthorlty t© "....vr at such Commissions as to you shall
seem requisite for the subduing of U our Enemies by £ «a or Lfmd..«*#>197
The Dutch -ad French were preying on the shipping daring the war cf the
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1380s, sad Governor Thomas Mo^ford began .passing out commis¬
sions or letters of marque in 1684 anc 1,500 men long with 18 ships
armed with 113 guns were participating in such ctivitles**®® Men
given these letters fitted out ships with guns and were sserly "private
warships employed on « national business and were called the militia
of the sea,wl°® The granting of commissions for private war gainst
the French nd Dutch in 1884 and against the Dutch, pirates, and psri-
v .leers in the 1070s and 1630s took a considerable number of serv nts
aid men from Jamaica. These men with letters of commissions did
not ate? ys restrict their war to that of the Dutch and French, hut some
of thesis priv ste warships ttacked English shipping *riv teeriag was
the great business concern c£ the island in 107G.*10 The governor of
J? male wrtting in * prll, 1878 decl red that
The only Enemy to Planting is Rrivaleering which
I have endeavored by all mesnes possible to restrain
and prevent, but thes Indyes are so vast and Rich, nd
this kind of Rapine so sweet that It is one at the hard¬
est things in the world to draw those teom it, which
feve used it laog....I fear they are now more numerous
and under pretence of trench Commissions, continually
Roth and prey upon the Spaniards to the great dishonor
and 3c ndall of the government.....HI
The shipping merchants not only had to worry about the great casualty
at chips enroute to nd from the Frontier because of the elements,
but fed to combat the English privateers, pirates, and those of the
other nations.
Large numbers of men and war materials were sent to Jam lea
between 1880 and 1(570; such articles as 500 barrels of powder, 3,500
muskets, 18,000 spikes, tons of lead, flint stones by the thousands,
wheelb rrows, shovels, and numerous other necessities of war.113 In
1680, forty-nine companies of soldiers consisting of 4,528 officers and
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men were !n JamalcaH4 with more guns being erected on the forts in the
middle of the 1680s end addition ! equipment being sent to the island in
1689 for the long war that w s to be so destructive to all participants.115
The support of the armies and sending of war materials to the
island tended to disrupt the trade and harmony of Jamaica, but other
factors affecting the traffic of the island were that.of piracy and priva¬
teering of the Spanish, Dutch, and French. The Spaniards took many cf
the vessels of Jamaica which were trading to C mpeache for logwood
along with the turtle-hunting boats nd fishing sloops, and were still
preying on shipping at the close of the century. Forty of the vessels
that were trading to Carapeaehe between 1671 and 1685 were taken by
the Spanish with the men being; placed in prison in Havana, Cuba.US
Vessels trading between Jamaic and the continental colonies also were
being taken, and in 1677, more than 100 Englishmen were prisoners in
Havana in addition to those that had been executed. H7
The trade cf the V est Indies in 1680 was very much obstructed
by the pirates rooming that rea.HS Three years later French pirates
had taken eight to ten English vessels in the Jam ican waters.HO The
following year two ships of fifty guns and fifty-six guns, in addition to a
sloop were sent out to take the pirates and instead, the pirates took the
three vessels. These sea-robbers were going in company of several
vessels and ravaging the Caribbean waters.HO The pirates were do¬
ing; damage to English shipping in the Jamaica waters by 1883 amount-
ing to L40,000 to L50,000 yearly.*2* In the 1680s these marauders had
bases in the Darien Gulf at Golden Island, Isle of 'Jines,*22 and Perico
Island, and were preying on the Spanish galleons. The president of
Panama sent forces out against -"erico Island, but the expedition was
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failure aid the .-panish were much alarmed about the great losses
incurred from piracy.-^0 Although frequent attempts were made to
' ' ■ •&. "
wipe the pirates and privateers from the Atlantic and Caribbean,
ships under the comia nd of these rogues continued to molest the
sea lanes leading to the Frontier. 1^4 The gold, silver, and valuable
commodities transported into Furope in the Fast half of the seventeenth
century resulted in the greatest participation in the industry of piracy
of ...ay time prior or iter that period.125
2. Sickness and death rate on the isl nd
Many of the soldiers soon after landing in Jamaica, became ill
nd rapidly died. One regiment rrived >n October, 1655 with 300 men
nd by November 5, the men had buried 50 of their co mrades. Bleed-
u:: Tr'os use ' •■s remedy :• - m:;t the illness, which made the ^ndivid-
uals weaker; the s-miliary conditions were atrocious, and the diet and
i mpure water were other factors in causing great numbers to become
"11. For a period, approximately 140 rmy personnel per week were
being buried. 125 July, ugust, and September were always the worse
months for sickness and de th in the island. 127 The governor of Nevis
rrived in Jam ica in 1656 with 1,300 persons and by 1630, all of them
had died except 80 persons. 123 Ships that arrived at the island between
M y and September had lost as many as two-thirds of their crew. 129
This sickness plagued the people of Jamaica well after the close of
this period, especially during the summer months,with the sickness in
some years more severe than in others.
The inhabitants cf the island also were harassed for about S half
century by the Negroes and Spanish that retreated, to the forest upon the
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capture of iraaic.: by the British.!^
Hurricanes rid storms occasion lly swept the island, destroy¬
ing c ne, sheds, and other property.-'^ These factors have been diS'
cussed in previous chapters and affected not only the plantations but
frequently destroyed ships sailing to and from the Frontier, n oc-
c ..stonal drought struck the island resulting in a short >ge in the cane
crop .s well as in the otter products.
3. Effects of the navigation --cts on sh? oping
The constant str ife, competition, and war among the European
powers during the seventeenth century mokes the mercantile attitude
of England tow rd her colonies and her neighbors core logical. 133
England long with her neighbors based their respective colonial ool-
A A
Icies of the seventeenth century on the following restrictions:
1. Restriction on the exportation of produce from the
colony elsewhere than to the mother country.
2. Restrictions on the import fcion of goods into the
colony from foreign countries.
3. Restrictions on the import tion of colonial produce
Into the mother country from foreign countries or colonies.
4. Restrictions on the c Triage of goods to nd from
the colonies in other shipping than th t of the mother coun¬
try, . *x
5. Restrictions on the m-muf .cture of their own raw
produce by the colonists.134
The m dor reasons for the p iss-ige of the cts of trade were to g in
v
-
power and security for England rather than wealth and plenty. Further
reasons were to capture the trade of her possessions by excluding all
foreign trade to the Frontier, and especially th t of the Dutch. The im¬
mediate cause of the passage of the cts of 1650, 1651, 1660, and 1663
was the animosity and rivalry between the Dutch and English resulting
in t. o Dutch wars ..nd paving the way for the ultimate commercial su¬
premacy of England. 135
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The iU0§a tr«de to the Butch and Breach Islands In lbs Carib¬
bean, New ' sssfeerdam on the ccmi liv-m, the taking of enumerated arti¬
cles to spate and Europe by the New > ngland vessels, as well as the
foreign vessels trading to the frontier illegally, T1 were ite&rumeBf 1
to reducing the amount of products to he shipped by English vessels. *42
Until the capture of Mm York, the enforcement of the navigation acts was
an impossibility, hat after 1664 #ifor all practical purposes" foreign
tr do was e:rcluded from the eantlnentd calouiea.'
The navigation acts bad »sag shortcomings, but they served the
purpose for which they were enacted. English shipping increased a nd
large suras of money were annually sawed by England having its own
shipping, employlag its own men, and securing large qBianfcities of pro¬
ducts at match cheaper priees.144 ihe navigation .sets "gave a gre fc
Impetus -to English shipping,"*45 tor before the go erf the acts,
ten Euteh vessels were trading to Serbados for every one of English
ships going to thst isiand.146 ^ffer the passage of the EtevigationAct
of 1580 th rty-eight of every forty ship® trading to Barbados were £nc-
llsij.147 «-;|y josi h Child declared that the Nsvig itoa Act of 1600,
..,.te relation to Trade, Shipping, refit and Tower, it
is one of the choicest and most prudent Acts that ever
ws made in Extend, and without which we had not now
b^m liners cf am half the 3es men which we do at pre-
Child Is© estimated that the act resulted In the building and employing of
which not
three times the number of ship® rod mvmam / otherwise hiighVh.ve
existed
/ h--d the ~ct not been passed. 149 -.he navigation ets strengthened
the relatione with the ptaatetlons, tee Lev-at, and Mediterranean, but
resulted in the loss of the Greenland, Fss&tad, Scottish, Irish* sad
Qtttee - trades, the East ladies trade In spice® «nd the timber trede to
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the S ltfe. The last wnw, lost to the D mm *■&$ most of tho other trades
**»» trim over by the f-atcfc.*®'*
Some of
/the " re¥ntr->de -t rr! V" f '.: ;; -' t s ■ ' oe ot the
«cts# bat. her Pwwtier fcr*de eaa'.;tently taeresstdwfth. c pit I be fag
trmmtron other trades **afl Invested !a the colon "11r dc. Eag^y ad
h - ': d? h» r ■ r st ■ - ?.r > ? .-. sue . : > >n:,
: ' - -.*"■• - - - : • - :r .f Pur r ■ , >re -
safciag in OSm country grow tog consider i% --a weTth.iSl .'he airl§s-
ttoa cts iaea* sed the sh?o?fag / r cgland, hut soother factor rmptir*
?»r more shfpe *m the tag v®yD§e to and from the F roatier cossum*
tag Dppro triately twelve moan®, retjalrisc » gretter number of ships
th a f the e®r' s©s were of shorter 4nr*tlMhl&~ aother cedtatapormff
of the period ;ieclare<t that the sot,
: 3"' xtged *|-S to bald it; •: r)lOj such m D::.;jru of
shfpa ?sd segment th twe not only h w ^ MtFtataaegr
to nwtgete our asm 1 redes, hut -re become the car-.
rtare for others* eves where we h i tpt not Tnsde oor-
liolv.- . 1 '
'1 he a rlgetfoa nets nereesed shipping, treks, aa-J commerce bat the
merchant ctaas, Hfp^afftaK 9*naXk minority of the population tame*
f t ■ .«t 2 j the etc, h~- restrictions pi coo. on the colonies and
the people 1 aglsnei the legislation* farced r rise in the pri.ee of
co n ?od.lt en, restr cteb -naf.-cto:*ia-:, ni r iuo: ' U:- tr cv of lor-. Dpi
nations both to Eagfawl %nd the cMes, which w s » hiadr ace to the
people es k. te but wry taertttae to shipping sad trad#**®* ~2®ciraats,
horses, staves, drygoods, ■ ad cattle aim©at doubled IB hriee after the
»-osiag of the nm-mtim sets- .. he freight taenraed, for the eok® ats
wore limited to ehipplag their products only via lagtlsh vessels.1 •
The coaflnia^ of t!k? eeuoaer^ted .products to .-. aghad also caused a re-
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duetlcm 'n the prices of those commodities.1^ Vto© f d re -n a ins that
some phases c€ trade were hindered by the narlgafcloa els, 'hat the
mruber a£ merchant ships eswoll as the m it r of merchant* to ' ag-
laud Mid between 1060 ad 1633.^ ilie m verity of the contem-
;oor siy .atlioritics on trade as Olr Josioh Childf ,Tr Frauds Brewster,
• ad Ch'-Tlss D^'-venai^ w re of the opiniom that the as*If dloti acts were
the **0@ . Magna Ch nriM" and definitely were instrument ~1 to incre-.s-
Jug the trace and shipping of th mother country. Bowewr, there is no
w y of measuring the number c£ ships constructed bee-use of the acts,
but the result of this tegisistloa greatly enh ne a the shipping eai
tr -de of Efcgi-nd.1^
C. Effects of the c«iis:tioa -.no Fetttomeat
of this Colon? oa English .'hipping
I* Exports and increase la slaves
The settlement .ad r mid increase of the: we Ith of the West ladles
resulted in the title of "West Indian** si iodine for afSnence ..ad luxury.^
The production -of Jam des >.wl the other Front'er colonies supplied Eng¬
land with many necessities that she would h.-?e had to purchase from for*
signers, had she sot owned these possessions. Through the stale of the
products front the Frontier, she w.m able to keep a large- stock of hu&Son
In Eagt.ndjwithout which peennstani she would hwe had to export large
quantities to secure . the Mns of her people# - hrough her eoion. es
she tteowas able to more easily adjust her beh-.nce of trade,1®® and the
production of Jamaica was in part responsible for helping to fulfill the
desires and necessities of the English people.
The island grew from tSKigniflc . ace In 16&53 contributing aofhtog
to the wealth of i .agE-nd; In fact, the expense was great in holding .;nd
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maintaining the island for several years; however, eighteen sugar
works h .d been established by 1882.181 The production had Increased
ami sugar works numbered 47 by 187Q nd the planters were exporting
over 1,000,000 pounds of sugaj; with 100 ships trading to the island
from ail parts.1®2 The island had began to thrive by 107<^ and for the
dec de ending in 1879 the planters had been exporting an verage of
more than 2,000,000 pounds of sugar nmzally is addition to many more
Items.1®1 This production and prosperity was being made passible by
the constant increase in the slave population of the Island, tints, re-
claiming more ami more land. In 165-.- the planters owned 1,400 slaves
and by 1673 the number hid Increased to 0,50-4 si ves with a constant
request for .n unending supply.1®'* The planters were requesting from
3*000 to 5,000 slaves annually in the 1630s.1®® The sugar export of the
island had reached over 15,000,000 by 1630 with the qn ntlt,. soaring to
'•'bow? the 26,030,(XX) mark eight years later.1®® -repress wise, the
island of Jamaica had grown from that of an "infant** In 1855 to a "young
mm" by 168a and was to develop ato " rn nhood" in the eighteenth can-
Utry in the matter of production and exports. The island w s to become
the most prized possession of the British 7 est Indies.1®^
2, i:hipping and wealth of England
The shipping at Bngland had 'been over increasing in tr nsporting
the expanding production of the other frontier colonfee to market, nd
in the 1060s commodities in small quantities were bang exported from
Jamaica with the production developing more r pidly in the next decade,
creating an incess nt demand for more nd mere ships, pproalmftely
170 vessels from England and the colonies were entering the -ports of
annually
Jamaict/by 1675 sad biking away the sugar, logwood, .ndigo, and otter
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items of the island.*®^ Two years later thirty-five vessels from the
port of London alone returned with cargoes from Ja maica with twenty-
seven ships clearing in the same year for the island. The wealth
of famaica was accelerating, especi iilly in the latter 1670s and more
so in the 1630s. Forty-seven ships loaded conn- odities "n 'ort Royal,
Jamaica in 1678 for England*^ with the number increasing to approxi¬
mately sixty-five by the close of this period. 171
The vast amount of resources being shipped from Jamaica to
England meant an increase in the wealth of the mother country. The
value of the exports of sugar from all of the v. est Indies to England In
1090 was ^proximately £.250,000.172 From 1656-1833 a gradual yearly
increase in the wealth of England w s taking place resulting from her
overseas trade and home manufacture, and by 1083 the growth in wealth
of the country had risen to E2,000,000 nnu lly.173 The constant in¬
crease in the wealth of England largely as a result of her shipping is
set forth in the figures as indicated:
In 1800 the wealth of England was £>17,000,000
1630 " " " " " 23,000,000
" 1660 " " " " " 56,000,000
" 1688 " " " " " 38,000,000. note 174
D':-venant declared that England had prospered for 100 ye rs "by every
where extending its traffic as much as possible."175 The '" est Indies
possessions were a contributing factor in Engl nd attaining this wealth.
T he imports to England from the est Indies by 1700 were more than
£.629,000 with her exporting .hove £>313,000 to the lsl_ nds.^78 The
shipping mcl navig t on increased la proportion to the increase of the
colonies of England and any other area dependent upon them. ^7
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CH PTER VHI
THE FRONTIER INDIRECTLY EFFECTING ENGLISH SKIPPING
THROUGH THE; REQUIREMENT OF SL VES
A. West Indies
1. Barbados
a. Brief background of slavery
The Negro slave trade was being carried on several centuries
prior to its introduction on the Frontier. The Moors were the first
slave traders bringing the African blacks over the land route into
V estern Europe from which source the aristocrats of Spain and Portu¬
gal obtained their supply of blacks for use on their large estates. I he
transport of Negroes by land was soon to be supplanted by the ship, for
Prince Henry, The Navigator, began sending exploring expeditions along
the friean coast in the fifteenth century and had some experience in
coHecting a few slaves from the Canary Islands. Being man of money
and always looking for new projects, he decided to go into the slave busi¬
ness by sending a ship to frica in 1434 on a slaving mission; however,
no si ves were obtained. In 1442 another expedition was launched with
the result th t 235 Negroes were brought back to Portugal. This suc¬
cess paved the way for the waste 1 nd of Spain and Portugal to be culti¬
vated. lucr tive slave trade had been launched,* and by the death of
Prince Henry in 1460, an verage of 300 slaves to 700 slaves annually
were being imported into Portugal for use as servants by the wealthy
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f tUies of the eouatry.G
1 he year 1444 m y be called the beginning of "modern traffic
in Negroes** n the eaters world. The transport lion of the- frtc a
slave over w ter Iter 1441 ushered la a oev». enterprise for the poo-
pie of v. t-stern Laroae. By 1456, the slave tr&de "bad become - s ac¬
cepted -.ad profitable p rt of European commerce, and tb& privilege
of carry-ng the n be lag eagerly soo,rht.w® * hero is no record s to
boxr or when the first Negro si ve arrived on the Frontier, but "tr di-
tvoa hns it th t Cabt'obus carried one or two** on bis first voyage to
merle , for the slaves were plentiful is spaln when he set sail on
his initial voyage.*
Ihe first slave labor in the Heir v. grid was the Indian, who was
set sotted to such labor is temper? neat, diet, or custom, as z wm m
unsroflt fel - worker on the plant Hons* 1 he "isiaandi ie successor**
to the lad! i was the indentured senr nt, m ho iso was act adequate
in mate* to sup lily the labor do-a mi In the I- est Inches.^ Neat came
tbe Negro sbv^ awl the Initial importation of tin black man into the
■.:Jt Indk-... ;3 ttrd.Uted to th* Of bishop :.-:',TtbOitO:aCW :*}
1 .& Cases, of «v!li». ite. had a curacy in the intend of Cuba ecde- vor-
?ng to convert tte tad? as, la order to relieve tb ooor ere-tores of
some of their chores, the Bishop perawdeti 1 -nperor Charles V to
grant charters to some Genoese merchants in 1517 to import 4,300
slaves -nsnu ily to Cuba, Bispanial , uerio Kieo, r.nd Jam-'tea. Bar¬
tholomew de 1-s C^s^s insisted th t the frfeanww a slave from
b rth, deemed to perpetrat slavery, ^nd that no wrong was being com-
;Ti tied in tee ring the Negro In servitude.-1
The Negro slave wm transported to tte f est ladles from
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frica. The English traders had made voyages to the Canaries by
1528 and had reached the coast of frica by approximately 1530 in
their trading expeditions. WUliam E-wkins, f ther of John Hawkins,
trading with BrazT probably routed his ships via the Guinea coast in
1530, 1531, 1532, and 1536. He definitely had his ships on the fricnn
const in 1539-1540. fter this year, no records indicate that any Eng¬




River Sestos on the African co at where the traders found gold and
ivory.^ lthough many oerished. bee use of the sickly climate, an¬
other voyage was fitted out in 1554 returning with gold, ivory, and
"eertaine black slaves....the colde nd noyst aire doth somewhat of¬
fend them,"" The first 1 nglishrnan to participate in the slave trade
was John Hawkins. Backed by several lending merchants of England
in 1562, Hawkins set sail for the Guinea coast with two ships of 100
tons and one of 40 tons. He took 300 si ves on the coast nd sailed to
Hispaniola where the slaves were exchanged for hides, pearls, ginger,
and sugar. Hawkins returned to Engl nd in September, 1563, and pre¬
sented to the contributors of the voy ge a 1 :rge profit on their money.
The knowledge of this voyage not only excited the merchant traders
but the British government as well. A second voyage was planned the
following year, and Queen Elizabeth gave John Hawkins command of one
of her ships, the "Jesus," of 700 tons. V ith six ships, Hawkins set
sail fro u Ty mouth in October, 1564; and. in the Bay of Biscay the ships
were c ught in a storm, one blew up, one returned to England, and the
remaining four proceeded to fr'ca successfully completing the trading
mission. A third voyage in 1568 with six ships was a miserable failure,
after wh'ch time the English left the slave trade to the 'ortuguese,
Spanish, nd Dutch until the development of the British West Indies.9
Due to difficulties with the Portuguese coupled with the sickly
climate, the English did not t? -de to fries between 1563-1588. But
in th s later year, Elisabeth gr nted a p tent to men of London and
Devonshire to h ve exclusive trade on the Guinea coast for ten years.10
However, with the exception of John Hawkins* tr de in slaves,
and,
For complete lack of evidence to the contrary one
must conclude that between 1560 nd 1618 England's
only connection with the slave trade c me through cas-
u 1 captures of pr. zes carrying slaves. H
Sir Robert Rich nd other London merchants received a charter
from James I n 1818 granting them permission to tr- de on the Guinea
coast. The company failed in their project and the charter expired.
Sir Richard Young, Sir KeneLn Digby with sundry other merchants
were granted charter by Charles X in idol to establish a company to
tr de on the Guinea coast between Cape Blanco and Cape of Good Hope,
The grantees were given exclusive rights for thirty-one years. The
West Indies at this time were being settled by the E nglish, and as a
greater demand for slaves existed, the company built forts and ware¬
houses at great expense anticipating large profits from the slave trade.
However, the interference by the interlopers from England and other
Europe n countries resulted in the failure of the enterprise.-^
Charles II on December 18, 1660 granted charter to The Com¬
pany of lioyal dveaturers into 'frica with exclusive trade rights on
the « est co ,st of fric? from Cape Blanco to the Cape of Good Hope
for a period of one thousand ye rs. The company ws reorganized and
given a new ch rter on January 10, 1833 changing the na me to The Com¬
pany of Roy ,1 Adventurers of England Trading into frica. 13 The
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Morocco Company was formed in 1061 with the Duke of York end
Francis Lord TTlloughby as the ma lor holders obtaining the territory ">
A ^
from Qi'o-blanc:: to Cape Blanco. Ltany of the holders also had inter¬
ests in the ether frican company. These companies were farmed en¬
deavoring to force the Dutch out of the slave trade, who had been sup¬
plying the greater portion of the slaves to the English colonies.The
Company of Royal dventurers of England Trading into / firica had pl.ns
to supply 3,000 slaves nnually to the British West Indies; however, be¬
cause of the w r with the Dutch and other obstacles, the company faded
and surrendered its charter to the King in 1872, selling its property for
'
L34,00Q to the new company, the Royal frican Comp ny, chartered on
October 13, 1872.15
The Roy 1 frican Company r ised a subscription of Lll1,000 in
nine months, and among the subscribers were Charles II, the Duke of
York, and other men 'of we 1th, The company beg n to prosper and in¬
troduced into ]': nglmd a new method of making woolen goods and other
manufacturing processes, Large quantities of gold were imported, and
in 1873 nor than 50,000 guineas were coined. The company also be¬
gan importing new dye woods, ivory, wax and similar valuable commo¬
dities, in addition to supplying the Frontier with slaves.IS
b* Demand for si ves and employment of shipping
The Frontier colonies indirectly caused an increase in English
shipping through the perpetual demand and requirement of a large num¬
ber of slave laborers.
The stale crops of Barbados and the other V. est Indies posses¬
sions in the initial stages of settlement were not so specialized and
the labor consisted of servants and free whites. However, the Intro-
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duction of sugar into the isl.nds made the demand for the "human
livestock" of frica necessity for the successful production of that
commodity.I? The pi nters realized that only a continuous supply of
frican slaves could fulfil their needs, and m ke possible trie growth
12
and progress of the sugar islands.
"
lthough not many slaves were imported into the ir est Indies
prior to the Restoration, the m jority were transported to the isl nds
by the Dutch. The Dutch used Curacao as a center of trade for distri¬
buting the slaves to their own possessions as well s to the English,
Drench, and Spanish islands.^ The Dutch entered the slave trade
about 1600 and had fou'lt Fort Nassau on the Gold Coast in 1611-1612;
subsequently, building other forts nd establishing factories along the
frican coast from which slaves were being secured to supply the
V, est Indies.*® However, iter the Restoration, the English govern¬
ment cle rly understood the advantages of the "exclusive right of col¬
onial supply" and began to apply this principle to the frican slave
trade. 21
The introduction of sug r into Barbados resulted in the accumu¬
lation of the land into the hands of a few, which also meant that the
whites steadily declined while the number of slaves Increased. In
1645 the population of Barbados was 13,300 with 11,200 proprietors
and by 1667 only 745 proprietors were on the island.22 The whites
not only in Barbados but in the rem nder of the British islands began
taking measures to nrevent the uprisings of Negroes and. endeavored
to keep a certvn ratio of whites to blaeks, but usually the r tio of
whites was never commensurate to that set by lav/.23
'The Increased demand for sugar nd other V est Indian products
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by the middle of the seventeenth century resulted in an increased pro¬
duction with a proportion-! demand for slaves. The Royal * dventurers
in January, 1GS2 agreed to furnish slaves to the islands in lots as indi¬
cated:
Barbados at .... . .LIS per he d
Leeward Islands at. . . 16 " "
Jams'ca t. ...... 17 " "
Virginia at LIS per head.24
The comp ny would either take money or approximately 2,400 pounds
of muscovado sugar per head in lots in this year.25 Between ugust
11, 1663 and March, 1864, the company imported 2,350 slaves into
Barbados st an average price above L2Q per head.^ The planters,
however, had a definite shortage of labor between 1664-1867 because
of the Dutch wr. The company furnished very few slaves to the is¬
lands during wars, ere .ting hardships on the pi nters as well as the
merchants.^?
In order to retain a sufficient labor supply, the Caribbean planter
was frequently constrained to purchase new slaves. Birth rate among
the slaves w s low and infrequent, for the number of men to women was
often five to one. Stillbirths nd miscarriages were the usual, while as
many as one-fourth of those born alive died within the first two weeks,
nother fourth or more died while still in babyhood. The death rate
among men and women was "app Hing." Death, either by suicide or
disease, took one-fourth of the slaves within the first three years of
their life in the V est Indies.2® Those slaves that did survive in Bar¬
bados "in the worst period of English si very" had a life expect ncy
of sixteen years.29
The de th rate in the islands among 11 peoples was high, es¬
pecially in the summer season. The burl Is in Barb des between 1640
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and. 1608 were excessively feigh.30 in 1833 out of a population of
06,000 persons, 1,020 were buried.3* 7bus, the rapid death r tecf
the slaves along with the reclaiming of new creage, required large
number of si. ves which employed considerable number erf men nd
shSps.32
*he company offIci, Is reported In .Xamtary, 1685 to the King- that
the enterprise erf the company was employing "....above XCK3 sail of
w good ships ye riy..«»"«3 ;-laves were difficult to oLt in in war time
iid trends hard I iUatgftby'declared in 1667 that the Negroes were
"so excessive scarce -nd deer are they now Hi t the poor planters
will be forced to go to foreign pi-: nations for a livelihood."3^ Bar-
ever, in June, 1807 four ships arrived from fries with 1,000 slaves
or at that time
for Bsite dos.-5® The company off er 1^/were reporting that about
6,000 slaves nasuaEy were-being imported into the frontier; this,
statement was mexagger ties, for the war h d prevented the com¬
pany from sending si- <ves to the Frostier md the colonies were com-
pit in'jsg of the lack of slaves, I he supply continued to be scarce and
In 1060 evidence indicated that the company was mined and wan not
able to suprfy efficient 1 borers to the olmters. The island needed
about 7,500 slaves by 1672 to .real' ce the losses and fulfill the current
demand.3®
1 w i 7 r , the n.-r co a ; ny, tf c ml ifiean Csmvany, began
to prosoer : nd between 1674 and 1073 thirty-nit*.' vessels were eta-
oloyed in suoolyfng Barbados, Nevis, T~.m*ica, and Virgin* with slavea.37
The company mported approxl mrtely 15,898 slaves into Barbados be¬







































































































































































































































































































The planters in Barbados were prospering to such an extent
in the 1670s that Governor A tkins declared in 1677 that 2,000 to j,000
slaves were needed nnually to fulfill the demand of 1 bor.^® In the
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1670s six to eight ships were employed annu lly, la dditlon to interlop-
ice ships, in furnishing sl'-ves to Barbados,40 with m m ny as approxi¬
mately eighteen In 1633.41 'The -majority ol the ships employed by the
Eoyal dventwrers were hired,43 ad the Royal friern Company owned
Art of the ships transporting 11b goods prior to the revolution.^ The
Royal frlaan Company -eat out 185 ships between 1080-1634 of which
I •. or Lro T "th rmy of the *Tv s nder" being e mil craft and being
permanently keoi on the •*£r!e-n coast.44 The company had a few
small ships U^t shuttled slaves from Gambia to B. rb- dos -ad the other
slsnds. Ithough the company hired the m- iority of their ships used in
the slave tr de» normally the vessels were not employed by the company
throughout the triangle of trade. The ships would leave England, pro¬
ceed to "frfea, pick up slaves; thence to the T est Indies at which place
the contr-ct between the company nd the services of the ships would
usually end.. More ships were hired for the complete triangle trade after
1689 as the products of the Front? r increased In value on the m rbet.
hen necessary, the co ip ny would employ the ships for the complete
triangle, for the corns frequently took sugar and commodities in ex¬
change for the slaves. Sugar to the amount of 4»&8,8Q0 pounds was
imported la 1680-1682 by the company Into England from Barbados and
Jamaica,4^
The company In hiring the ship© to transport slaves to the Fron¬
tier would usn .lly pay the shlpm si r so mch per he ad, which was kA
10s *n 1630, for each live slave delivered to B; rhadoa.4^ This was nn
rite i >t to get the c ?t on a£ the ship to • rr-ve at the destinationwith as
many live slaves as possible.4? The average cost of the slave, on the
f fr c a coast between 1676 and 1838 was fc:i with the cost doubling - nd
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tripling in the next dec de.43 The supply of Barbados lone in slaves
was a lucrative business, and many merchants became wealthy in deal¬
ing in the slave trade to the Frontier. The Royal frican Company had
approximately LI50,000 constantly engaged in the frican traded and
the company paid six dividends between 1874 and 1681,SO with eight
dividends being paid between 1680 and 1892.51 These dividends indi¬
cate the profit In the si ve trade and account for the constant interlop¬
ing on the monopoly of the company.52 Barbados required a large num¬
ber of slaves; the number of blacks in the Island in 1645 consisted of
5,68055 with, the number Increasing to 48,502 by 1634; hoc/ever, many
more titan the numbers Indicated were imported into the island because
of the large death rate of the slave. 54
The slave trade depended on the demand of the sugar planta¬
tions of the West Indies,55 and although the traders usually loaded ap¬
proximately two si ves on board for each ton of ship,56 many lo ded
more, which resulted in a heavy death toll enroute to the plantations.
Edwyn Stede of Barbados reported to the company in January, 1879
stating that he had sent a cargo of siwves to Nevis, but
♦...wee took a shore which were not fitt to be sent not
being able to stand all of which are deed?-.—notwith¬
standing wee used all possible care to preserve and
recover them....the 45 Negroes brought on shore....
the mortality which w s great among the n by reason
of their stop here....and it doth most certainly appear
to us the great mortality of Negroes....was occasioned
by the ship being overcrowded and pestered with the
supernumerary Negroes taken into that ship not hav¬
ing Roome to Stow or Clean them for wee never saw
soe stinking foule and Nasty ship In our Lives.57
Disregarding sanitary conditions, food and disease, the mortality rate
among the slaving ships was due to the captains overloading in order
to secure those extra freight charges. The overlo ding, however, re-
suited in unsanitary conditions and occasionally brought on epidemics
of flux and fevers, representative of the company in 1681 suggested
that the ships be restricted in loading slaves which would reduce the
death rate enroute to the Frontier.S3 The conditions in the middle pas
sage were frequently the cause of the large death rate of the Negroes
on the plantation, for it was not uncommon for planter to purchase
slaves which had been exposed to disease on board ship and the Ne¬
groes would die within few days after purchase. 52
The death rate among Negroes on board ships while waiting for
a full cargo on the coast of frica was sometimes app lling. One re¬
port declared th t in twenty days of w iting for a load, eighty Negroes
perished and the ship had to be dispatched without a full cargo.82 Im¬
mediately upon arriv 1 on the Frontier, the slaves were sold as soon
as possible for "Negroes are not only very chargeable and perishable,
but it is impr ct'c -ble to keep any qu ntity unsold for many days; we
must part with them for wh t we can get."®1 Some shipmasters esti¬
mated 15 per cent loss enroute and 4 per cent to 5 per cent loss in
port in the West Indies while the slaves were being sold.®^ The com¬
pany officials in 1880 reported th t the slaves were costing L4 to £.5
in frica and that the mortality rate enroute to the Frontier was 25
oer cent.8? Figures kept by the co ipeny, in f ct, indicate that in this
year the mortality rate of more th n 5,000 slaves imported into the
^ ~ a v*- ■ ,»■
v est Indies, the enroute passage took 27 2/3 per cent.0^ The com-
p ny between 1880 ;nd 1688 took on 60,783 si ves in frica and lost
23 2/3 per cent on the middle passage to the V- est Indies. Thus, the
mortality of the enroute pass ge was high. In some ye rs the losses
were as great as 28 per cent nd 29 per cent.85 T he rate of de th on
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the aiddte pa&suge was reduced «rith?.a the Beit decides.
However, in 1707 the ttecter Honw^s made that la order to supply
the FreesImp with 25*000 stevwi yearly, a salaiom.'n of JO,000 would
tew tote parch sed a fr. : to "How for -sort ttty, nc (Mi
would
is : on the -.ssuuption that U shSpa^arrive safely.®0
The supply -of stew labor m tto® Froattar depended to a great
extent m the eendltlees -a "ftHea. Sf tribal w^rs were fit .progress*
slaws were e sily cMeiaedf fer tribes making: prisoners of their
neighbors would sell »)l such c - otlvss to the slaving ship®. 1 hue,
the supply on the Frontier would fee -deqpMte, but at peace reigned
a;rtoag the n Uw% stews wer« dlff cult to secure which ladlc-ted
ttetl ctors affecting the etew on the eo^st of frlc end the ship-
board .p ssage, effected production, and indirectly th t of trade, on
the Frontier*
The laMMtM of BatMtoe' continued ti loorease in the
liSOs ad the stew population of th fstead expended fro® 36,666 ;n
133068. 43#00« four ye rs tester.® The number of stews












The e&mpMBfr tended 60,783 slates^* on 249 sh-pe^ on the enest of
fric ■ during this period for delivery to the T. est ladles. This was
m iwri|t of 244; stews per ship loaded In Africa with ■■.jproatlaa. -tsly
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23 2/6 per cent dying eurouto,resulting in the island of Barbados re¬
ceiving efooufce 2,831 sieves Annually. The figures indicate th't the




.;he Urn ru Islands ,5 ithvidu ily of less acreage than
B rbsdos, required a smaller number of si,yes, and consisted mostly
of sm ilf .rmers.73 Tobacco, ginger, cotton, and indigo were the
crops of the isl. nds with the conversion to sugar beginning in the 1650s,
sad, the labor requiremeat was less thanw.s to be necessary at a later
date. The small number of slaves thnt were needed In this decade
purchased from the Dutch an ; private slavers.74 Ithough the
planters desired slaves in the decade of the 1660s, few were imported
Into the slaads, not only because of the need being small, but during
the war, the importation of slaves by the company was almost nlL^S
Ifae expansion of production of the Lcm rd Islands in the 1670s
resulted In the clem- nd for more slaves. The islands were reported
by Governor ' heler m 1071 s ma in;: >D :T ves t thnt time, "111' salcl
that Nevis was not half planted for lack of slaves.78 1 he Dutch war
in 1871 did limit the iterations of the r oy 1 fric n Company, but
some si -ves were Imported into the Leeward Islands.77 The planters
were complaining of the lack of Negroes, ajid the slave holders of
ntigua reported th t only one e rgo cf si ves had been sent to the
sland c irect between 1872 and 1886; however, Nevis was the slave
mart of the islands and the distribution center far alaws.78 The
2*4-0
Montserrat planters declared In 1630 that the company had sent only
two ships to that island since the Dutch nd French took it in 1866,
and that slaves were scarce, thereby compelling the plantation owners
to plant some tobacco and indigo because of the lack of labor to plant
sug r cane.^9 St. Christopher in the same year was complaining of
the lack of Negroes and declared that those received in the island from
Nev s were frequently refuse slaves.'2^ Two years later, however, the
price of slaves was declining as the market was being glutted with such
labor#8* -hd thereafter planters were reasonably supplied with slaves
do
for the remainder of this period.
b. Importation of slaves and shipping employed
The hopes of the officials of the Company of Royal " dventurers
were to furnish the Frontier with the necess ry slaves and realise a
sizeable profit for all stockholders of the co up- ny. Moon after begin¬
ning its oper tions, the company got into financial difficulty and had
to be reorganised. The Dutch war resulted in further difficulties for
the company, and before 1672, Indications were in evidence that the
company w 3 not successful; the property was sold to the new Roy 1
frican Company in this year. The Royal dventurers never imported
mapy slaves Into the Leeward Islands.33 The representative of the
company in March# 1864 sent 300 slaves to Nevis and t. Christopher,8^
nd between 1865 and 1672 no Negroes had been shipped into the Is-
1 nds by the company. Private traders, however, with licenses from
the Royal dventurers had.imported 30 slaves into Nevis end an ad¬
ditional 300 into ntigua end Montserr t. The pie titers of the Leeward
Islands h d only received 800 slaves in the seven years between 1665
and 1672.85 The slave population cf the four Leeward Islands in 1672
2kl
consisted of only 3,204 slaves.3^ The progress of the Islands began
to advance in this decade, with an increased importation of slaves
and an expanding exportation of sug r and the lesser commodities of
the islands. Early in 1674, the islands began receiving an annual sup¬
ply of slaves as indicated. The Negro population of the four islands
had reached 0,449 by 1678 with the number continuing to inerease.87
Year No. Ships Slaves Imported
into L. L















Total 56 ships91 10,189 slaves9^
The figures indicate, allowing for loss enroute, that approximately six
ships were employed in importing an aver ge of 879 slaves into the
Leeward Islands annually. More si ves were brought into the islands
in the 1670s nd 1630s than the figures indicate, for 'nterloping in¬
creased in this period.93 The Dutch also were importing slaves Mo
the islands in 1687.94
8» Jamaica
a. Labor requirements
Jamaica was by Lr the largest British possession in the V. est
Indies with fertile-productive land resulting in a constant greater de-
2h2
maud for slaves than In the other Islands, frican Negroes were im¬
ported into Jamaica as labor supply as early as 1518,95 but were
never brought into the M nd in large numbers until the capture of
the island by the English and the introduction of sugar cane.
The planters began the production of sug r in 1630 and almost
immediately requests were lade lor slaves and servants to till
the soil, j he '":-oyal dventurers Company was furnishing some slaves
to the island In the 1660s nc was allowing the pi liters six months
credit in paying for their Negroes.96 rn 1055 the supply of slaves
was not commensurate with the uemand,^ and in 1670 Modyford
wrote that u Jaraaic; only needed whites and blacks" to turn the is¬
land into great production center.98
The exports were gre tly increasing in Jamaica In the 1670s,
and although a yearly supply of slaves were being imported into the
island,99 the number was so lacking in meeting the demand that some
merchants in 1675 were purch sing slaves In Barbados at E17 per
head nd selling them in Jamaica at L22 to L 24 each. 198 The high
price of slaves in the island lso encouraged interlopers, and because
of the lucrative trade of the slave, the /frican companies were always
having trouble with traders Infringing upon their monopoly. 101 H.
Molesworth of Jamaica wrote in May, 1679 that the island was well
supplied with slaves and that the company was in good standing with
the planters, thus facilitating the suppression of interlopers. 192 How¬
ever, tills seems to have been a letter endeavoring to make the govern¬
ment officials of England believe that the slave supply was adequate,
no interlopers existed, and thst all was well. Far the following year
the planters were petitioning the Lords of Trade and Plantations that
2**3
tfe cornp.iny could sell 3,000 sltves to 4,000 staves yearly at M8 to
fej.7 per head*^ In lots 03 w s lbs agreed price set by the Rqy 1
frlcaa Company in 1072; the planters continued to request six months
cr dit at 20 per ceafc.*^ L ter in 1630, the Royal fricam Company
agreed to supply the pi •nters with slaves at fe.18 per head, but in 1683
the company endeavored to bre k the contract declaring that the price
c£ slaves h d increased or the Mrlc n coast bee use.- of Interlopers.
The ring, however, ordered the company to continue to supply the
pi nters at the price as agreed.*^
. he 'si ad wns prospering in the 1680s more th n in any pre¬
vious period. i T ves ;n 16 i2 were being sold for cash; whereas in the
past the alantsrs hnd shr- ys requested six months credit and loiter.
The Negro was so much In demand, that even though reedy money was
;iV■ 11 ble for the purchasing of the slaves, not enough of these human
livestock were being Imported into the isl nd to satisfy the requests
of the >1 wk<:ta£W 'Ihe company w .s requested to Import 5,000 slaves
in 1683 >nd 3,000 Negroes in succeeding years. In 1634 the cora-
0 ny agreed to I mport 5,(XX) slaves In that year and 3,OCX) ye rly;133
the Initial number of slaves were not imported into the island, but in
some ye rs the company did Import 3,DO } slaves or more into the is-
iaad.109
The malnrds were purchasing a few slaves from Jamaica when
the Negroes were available, but the demand of the planters usually ab¬
sorbed all th t were sh oped into the island.uu Thomas Lynch re¬
ported In July, 1683 that 2,000 to 3,000 slaves could have been sold to
the Co nish If such a supply were on hand, but as the planters had m>m
to sell, he h d let interlopers sell 130 to the £psni rds.iiA Two yes.ro
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later the Spanish came to the Island ad finding no slaves vaSable,
proceeded to Barbados hoping to secure a cargo In that Island.**2
Slaves, however, were being sold to the oanish from Jamaica In the
1630s, for the council of Jam c In 1689 declared th t within the
oast six ye rs, n-ny .of the best slaves had been sold to the
Spaniards with the planters having to purchase the refuse sl-ves at
esorb't at rates.**3 s long as there was » lebor shortage, some
pi•• liters were ■ ]w?ys dissatisfied with the lebor supply, aid similar
complaints were ;m»ob bly being made in the eighteenth century when
the slaves in the island reached more than 300,000 In number.**^
b. Importation oi slaves ad shipping employed
Jamaica became an important possession of hngland bee use
of the effect cf the importation of the frican peoples Into that island
fulfilling the labor demand and resulting in its ric* to wealth ad pres¬
tige. The increase in the pcpolatioa of the Island, the number of si* vea
rnported, and the ships e iployed in bringing the 1 borers to Jamaica
re evidence of the -progress and growth of this possession.
The perpetual request far Slaves soon .-*fter the capture mo sc~
ctiring of Jamaica, aturaLly resulted in the? increase of the Nagro
population. The pi liters canoed 1,400 slaves**§ in 1658 with the num¬
ber expending to 11,810 by 1670.*10 curing the&r years the exports
of the island, were consistently increasing, causing more land to be
red imed with a further growth, exp mslon, end cutout of the Island,
The slave trade wss a profitable industry, for bete?sen 1878 nd 1689
the usual charge of the m ster of the ship to ir mspart slaves from
fries to Jamaica was -bout *,5 6s with the price doubling during war¬
time.**7 x he planters began receiving regular .nuuai simply of
2^5
bf 1679, ^-Ithaugh the ssraber w.*s not slerys sufficient to -neefc
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Ismaies, on the basis of these figures ^®s rteefcrlag *m wersge of
3,087 slirsms annually for the 0 jrsra, and employing op:^ror!tnately
10 Mas !a traasiserttog' these Mbaears to tot totnafl. The Feat ladles
wo*1st toe received a jjuch greater m&ber of si; vre If the loss had
not ton so grest daring the .^ddEte s»»s ge.
The sieves lo <$&cl in 'trie by the company, the ships s aploysd,
the master of stives delivered to th» West todies, and the lees is as
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Tha 349 ships averaged 147 teas ossh1^ an^dtojfpsrddag interlopers,
the plater® of the Frontier for .these years w#e employing ipppesi-
... . ......
y
lately 23 ships aanwBy is supplying their labor needs. The majority
of these ships has ^resdfcr been seconded tor us trading betreen Bag-
tend and the* Frontier, tor saost of the ships apon aatexding their slaves
took or s cargo 0? Frostier coara»catie£ • ad suited for Instead. Only
. a Ml anmfeer 'shuttled" between Itrie? tad toe laortesm aoteafeo.*^*
The aemfcer of ships importing steves into the Frostier is lfOl bed la-
creased to 194 afclss,*^ lsta»iee in toe eighteenth ceatary became the
center ef toe stew tarda m well *s the largest British sngar producing
Mat*2* The discovery of morlea end His lead being pr ctlcally void
of ?* labor -mmly made toe elw? trade * permaaete find lucr**tlvt bant-




shall be slaves -s their f thers mere, for the term
of their lives.135
In 1371 the coloi^r passed legislation encour gin*;, the L.iport-'ttoa of
slaves, but the number purchased by the pi- nter-.were insignificant
eves after such action. South Caroline recognised si very legally
'n 1632, but the pi -liters by 1720 ora&d oiAy 12,000 slaves.137 siw-
ery In North Caroline was controlled more by custom, nd legislation
concern!ng the slave w s del yed until 1715 in that colony.^3 ithougfa
VirgMs imported the largest number of slaves, the small influx of
Negroes eves by the close of the century was "too small to affect
seriously the economic life of the catony/**3®
2. Northern colonies
Very few sl-ves were ever Imported nto the northern colonies,
nest only because this type of 1 bcr was not de unacted nthnt ares be¬
e-use of the commodities produced, but the Negro was not too adant-
•■ ble to the dirarte.^®
Slavery, however, was recognized officially in Connecticut in
1650, the act stating that Indians harming Individuals of the colony
may be made to .serve the colonists or be br-ded for si ves.*** The -
people owned no slaves try 1678,^ but four years later three car four
slaves were being Imparted yearly and sold for approximately h%2
each; however, they were used nd thourht of mostly :s serwnte
rather then as slaves.1^6
Few blacks were occ •sfonally Imported into Boston from
B -rbados, Jamaica, and the other isF-ads In exchange for provisions;
small number n 1379 were brought Into 'lymouth.^^ Ihe follow-
Irspj yeer Plymouth had only a few slaves except Indian women and
2**9
hoys "t tea ia Um ki® ® r; as blacfc brought th" ;r, .0 v? few
brought to Boston.... t to ?••'>; the mmfeei* of htocto IK:re to
i v xxo : :mtely five or sb? Memoes t ere bom 'n
LissMSsdMBotto ye rly by lQoO,1^8 ad the mmber of si ms In thet
colony*; 3 cot 'toe- ti.bC nthsye.T.1^
No rider^zice Is pttii to MQT slawss la Maine -ad Near
H-.^5pshlre anta fter the close of this p©r*ocU. The conh'ned nor-
thorn colonies ha ' n est' nr?ttd 200 im.i ?» the colonies la 1878
rnth onli . 11 at'Jitioa 1 mi-aber by 1638.^ Thus, the contin¬
ent"! coloak , ur n this period cf sits y e aoloyod n laslpiitffc^ist
ou -;■ ■ r f ' r yp h- ■ .; ■& tr'-a 't 7" >" . L
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England, not hvlng a single settlement n merica at the
close at the sixteenth century, was never expected by the major
powers of Europe to become the gre test maritime power of the
world. However, E ngland was on isl sad ad was forced Into trade,
for she d!d not have the resources t home to supply the wants of
her people. She lacked the essentials for the bulking and rigging
of her ships; she needed dye for the manufacturing of cloth; nd
eiany other commodities that she could not produce i home, The
••jtibilc also demanded Its merchant marine to supply them the lux¬
uries of life tfier foreign trade had introduced such commodities.
Thus, her livelihood, trade, ©nd cornmaslcstlons depended on her
slipping; nd through the Initiative, aggressiveness, nd love of
the sea hy her people, £ agland eveutu lly became an island of plenty.
The discovery at merle w ,s probably tije greatest event that
ever ha .opened In the history of England, for she w s geographic Hy
located on the sea l ues to this near land giving her preference to
the richest and most valu Me stock of wealth la tie world. The his¬
tory of the expansion of .Engl nd Is really the history of the growth
and development of the I relish merchant marine; the growing of her
fleet of ships was partially a result at the founding of each additional




The founding of Virginia was the initial permanent colony and
the beginning of the development of the large merchant fleet that was
to result from the great mount of resources coming from the col¬
onies of the meric n Frontier. The settlement of Virginia w s by
private enterprise, and the people of England d d not realize for
many ye rs later the importance of the Frontier to the nation.
T obacco was the first v luable export of Virginia, but the com¬
modity was so scarce and expensive in the first h If of the seventeenth
century that only the affluent could afford the article. The planters
of the colony were exporting over 1,000,000 pounds of tobacco by 1G29
with the quantity increasing yearly. By 1650 the mother country still
had feu/ m nuf ctured articles for export, but w s looking to the Fron¬
tier for rat- m terials from which she was to develop her industries.
T he exports of tobacco by 1663 had reached more th n 7,000,000 pounds
and six years later the Inh bitants cf Virgin!, had raised the figure to
more than 9,000,000 pounds. In 1667 about 100 ships loaded Virginia
tobacco, which Indie ted the increased shipping of the colony.
During the 1660s the industry of England was expanding and the
merchants began exporting shoes, boots, clothing, nails, guns, and
similar necessities Into the colony. This valuable article of tobacco
along with other products of the Frontier was not only causing an im¬
petus In Industry but was ffectlng the economy of England as a whole
by bringing about the construct-on of new docks, larger and more stow¬
age buildings; the migration of the people erf the interior to London and
other ports which were participating in the Frontier tr de; and indica¬
tions of prosperity were evident in many other professions. The col¬
onies had become the "farm" of the English people providing them
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with new foods and wealth.
The demand for tobacco by the people of England nd Europe
provided for still greater production of this commodity, with the out-
out In 1675 amounting to more than 11,000,000 pounds with the ex¬
ports increasing by a million pounds in the following year. England,
by this ye r, was re -exporting pproximately one-half of the com¬
modities of the Frontier further denoting the advancement in her
shipping and tr - de. Maryland was exporting about one-third of the
amount of tobacco as the colony of Virgin in 1678, but about ten
ye rs later, her production was almost commensur te to that of
Virgin' . The export of tobacco to I ngland from Virginia, Maryland,
and. Carolina by the close5 of this study had reached almost 20,000,000
pounds with n addition ! 3,000,OCX) pounds being imported into Ireland.
pproximately one -half to two-thirds of this commodity by 1688 was
being re-exported throughout Europe, resulting in a considerable an¬
nual sum in customs to the government and forcing lively trade acti¬
vities in England. The trade of the three colonies were of such im¬
portance to England that approximately 200 English ships by 1888 were
annually employed in trafficing with these overseas possessions.
The Middle colonies were of much less importance to England
th- n their southern neighbors, for the products were about the same
as th t of England, with the exception of beaver skins and similar
pelts. The beaver skins were the gre test in demand, nd iter Eng¬
land obtained New York from the Dutch, the colony began exporting
35,000 to 40,000 skins annually to England, lbany was the fur trad-
ng center of the American Frontier with the fur trade depending 1-
most solely upon the traffic with the five Indian tribes in that area.
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t pprdfKirrntely LI,000 in pelts were exported from New York be¬
tween 1874 and 1677. New Jersey nd tlie Pennsylvania area also
participated in the fur trade but in much less degree than New
York. However, by 1688, the colonies were turning to the utili sation
of the other natural resources and the production of provisions with
the result of the decline of the fur trade with only about 9,000 furs
being exported in 1887.
V- haling was another industry of New York ind New Jersey;
settlers from Massachusetts came to Long Island as early as 1640
and began securing their livelihood from this profession. However,
the unsatisfactory equipment for c pturing the whale prevented this
industry from advancing to of much import nee to shipping in this
period of study.
New York had the largest population of the diddle colonies and
was of mar? i mport nee "n trade to England. These possessions had
a lucrative tr de to the other Frontier colonies and especially to the
West Mies in furnishing; the settlers bread, wheat, cattle, net horses.
In exchange for these commodities, the merchants imported sugar,
tobacco, indigo, molasses, rum, logwood, cocoa, and similar products.
In 1669 n:ne cargoes of tofc cco from Virginia were Imported into
New York. The majority of these commodities was re -exported to
Engl nd with an occ sional load of timber and masts. By 1638 these
two colonies were employing approximately fourteen English ships
annu lly, and by the close of the century, New York lone was tr ns-
acting a total trade with England of L68,978 nnually.
The Pennsylvania and Delaware areas were just beginning to be
settled in 1882, but as a considerable number of people were lready
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In the r on the arr'v 1 of *. II s n Perm, the colonies beg n to
progress more rapidly th n If Inhabitants had not already been on
the land. The products of this area were 'boot the same as those
of New York -nd New Jersey: wheat, m s, flour, pork, bread, bat¬
ter, nd tot eco. 1 he colony began to trude wfch the 1 est ladles
fter 1685 and was exchanging the tob eco, sugar, and indigo for
noaittif ctured goods of i cgland. In 163S three ships crme to *en-
nsylvnia from I nglnnd with passengers; three years later, four
ships from the port of London registered as proceeding to this col¬
ony. :he product on of tob'cco in ennsylvani was ;ncre -slug
ye rly w ith one-tenth of the produce of that colony In 1697 being
toteeco. The increase in production resulted in the trade of the
colony with I ngiand reaching pprmimstely 1*23,000 by the close of
the century. The number of ships tr ding to Log1 nd nnu-Tly h d
Increased to approximately six by 1668 with great incre se within
the first decade of the next century. 'I has, the combined .total of Eng¬
lish vessels employed .••niai My by the Middle colon!*s by 1088 w ,.s
pproadm tcly twenty vessels.
The New I ngl nd colonies of M me, New Hampshire, Massa¬
chusetts, Rhode Island, nd Connecticut were considered by some
contemporaries rs pr~mdlc al to the trade, shipping, and economy
of the mother country because of competing with her n shipbuilding
and in supplying the other colonies with fish and provisions. How¬
ever, the inhabitants of these possessions bee me a vent for the in¬
dustry of England, importing large qu ntHes of shoes, clothing,
utensils, plows, and many otter finished products.
The produce at the colonies not being in de.ti nd in 1 ngland
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resulted !n the development of tr de with the West Indies and con¬
tinental colonies. Large -p ntities of produce of the other Frontier
possessions were imported into New England nd re-exported to
f.I ngland. in English ships. £ aglish ships also were coming to
the New England co- st, taking ma c rgoes of fish and tr nsparting
this commodity to 11 parts of Europe :nd especially Tpaln, Portugal,
France, .s well es to England and the v est Indies. V'haling also was
an industry of New England and the products usu lly became - partial
cargo of many of the ships transporting Frontier commodities to Eng¬
land*
Lumber and masts were commodities of these colonies with Mew
11 mpshfre le ding in the .production of t -iber. n occasional c rgo
of lumber was exported to England with some ships picking up lumber
for England In the V est Indies th t had been transported to those col¬
onies from Mew England. The ra/st tr d© had developed whereby f ng-
land was importing by 1871 ten cargoes from New Hampshire ' una lly,
but' nglandw .s still able to supply pi nk from her own forests and oc-
c sionally supplementing her supply with plank from the Baltic.
Mew Engl nd was not only the shipbuilding center of the uteri-
can Frontier, but in 1876 the merchants of S nglsnd placed an order
with the flew England shipbuilders for thirty shios. Although ships
could be constructed on the Frontier for approximately fc.4 oer ton,
the D nes nd Dutch could build che :xmr> for labor In those countries
w s much less than in the colonies. 'Throughout this period of study,
the B ngl'sh merchants continued to purch use ships from these coun-
to
lr---■ o •;.••• U / u IT considerable number m ri me.
The New England colonies by 1633 were employing pproximately
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sSity-nine English vessels with an addition 1 six English built ships
owned by merchants of Boston trading to England, nd four plants -
t'on built ships trading between Boston nd England. Thus, the New
England colonies were employing a considerable number of ships and
men, -nd augmenting the dvcncernent of the wealth of England.
Engi ne! cquired possessions n the est Indies which became
greater ssets to the mother country during this period of study than
the continent-:. 1 colonies; however, the mainland possessions "nthe
eighteenth century surpassed the wealth of the " est. Indies. Barb-das
was the first most impart nt island settled In the ' 'est Indies. The
original crops of the sland consisted erf tobacco, indigo, ginger, and
cotton with tob eco be Tig the main money crop. This crop gave way
to the competition of the continental colonies, but mainly because of
the much greater profit in sug r production. The sugar can? was in¬
troduced into the island in 1641, but not until 164? did the planters
begin to successfully learn the art of processing end curing the juice
of the sugar cane.
The tr de of Barbados was relatively small until the introduc¬
tion of the sugar industry. The farms were divided into increments
of f ve, ten, twenty, and thirty :cres; and pi nted in tobacco, ginger,
indigo, and cotton. The wealth of the planters began to nere se slowly
in the late 1640s with a greater -dv nee nent of trade and production
in the ensuing years* The best land on the island in 1650 was produc¬
ing 4,000 pounds of sugar per acre nd a mini mum of 2,000 pounds.
This commodity being in great dem nd in England and Europe soon
brought the colony "nto prominence and wealth; sugar became "king"
of the island. The planters by 1655 exported mor than 13,000,000
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pounds of this v luable article to Engl nd and 8 years later the a-
mount imported Mo England was above 16,000,000 pounds. The
commodity was of such importance to England that it was put on the
enumerated articles list in 1860, and the value of the island by 1666
h d become seventeen times as rich as before the introduction of
the sugar cane.
The constant demand of sugar forced a continued increased
production of this commodity whereby above 20,000,000 pounds were
exported in 1669 in addition to ginger, indigo, and cotton. The pro¬
duction of this island was increasing the shipping, tr^de, and wealth
of England s well as effecting a reduction in the price of sugar, rack¬
ing possible the use of this commodity by the lower income groups of
the country. Sugar was such a profitable crop that the pi ntatlon own¬
ers n 1872 were not producing enough food for even one-fourth of the
population. '11 available law! was utilised in the planting of sugar and
the production of this commodity by 1675 was much more than E ngl; nd
could consume resulting in approximately 50 per cent erf the commo¬
dity being re-exported. Eight years Ester approximately 28,OCX),000
pounds of sugar was imported Mo England from Barb -dos. In this
ye r 353 sugar mills nd works were in Barbados processing the cane
juice into rauscov do sugar nd some white sugar. The Island was
nothing more than one huge sugar factory.
The number of slaves in the island increased throughout this
period of study nd the production advanced accordingly. Barbados,
by the close of this study was employing about 140 English ships an¬
nually, nd the island was truly a "r re pearl" in the Crown of England.
The acquisition of J raaic in 1655 added a prise possession to the
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Crswra of ...aglaad, ad the? people beg' a to n> I'm -imost far the
first tlas tfe© v lae of the *-' eat Indian Islands. The superior quality
of the sag..r of Jsarelcs bec-sae recognised ty IS65, and from this
<fete* the progress of the isl ad vrs almost continuous except during
retarding periods, as in t .me of w*r and similar factors that are de¬
trimental to production sad tr-de. Jam. let was the largest Msad of
the -r est ladSm gmmmtem ,.ad had ... greater vsrleiy of products
than did her sister almis. dsaeato# cocoe, cotton# ad dyesroa&i
neere secondary export items* ami as 'mmss&l fetsoad lor these
commodities existed# with the ^.ngUsh people retiring gro- ter quan¬
tities in the a&xi century.
pprcucUastely 100 vessels of ill types were trading to the Is-
l. -nd by i6TO ^ad exporting mare tfe a 1*003^000 petrols of sugar in
addition to the second ry cropSt .."he progress of production «ad
tr'dt ia this decade greatly saseeeded that of the 1660s# In 1677
thirty-five vessels entered the port of Lenta tone from 1 -mole
pad taMfeMNwen. cleared that pert enroute to the island in the s me
your. 3 be saaahear of Lngilsh ship© making their <wy to Jamaica con-
testa to lucre .se from the inception of the- trade of th# !stea&, -in the
decide of the 1073s sa aver ge of over 2,Q0Qt0QQ pounds of sugsr we
exported iBan%i w& the coatlaajog demand for this item is addition
to the v rlous other eosamod&fss resulted hi^smate. becoming a
tbrlv ng island of trade and commerce* 7he aland consisted of mor-
than £#•'£&,030 .cres af lass, sad only 1 acrs of every 703 ?<a*s was
n cttitenrtioa sa ii7o; this me at th t ilk? jsI jk: is addition to Its a-?agr
British
products h ■. greater potent'm tl.m gf wt lib th n of the e4hef/; est
ladles, .ho land *• >s fertile ~od 11 crs:;s -d-'.ptahte to.tho dim t rrow
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profusely, Sugar was the staple crop ~nd the peoples of England and
Europe were demanding greater quantities annually, and the planters
endeavored to fulfill these needs. Through the constant supply of the
slave labor, the sug r production continued to rise.
The Negroes in the island in 1353 numbered 1,400 nd the pro¬
duction and exports at this time were insignificant. The great expanse
of land in Jamaica resulted in always a shortage in slaves and inden¬
tured servants. The more slaves and laborers only meant the reclaim¬
ing of more land and greater profits. The land was free and more ter¬
ritory w s available tfr n could be reclaimed for several generations;
consequently, the greatest obstacle to production was the lack of labor
supply, In 1670 a steady flow of Negroes began to be imported into the
island; 111 slaves in this year, 1,640 the following yeai, and 1,146 in
1672. In the 1630s the planters were requesting the Roy 1 African
Company to import 3,000 sl ves to 5,000 slaves nnuaUy to meet the
demands of labor. An even greater shortage of slaves existed in this
decade th n in the p"-st, for production had greatly increased with
England and. Europe continuing to bsorb all commodities exported
from the isl nd. 1 he planters by 1834 owned more than 46,000 slaves
with an export in excess of 20,000,000 pounds of sugar. Four years
later, more than 26,000,000 pounds were exported in addition to the
other products exported from the Isl no. The transportation of this
large amount of sugar and commodities from Jamaica by 1833 w is
employing approximately sixty-five English ships annually.
The Introduction of sugar c ne into the V est Indies and the great
demand for sugar on the European market made the slave trade a ne¬
cessity for the development and production cf sugar :n the islands.
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The slave trade was a lucrative business, for the planters in the
West Indies were almost always requesting more Negroes, and es¬
pecially the plantation owners of Jamaica. A stead;r supply of slaves
flowed into the islands after 1670, although the number of slaves
imported did not always fulfill the demand. The Royal African
Company between 1680 and 1688 was loading an average of approximate¬
ly 6,750 slaves annually on the coast of Africa, but due to the death
rate, the company was delivering to the West Indies only about
5,150 slaves. The slave trade to the West Indies by 1688 was employ¬
ing approximately twenty-eight English ships annually with the con¬
tinental coloni.es employing about Wo slave ships? the total being ap¬
proximately thirty vessels. The slave was truly the life blood of the
sugar plantations, without which labor the sugar islands would have
never reached their affluent state during this period of study nor
would have England increased so much in fame and wealth.
The great store of products and natural resources from the
American Frontier hung "...like a horn of plenty. ..^ver England^
and emptied out on it an avalanche of wealth beyond human compre¬
hensions."^ However, trade and the economy of England did not in¬
dicate the influence of the Frontier commodities on England to any
great extent until about 1650, with a greater impetus in traffic and
goods flowing into England in the 1660s and in ever increasing amounts
in the next two decades. Every phase of life in England denoted a
great advancement in progress and wealth, especially between 1660 and
1688. New docks and warehouses were being constructed; streets were
being paved and lighted; houses were being constructed of better mater¬
ial, more roomy, and with more windox^sj people were wearing better ap-
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parol; there were more rich persons in this period than, apparently,
at any previous time in English history; the customs increased from
£*+21,582 in 1661 to £781,987 by 1688.2 The overall wealth of England
had increased from £58,000,000 in 1660 to £88,000,000 by 1688 with
an annual advancement of the wealth of the country of £2,000,000
yearly*3 In addition to these many improvements, the number of
merchants and the shipping tonnage of England doubled between 1660
and 1688. The tonnage of the English Merchant Marine in 1691 had
reached 500,000 tons,1*
The American Frontier was employing a considerable portion of
this English shipping in 1688 as indicated:
Southern Colonies, ..... 200 ships
Middle Colonies. ...... 20 "
Mew England* 69 M
Barbados. «•••••«.•• lH-0 "
Leeward Islands. •••••• *+0 M
Jamaica. •••••••*•• 65 "
Total ••••••* 53*+ ships
Although owing to the risky character of seventeenth century
statistics some of these figures may not be absolutely exact, they
indicate the great amount of shipping employed by the colonies of
the Frontier. Alloxd.ng for discrepancies, the colonies were
utilizing about 500 English ships annually by 1688, and approximate¬
ly *+0 vessels? were being used in re-exporting and distributing a
portion of the commodities throughout Europe; with the combined
total ships employed directly and indirectly numbering some 5*+0
vessels. The English ships annually trading to the Frontier by
171*+ had increased to 1,730 denoting a tremendous advancement in
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shipping in the eighteenth century, and farther indicating the
value of the colonies to England.^
Thus, the acquisition and settlement of the American Frontier
in its wider term of reference was an uncomprehensible asset to
England, resulting in her hecoming a leading world power; consistent¬
ly growing in fame and affluence5 obtaining a "far flung empire"
unequaled In history; accumulating the largest merchant fleet in
the world, which was not only used in transporting products of her
own possessions, but the commodities of other countries. And




1. Webb, op. cite,, 20.
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of the Royal Kavy and of Merchant Lihippinr: in Relation to
the" UavT (London s John Lane, 1396), I, 172-rf^
5. Doemaents Relating to the Colonial History of Met?
York» V, 61i|.-615• O'Gallaghan estimated about one-twelfth
of the number of ships importing the commodities were uti¬






1. Fayle, op. oft., 154. Growth In tonnage of England.
100-200 200-300 300 tons total over
tons tons t upward 100 tons
List of 1560:
London 16 3 2 21
Other ports 5? A 56
Total 68 7 2 77
List of 1577:
London 35 7 2 44
Other ports 86 3 2 91
Total 121 10 4 135
List of 1537:
London 57 5 - 62
Other ports 101 11 3 115
Total 153 16 3 177
'
s there was no register of shipping in the above ye rs, the
information comes from the exchequer warrants for bounty payments,
and from returns prepared for the council, as an indication of the
number of ships available for requisition. Neither uthority is wholly
satisfactory. The lists of va Table shipping re without doubt incom¬
plete, but they do give good evidence of continuous growth of the Eng¬
lish merchant marine.









3„ Smith, op. ciU, 309. Emigration of servants from Bristol,
1654-1630 and distribution of such people on the Frontier.
Ye r Vir¬ Bar¬ Nevis NewT'ng- J-ran- Mary- Other Dest. Total
ginia bados Tnd ica land cobrles not
cfeslg.
1654 40 16 1 mm —« mm 57
1655 115 150 2 — 1 1 289
1656 138 194 - m m ... — a 338
1657 79 357 2 1 ate — 2 173 617
1653 172 273 27 6 «* 17 278 771
1659 254 415 11
-
— -•
. 1 105 786
1660 167 277 72 — 4 14 58 592
1861 334 117 238 mm ■mm — 13 18 715
1662 510 105 170 27 13 4 4 mm 342
1033 157 01 130 •>«* 4 18 1 399
1801 123 G£ 54 11 mm «*•<*» 10 1 258
1065 241 £4 29 1 1 f* 10 mm 308
1668 255 70 2 3 4 mm -« 334
1667 221 IDS 22 1 — -- mm •«. 350
1363 £30 8s 13 9 mm 2 m m mm 392
1669 198 43 72 11 7 mm 1 mm 333
1670 153 45 75 9 10 14 14 4 329
1671 147 41 63 8 14 4 5 3 235
1672 192 10 20 mm 7 13 8 1 254
1873 03 12 9 -» 2 5 mm 1 m
1874 186 40 103 13 mm 6 2 3 365
1675 233 22 43 12 10 9 9 393
1676 153 27 9 mm 9 13 3 4 223
1677 120 22 10 2 32 9 6 •* 201
1673 133 12 IS 7 mm 5 4 1 178
1679 37 15 21 3 6 — 5 1 93
1380 45 6 5 ~~ 7 16 mm •• 79
1634 24 33 4 1 49 9 IX — 131
1685 47 17 5 1 299 10 9 mm 388
1686 ,.-jl 17 — 3 2 — 1 —» 24
Total 4,374 2,673 1,247 162 403 137 167 881 10,394
hi the column handed ' 'destination not designated" are included 67 servnts
going to L Christopher, 35 to Montserrat, 31 to nllgua, 14 to llewfounSand,
3 to New York, and 17 to 'sansylvsnla. 1 he 299 going to Jamaica in 1635
may have been Monmouth rebels.
4i Slave population of Virgin's
Year No. Slaves Reference
1619 20 V/ertensaker, lanters of Vh., 124-128.
1624 22-23 Virgin!? Census 1624-1625, p. 364.
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4. (Continued) Slave population of Virginia
Year No. Slaves Reference
1640 150 V ertenbaker. Planters of Va„ 124-125.
1643 300 Brock, on. clt., 'T. "32.
1659 300 C.S.P.CrTBBT-1668, No. 110.
1370 2,000 " ertenbaker, Planters of Va., 124-128.
1679 3,000 C.C.5/1355, pp. 344-345.
1883 3,000 Brawley, op. clt.. 18.
1714 15,000 7 ertenbaker, Planters of Va., 124-128.
1758 120,000 Brawley, op. clt., 18.
1774 200,000 Ibid.
5. Importation of tob-cco into ""ngland from the ner"can Frontier.
Ye r -Lbs. Tobacco Reference
1341 1,300,000 Beer, Commercial Policy, 26n.
1602-1863 7,307,140 . C.O. 318/1, p. 8.
1603-1659 9,023,046 Ibid.
1075 11,518,000 Tgrtenbaker, Planters of Va., 115;
C.O. \C. 1375-1673, No. 968.
1676 12,756,500 Ibid,
1631 (Get. only) 109,000 CTTLC. 1331-1035, No. 279.
1685 (3 months) 0,522,012 (Brit. Pius.) Sloane MSB. 1815, p. 35;




6. EUis, op. clt., I, 33. rices of sugar in London.





































7. Library Congress, British Trade MBS. 1862-1790, p. 13.
Imports from the Plantations, 1663:









Indigo. . . .














8. Library Congress, British Trade M8S. 1662-1790, p. 40.
Imports from the Plantations, 1839:
Tobacco 9,026,046 lbs.
bug r (brown) 16,677,600 "




Otter . . . 6,271
Buffalo Hides . 5,276
Indigo. ............ 16,GOO lbs.
Fustic ........... 442,000 "
Cotton-wool ........ 6,472 bags
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9. C.O. 390/8, ff. 30-34. Goods exported from Jam • ica to England in i nglish
ships, 1880-1637.
1680
Account of Goods Exported from Jamaica from 25th March 1680
to 25th December 1680 to England only.
Number of ships 30





















Stscks " — ——
Tuns Lignum Vitae
" °emento
Barls & Bundles Pemento—
Hides - 11828










Account of Goods Exported out of Jamaica for England from 25th
December 1680 to 25th March 1682
Number of ships- 26
Hogsheads sugar 4163
B gs Cotton 315
Tuns Indigo 14 ;
Barels *' —— 124






















Number of ships m 22 62 Tuns Lignum Vitae 2^4 2</4
XiGghds sugar
Barls "
10556 144 10700 " Ginger 19
^4
19
4 4 " Lime Juice 17 17 3^4
Bags Cotton 1874 40 1914 Barrils " " 6 10 13
Hoghds Indigo 33 33 T uns Cocoa 54 1 55
Barrils " 131 131 B git " 26 4 30,
Tuns Logwood 420 420 Hoghds 'emento 711 71&" Fustick 647 647 Barls " 7 7
** Nicoragowood 61 61 Hides 18790 18790
Sticks " 128 128 Casks Tortois Shdl 6 6
Tuns Ebony 32 32 Pounds " " 1500 1500
Hoghds Moll sses 68 68 iioghds Rum 24 24










9. (Continued) C.O. 390/3, ff. 30-34. Goods exported from Jamaica to England
la English ships, 1680-1887.
1683
ccount of Goods Exported Out of Jamoic from 25th March 1683
to 25th March 1884 "
Ewi Slant Total Eng. Innt Total
Number of ships 61 24 85 Tuns Ganger 5 5
Hoghds sugar
Barrils
9803 302 10105 Hoghds Cocoa
" Pemento
127 127
5 5 290 1| 2911
B gs Cotton 1367 96 1463 Barils " 76 76
B-irrils Indigo 200 200 Hoghds Lime Juice
" Tortois she11
! 120 Ik 127|
Tuns Logwood 539 539 4 4
" Fustiek 834;? 834g Bags Sasaparilla 26 26" Nicor gowood 22 22 Ivory Teeth 83 83
" Braseletto Ilk 111 Bards Notto 40
17h
40
" Ebony 35 35 Tuns Mollasses
Hides 10531 10531 Barils " 57 36 93
Hides Leather 162 162 Tuns iium 3^3 3^3
'-'yes Wine
16S6
Account a? the Number of ships Departed, and of Good Exported
fro m Jamaica, from 29th September 1685 to 25th December 1686
Em Plant Total En& Plant. Total
Number of Ships 67 47 112 BarIs Mollasses 91 91
Hoghds sugar
Barls '
15387 420 15807 Hoghds Lime Juice 210 4 214
134 37 221 Barls " " 16 16
Bags Cotton 1134* 426 1560 Hoghds Tortois Shdl 1 1
Hoghds Indigo 47 47 Casks " ** 3 3
Bnrls " 279 279 Tuns Elephants Teeth 18 18
Bags Glider
Tuns Logwood
2110 2110 Elephants Teeth 532 532
665 V4 66514Horns 295 295
" Fustick 124 124 Cedar Boards 14 14
" Br-:zeletto 208 208 Hoghds Notto
181- " Rum
24 24
" Lignum Vitae 1B| 75 75
Hoghds Pernento 123 123 Barls " 24 24
Barrils " 16 16 !?yes \A ine 35 35
Hides 8881 575 9456 Barls Rum 35 35
Hides Tan'd Leather 90 90 Pounds Loaf Sugar 104 104
Hoghds Mollasses 427 468 395 Hoghds Cocoa 29 4 33
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9. (Continued^ C*0. 390/6, ff. 30-84. Goods exported from Jamaica to England
is English Ships, 1680-1687.
1687
t ccouxt of Goods Exported from Jamaica Iro n the 25th December



















fia lani Total Eng.3468 *1 rrf. Total24 92 Hides 23 3486
11081 IPS 11138 Hods Mollasses 173 20$ 378
221 30 251 Barls " 34 34
1227 73 1300 Hoghds Lime Juice 74 11 bo
37 37 Barbs " " 32 6 38
224 224 Hoghds Tortois hil I 1
1321 2 1323 Casks " " 2 2
5081 5081 Elephant Teeth 203 203
1217 1217 bounds " 600 600
77 77 Bales asaparllla 25 25
30 38 Hoghds Hum 9 \ 9
103 103 Barls " 42 42
! 10 10 Pyes v ine
" Vlnsager
13 13
a 94 94 16 18
346 348 Barls Beef 138 138
191 191 " Perk 12 12
1638
ccount of Goods Exported from Jamaica from the 25th Deo?tuber
1637 to the 25th Dece nber 1683















































































10. K. G. D vies, op. cit,. opendix. The average price of sloves,
to nearest five sellings, sold in Barbados nd Jamaica for the
years Indicated.
Year Barb >.dos Jamaica
L 3 L 3
1873 13 0 ....
1674 17 0 22 10
1676 15 10 22 0
1876 15 5 21 5
1077 14 . 0 19 15
1678 14 15 17 15
1079 13 10 17 10
1880 14 0 17 0
1081 13 5 15 5
1882 14 15 15 15
1633 12 10 15 10
1584 13 5 17 10
1635 #«*■*» 17 15
1685 14 0 18 5
1687 13 10 14 10
1688 14 5 14 15
1689 13 0 20 10
1090 17 15 24 10
1891 17 5 23 5
1692 18 0 17 15
1098 20 0 20 0
1894 21 5 22 0
1095 m h#m 30 0
1693 27 10
11. V.T. Harlot. op. clL, 338. i. he white rod blade population of
B rbidos for the ye: rs indicated.
































lo no M&S. 3062, f. 54a.
i gerton : . 2395, f. 625
dd» h&: . (BriLTlus.) 11411, f. 9b.
Lgerton aIT.,. .395, f. 625.
CnL CoL 1574-1660, p. 448; dd.
1141 p. 9.
cm. Col. 1061-8, No. 1733.
cts of tte Ttvy council, i, No. 353.
Cnl. CoL 1677-30, No. 1101.
Cal. CoL 1675 and 1876. No. 312.
Cm. CoL 1677-80. No. 13,56.
CaL CoL 1631-5, No. 130.
. loane MoS. (Brit, hfus.) 2441, ££. 13-20.
Figures IftpareSthtsIs turtle te mie ktpu! Non only.
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12. The Negro population of Jamaica for the years Indicated.
Year No. Slaves References
1658 1,400 Long, op, clt.. I, 375.
1660 4,000 Pitman, op. clt., 48.
1662 5,521 Bo^eiariXfErlry, Rawlinson MSS.
« A" 347 f. 35.
1665 9,598 Pitman, op. cit.. 48.
1670 3,000 Ibid. "
1673 9,504 IBB.
1375 9,000 (12 yrs,~ancTabove) C.S.P.C. 1675-1870, No. 74
1679 11,313 " C.O. 1/43, No. 37.
1722 30,000 Pitman, op. cit., 48.
1737 210,894 Ibid., 378-374.
13. K. G. Diivies, op. cit., Chap. V. The tonnage of ships dispatched
to the Frontier with slaves by the African Company, 1680-1638.










400 and over 10
249
The 249 ships averaged 147 tons each.
14. Documents Relative to the Colonial llistory of New York, V, 815.
The average number of ships departing from' England "between








Total for the Continent 899
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14. (Continued) Documents Relative to the Colonial History of New
York, V, 615. The average number of ships departing from
England between 1714-1717 for the frontiers are listed below.
Einland to: Ships







Total for the Islands 708
West Indies 123
Total for the Tantations 1730
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